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STATE OF IDAHO

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER, and GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
V.

RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; TOM WAGNER; and JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
Defendants,
and
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendant-Appellant.
Appealed from the District Court of the Second
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in
and for the County of Latah
HONORABLE MICHAEL J. GRIFFIN, DISTRICT JUDGE
TODD.GEI DL
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PETER J. SMITH IV
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PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
60 I E. Front A venue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
Telephone: (208) 667-0517
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125
Email: psmith@lukins.com
lsimon@lukins.com
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

NO. CV 2013-1004
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS,
INC. 'S TRIAL BRIEF

V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants.

Defendant, Wanooka Farms, Inc. ("Wanooka Farms") submits its Trial Brie.fin the

above-captioned case.
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ISSUE

What is the fair value of the shares of stock in Wanooka Fanns held by Plaintiffs Loren,
Greg, and Dena Wagner? 1

II.

APPLICABLE LAW

The determination of the fair value of the petitioner's shares in W anooka Farms is
governed by Idaho Code§ 30-1-1434, 2 which states in full:
(]) In a proceeding under section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, to dissolve a
corporation that has no shares listed on a national securities exchange or
regularly traded in a market maintained by one (1) or more members of a
national or affiliated securities association, the corporation may elect or, (fit fails
to elect, one (1) or more shareholders may elect to purchase all shares owned by
the petitioning shareholder at the fair value of the shares. In a proceeding under
section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, to dissolve a corporation that has shares listed
on a national securities exchange or regularly traded in a market maintained by
one (1) or more members of a national or qffzliated securities association, the
corporation may elect to purchase all shares owned by the petitioning
shareholder at the fair value of the shares. An election pursuant to this section
shall be irrevocable unless the court determines that it is equitable to set aside or
modify the election.
(2) An election to purchase pursuant to this section may be filed with the court at
any time within ninety (90) days after the filing of the petition under section 30-11430(2), Idaho Code, or at such later time as the court in its discretion may
allow. If the election to purchase is filed by one (I) or more shareholders, the
corporation shall, w;thin ten (JO) days thereafter, give written notice to all
shareholders, other than the petitioner. 171e notice must state the name and
number of shares owned by the petitioner and the name and number of shares
owned by each electing shareholder and must advise the recipients of their right
to join in the election to purchase shares in accordance with this section.
Shareholders who wish to participate must file notice of their intention to join in
the purchase no later than thirty (30) days after the effective date of the notice to
them. All shareholders who have filed an election or notice of their intention to
participate in the election to purchase thereby become parties to the proceeding
and shall participate in the purchase in proportion to their ownership of shares as
of the date the first election was filed. unless they otherwise agree or the court
other1rvise directs. After an election has been filed by the corporation or one(]) or
more shareholders, the proceeding under section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, may
not be discontinued or settled, nor may the petitioning shareholder sell or
1

2

Loren, Greg and Dena Wagner are referred to as Plaintiffs unless tl}e context otherwise indicates.
Unless otherwise stated, ail references to "Sections" refer to Title 30, Chapter I, Part 14 of Idaho Code.
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othervvise dispose of his shares, unless the court determines that it would be
equitable to the corporation and the shareholders, other than the petitioner, to
permit such discontinuance, settlement, sale, or other disposition.
(3) If. within sixty (60) days of the filing of the first election, the parties reach
1
agreement as to the fair value and terms ofpurchase of the petitioner s shares, the
court shall enter an order directing the purchase of petitioner's shares upon the
terms and conditions agreed to by the parties.
(4) If the parties are unable to reach an agreement as provided for in subsection
(3) of this section, the court, upon application of any party, shall stay the section
30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, proceedings and determine the fair value of the
petitioner 1s shares as of the day before the date on which the petition under
section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, was.filed or as of such other date as the court
deems appropriate under the circumstances.
(5) Upon determining the fair value of the shares, the court shall enter an order
directing the purchase upon such terms and conditions as the court deems
appropriate, which may include payment of the purchase price in installments,
where necessary in the interests of equity, provision for security to assure
payment of the purchase price and any additional costs, fees, and expenses as
may have been awarded, and, if the shares are to be purchased by shareholders,
the allocation of shares among them. In allocating petitioner 1s shares among
holders of different classes of shares, the court should attempt to preserve the
existing distribution of voting rights among holders of different classes insofar as
practicable and may direct that holders of a specific class or classes shall not
participate in the purchase. Interest may be allowed at the rate and from the date
determined by the court to be equitable, but if the court finds that the refusal of
the petitioning shareholder to accept an offer of payment was arbitrary or
otherwise not in good faith, no interest shall be allowed. If the court finds that the
petitioning shareholder had probable grounds for relief under section 30-l1430(2)(b), Idaho Code, it may award to the petitioning shareholder reasonable
fees and expenses of counsel and of any experts employed by him.
(6) Upon ent1y of an order under subsection (3) or (5) of this section, the court
shall dismiss the petition to dissolve the c01poration under section 30-1-1430,
Idaho Code, and the petitioning shareholder shall no longer have any rights or
status as a shareholder of the corporation, except the right to receive the amounts
awarded to him by the order of the court which shall be enforceable in the same
manner as any other judgment.
(7) The purchase ordered pursuant to subsection (5) of this section shall be made
within ten (10) days after the date the order becomes final unless before that time
the corporation files with the court a notice of its intention to adopt articles of
dissolution pursuant to sections 30-1-1402 and 30-1-1403. Idaho Code, which
articles must then be adopted and filed within fifty (50) days thereafter. Upon
filing of such articles of dissolution, the c01poration shall be dissolved in
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S TRIAL BRIEF: 3
00936%7.'
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accordance with the provisions of sections 30-1-1405 through 30-1-1407, Idaho
Code, and the order entered pursuant to subsection (5) of this section shall no
longer be of any force or effect, except that the court may award the petitioning
shareholder reasonable fees and apenses in accordance with the provisions of
the last sentence of subsection (5) of this section and the petitioner may continue
to pursue any claims previously asserted on beha?f of the corporation.
(8) Any payment by the cmporation pursuant to an order under subsection (3) or
(5) of this section, other than an award of fees and expenses pursuant to
subsection (5) of this section, is subject to the provisions of section 30-1-640,
Idaho Code.
The ABA Official Comment explains that the purpose of Section 1434 is avoid
dissolution of closely held corporations. The comment states, inter alia, that:

The proceeding for judicial dissolution has become an increasingly important
remedy for minority shareholders of closely held corporations who believe that
the value of their investment is threatened by reason of circumstances or conduct
described in section 1430W. if the petitioning shareholder proves one or more
grounds under section 1430{1.L_ he or she is entitled to some form of relief but
many courts have hesitated to award dissolution, the only form of relief explicitly
provided, because of its adverse effects on shareholders, employees, and others
who may have an interest in the continuation of the business.
Commentators have observed that it is rarely necessary to dissolve the
corporation and liquidate its assets in order to provide relief the rights of the
petitioning shareholder are fully protected by liquidating only the petitioner's
interest and paying the fair value of his or her shares while permitting the
remaining shareholders to continue the business. In fact, it appears that most
dissolution proceedings result in a buyout of one or another of the disputants'
shares either pursuant to a statut01y buyout provision or a negotiated settlement.
See generally Hetherington & Dooley, "Jlliquidity and Exploitation: A Proposed
Statutory Solution to the Remaining Close C01poration Problem, " 63 VA. L. REV
1 (1977); Haynsworth, ''The Effectiveness of Involuntary Dissolution Suits as a
Remedy for Close Corporation Dissension," 35 CLEV ST L. REV 25 (1987).
Accordingly, section 1434 affords an orderly procedure by which a dissolution
proceeding under section 1430£11 can be terminated upon payment of the fair
value of the petitioner ·s shares.
Section 1434 cmt. 3

3

Idaho Code numbered the sections differently than the Model Business Corporation Act. For example, Section
1430(2) of the Idaho Act is Section l430(a)(2) of the Model Business Corporations Act. The ABA Official
Comments reference the sections by the numbering the Model Business Corporations Act. We have modified the
ABA Official Comments to match Idaho Code. Our revisions are indicated in brackets L_l. The Model Business
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NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING

This case is an election to purchase shares in lieu of corporate dissolution governed by
Section 1434.

A.

The Prerequisites to Filing an Election to Purchase under Section 1434 are
Met in This Case.

There are two prerequisites to filing an election to purchase under Section 1434.

First, a proceeding to dissolve the corporation under section 1430[]1 must have
been commenced. Second, the election may be made only by the corporation or
by shareholders other than the shareholder who is seeking to dissolve the
corporation under section 1430[]1.
Section 1434 cmt. 1.
Here, the two prerequisites are met. First, a proceeding to dissolve Wanooka Farms under
Section 1430(2) was commenced when the Plaintiffs, who are shareholders ofWanooka Farms,
filed the Complaint seeking dissolution of Wanooka Farms on August 22, 2013." COMPL. filed
August 22, 2013 at 4if E. Section 1430(2) provides that an Idaho district court may dissolve a
corporation "[i]n a proceeding by a shareholder" if:

(a) The directors are deadlocked in the management of the c01porate affairs, the
shareholders are unable to break the deadlock, and irreparable injury to the
co1poration is threatened or being sz![fered because ~f the deadlock;
(b) The directors or those in control of the corporation have acted or are acting in
a manner that is illegal, oppressive or fraudulent, and irreparable injury to the
corporation is threatened or being suffered by reason there~[; or

(c) The shareholders are deadlocked in voting power and havefailed,for a period
that includes at least two (2) consecutive annual meeting dates to elect successors
to directors whose terms have expired;
Section 1430(2)(a)-(c).

Corporations Act is available at htm~:Llu.sers.wfu.edu/palmitar/lCBComorationsCompanion/Conexus/Mode!BusmessCorporationAct.pdf (last visited Oct. 2, 2014).
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Though the Co,mplaint never specifically references Section 1430(2), it does state a claim
for "Judicial Dissolution/Division of Wanooka Farms." COMPL filed August

2013 at ,IE.

The Complaint alleges that the directors "have acted and are acting in a manner that is oppressive
and irreparable injury to Wanooka Farms is threatened or being suffered by reason thereof."
COMPL. at ,r 80. This is a claim under Section 1430(2)(b).
Second, Wanooka Farms made an election to purchase the shares of the Plaintiffs within
90 day of the filing of the Complaint. See ELECTION BY W ANOOKA FARMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO
CODE§ 30-1-1434 filed November 20, 2013.

B.

The Effect of Filing of Election to Purchase by Wanooka Farms Stayed the
Plaintiffs' Dissolution Action.

Once an election was filed (i) the election was irrevocable and may not be set aside or
modified (as to one or more parties) unless the comt determines it is equitable to do so; and (ii)
the dissolution proceeding under section 1430(2) may not be discontinued or settled and the
petitioning shareholders may not dispose of the shares without court approval. According to the
ABA Official Comment:

These provisions are intended to reduce the risk that either the dissolution
proceeding or the buyout election will be used for strategic pwposes. For
example, the Official Comment to section 1430 cautions courts to distinguish
between dissolution petitions predicated on "genuine abuse" and those brought
for other reasons. Section 1434 makes strategic use ofsection 1430lll a high-risk
proposition for the petitioning shareholder because the petitioner's shares are, in
effect, subject to a "call" for 90 days after commencement of the section I 430lll
proceeding. The petitioner becomes irrevocably committed to sell these shares
pursuant to section I 434 once an election is filed and may not thereafter
discontinue the dissolution proceeding or dispose of his or her shares outside of
section 1434 without permission of the court, which is specifically directed to
consider whether such action would be equitable from the standpoint of the
corporation and the other shareholders.
Section 1434 cmt. 2.
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The Court Must Determine the Terms of the Purchase of Plaintiffs' Shares.

Section 1434 provides for a 60 day period for the parties to reach an agreement on the
purchase of the shares. Section 1434(3). This clearly did not happen. Therefore, any or all terms
of the purchase will be set by the court under Section1434(4). The Court must determine the
«fair value of the [Plaintiffs'] shares as of the day before the date on which the petition under
Section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, was filed or as such other date at the court deems appropriate
under the circumstances." Section 1434(4).
Section 1434 does not specify the components of "fair value." The court should consider
all relevant facts and circumstances of the particular case in determining fair value.

For example, liquidating value may be relevant in cases of deadlock but an
inappropriate measure in other cases. ff the court finds that the value of the
corporation has been diminished by the wrongful conduct of controlling
shareholders, it would be appropriate to include as an element of fair value the
petitioner's proportional claim for any compensable cmporate injwy. In cases
1vhere there is dissension but no evidence of wrongful conduct, "fair value"
should be determined with reference to what the petitioner would likely receive in
a voluntmy sale of shares to a third party, taking into account the petitioner's
minority status. If the parties have previously entered_ into a shareholders'
agreement that defines or provides a method for determining the fair value of
shares to be sold, the court should look to such definition or method unless the
court decides it would be unjust or inequitable to do so in light of the facts and
circumstances of the particular case. The valuation date is set as the day before
the filing of the petition under section l 430[l]), although the court may choose an
earlier or later date {f appropriate under the circumstances of the particular case.
Section 1434 cmt. 4(8). It is expected that an order pursuant to Section 1434(5) will ordinarily
provide for payment in cash. Id. However, a cash settlement may sometimes impose hardship on
the corporation, so Section 1434(5) recognizes the court's discretion to provide for payment of
the purchase price in installments, but only "where necessary in the interests of equity." Id. In
determining whether installment payments are ''necessary in the interests of equity," the court
should weigh any possible hardship to the corporation against the shareholders' interest in
receiving full and prompt payment of the value of their shares. Id. Accordingly, before ordering
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S TIUAL BRIEF: 7
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payment in installments, the court should be satisfied with corporation's ability to meet the
scheduled payments and to provide such security as the court deems necessary. Id. Otherwise,
the contents of the order under Section 1434(5) are entirely subject to the court's discretion. Id.
D.

All Rights of Plaintiffs as Shareholders of Wanooka Farms vVill Terminate
Upon Entry of This Court's Order to Purchase Shares at the Determined
Fair Value.

The entry of an order under Section 1434(5) results in a dismissal, with prejudice, of the
dissolution proceeding under Section 1430(2) and terminates all rights of the Plaintiffs as
shareholders. Section 1434(6). The order also terminates all claims that the Plaintiffs may have
had in their capacity as shareholders, and the value of such claims must either be asserted as part
of the 'fair value' of the Plaintiffs' shares or forever lost except as provided in Section 1434(6).
Section 1434(6). In short, this case wi11 be over as soon as the order is entered by this Court.
IV.

ANALYSIS

The Court must detennine the date the fair value of Plaintiffs' shares will be determined
and the fair value of Plaintiffs' shares. Other issues raised by the Complaint are tangential to this
detem1ination. Ifrelevant, these other issues are discussed below.
A.

The Date of Valuation Should Be August 21, 2013-the Date Before the
Complaint was Filed.

The Court has discretion to detem1ine the valuation date of Plaintiffs' shares. But,
Section 1434 directs the Court to value the shares "as of the day before the date on which the
petition under Section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, was filed "as the default date." Section
1434(4). Plaintiffs suggest the Court value the shares as of December 31, 2011. In doing so,
Plaintiffs' expert \Vil! opine tl1at an)1thing that happened after Decen1ber 31, 2011 should 11ot be
considered in the valuation of the Plaintiffs' shares. Plaintiffs make this argument because on a
cash-basis it makes Wanooka Fanns lentil processing division appear profitable. However, by
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processing division was closed and all of its revenues and expenses

were accounted for. It is the most accurate date for a valuation.

B.

Fair Value of Plaintiffs' Shares

The Plaintiffs hold shares representing 28% of the total shares of Wanooka Fam1s.
Though often referred to as the "28%" of the Plaintiffs, each is an individual who owns shares in
Wanooka Farms. Therefore, each will be receive "fair value" for their shares. The shares are
divided into two classes: voting shares and nonvoting shares. The value of each will be discussed
below.
I.

The fair value of the voting shares as of August 21, 2013 is $1,540 per
share.

Mr. Hyde will testify that the fair value of the voting shares as of August 21, 2013 is
$1,540 per share. As calculated per Plaintiff:
Loren Wagner- 110 voting shares - total value equals $169,400
Greg Wagner - 110 voting shares - total value equals $169,400
Dena Wagner
2.

10 voting shares - total value equals $15,400
The fair value of the nonvoting shares as of August 21, 2013 is $1,490 per
share.

Mr. Hyde will testify that will testify that the fair value of the nonvoting shares as of
August 21, 2013 is $1,490 per share. As calculated per Plaintiff:
Loren Wagner - 0 nonvoting shares
Greg Wagner - 0 nonvoting shares
Dena Wagner - 50 nonvoting shares - total value equals $74,500.
C.

The Methodology Used by Mr. Hyde

In determining the fair value of the shares held by the Plaintiffs, Mr. Hyde performed
three appraisals. Mr. Hyde appraised all the assets owned by Wanooka Fanns, including the real
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and personal property. In addition, Mr. Hyde rendered an opinion of the value of the lentil
processing division. Upon detem1ining the value of each part ofWanooka Farms, Mr. Hyde
determined the fair value of a share of stock in Wanooka Farms as of August 21, 2013.

4

This fair value takes into account whether the stock is voting or nonvoting stock and the
appropriate minority discounts for lack of control (''DLOC") and discount for lack of
marketability ("DLOM").

D.

Minority Discounts

Minority discounts apply. The ABA official Comment 4(B) states that "where there is
dissension but not evidence of wrongful conduct, 'fair value' should be detem1ined with
reference to what the petitioner would likely receive in a voluntary sale of shares to a third party,
taking into account the petitioner's minority status." Section 1434 cmt. 4(8).
The United States District Court for the District of Idaho has applied a minority discount
when detennining the fair value of corporation shares pursuant to Section l 434 and Comment
4(B) thereto. See Hall v. Glenn's Ferry Grazing Ass'n, No. CV-03-386-S-BLW, 2006 WL
2711849 (D. Idaho Sept. 21, 2006). 5 In applying this minority discount, Judge Winmill dismissed
arguments that the application of a discount was unfair and appropriately followed the directive
in Comment 4(B).

Comment 4(B)' s directive to apply minority and marketability discounts in Section 1434
valuations is there for a reason. By definition, a dissolution action under Section 1434 involves a
minority shareholder who seeks to dissolve the corporation. Because the minority shareholders
are the ones who sued and, therefore, forced the corporation to buy their shares or dissolve, those

4

He also detem1ined the value as of December 31, 201 l, but Wanooka Fam1s takes the position August 2L2013 is
the proper date.
5
1t bears mentioning that !he federal court applied this discount as advocated for by expert witness, Dermis
Reinstein, who is also expert witness for the Plaintiffs in this case.
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shareholders assumed the risk that the corporation may elect to purchase the shares for fair value
- which takes into account minority status. As stated above, Comment 2 creates a "hjgh risk
proposition for the [Plaintiffs] because the [Plaintiffs'] are, in effect, subject to 'call' . . "
Plaintiffs assumed this risk when they sued.
a. Discount for Lack of Control- August 21, 2013

Both experts provide an opinion of the amount of a discount for lack of control
("DLOC"). In respect to the DLOC, both experts' opinions are fairly close. Mr. Hyde opines that
the DLOC should be 14%. Mr. Reinstein opines that the DLOC should be 10%. As will be
shown at trial, the difference is that Mr. Reinstein's conclusion is unreasonable given the
assumptions he made. Mr. Hyde's opinion is much more reasonable.
b. Discount for Lack for Marketability- August 21, 2013

Mr. Hyde opines that the DLOM is 32%. Mr. Reinstein opines that a DLOM of 18% is
appropriate. As will be shown at trial, Mr. Reinstein's opinion is arbitrary and the discount is
reached on faulty assumptions.
c. Discount for Nonvoting Stock-August 21, 2013

Both experts agree that 3% is appropriate.
E.

No \Vrongful Conduct

Plaintiffs may argue that the directors and/or other shareholders engaged in wrongful
conduct. As will be shown at trial, if anyone engaged in wrongful conduct, it was Loren Wagner.
Loren Wagner wrote checks without authority, over paid his son in direct violation of directives
of the Board, orchestrated a "run on warehouse receipts" to damage the reputation of Wanooka
Farms, and conspired with his future employer to take all of the customers of Wanooka Farms.
Al] these actions took place while Loren Wagner was a director and officer ofWanooka Fanns.
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The other shareholders tried for over 10 years to reach a deal to split the milling operation
so Plaintiffs could own and operate it. An agreement was never reached because every time there
was an appraisal, Loren Wagner disagreed with the values. In the end, when the shareholders
were told by Loren Wagner to shut down the milling operation because he would not run it, they
shut it down. Then, the Plaintiffs sued because the lentil processing plant was closed.
It wm be made plainly evident that the Defendants worked diligently and in good faith to

try to strike a deal on a corporate division. The fruits of their labor were false accusations and a
lawsuit for dissolution of the corporation that would result in the destruction of a closely-held
family corporation that was set up to benefit the generations for years to come. The Court should
note it was set up to benefit ALL shareholders - not one or two.
F.

Plaintiffs Are Not Entitled to Interest

Section 1434(5) provides that "interest may be allowed at the rate and from the date
determined by the court to be equitable." It leaves it up to the Court to determine whether interest
is appropriate. In this case, it would be inappropriate. As stated above, Plaintiffs filed this action
alleging frivolous claims. The Court should also consider that "no interest shall be allowed" if
the Court finds that the Plaintiffs rejected an offer of payment arbitrarily or not in good faith.
Here, the Plaintiffs were offered all the proceeds from the sale of the lake place and rejected it.
Based on Mr. Hyde's valuation, the offer exceeded the "fair value" of the shares. The rejection
of this offer was arbitrary and not in good faith.
G.

Plaintiffs Had No Probable Grounds for Dissolution

As the Court will hear at trial, the claims for dissolution by the Plaintiffs are completely
frivolous. Plaintiffs will utterly fail to show that the "directors or those in control of the
corporation have acted or are acting in a manner that is i11egal, oppressive or fraudulent, and
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ineparable injury to the corporation is threatened or being suffered by reason thereof." Section
430(2)(b ). What occurred is the shareholders attempted to reach a deal on a corporate division.
For reasons that are primarily the fault of the Plaintiff-; themselves, a deal was never agreed
upon. Regardless, the failure to complete a corporate split is not "illegal, oppressive or
fraudulent." The parties tried to strike a deal and failed.
Plaintiffs assert that closing the mill caused irreparable injury. This fact is hotly disputed,
but even if true, how is it illegal, oppressive or fraudulent for shareholders and directors to close
a division of the corporation? Especially given the fact that the mill manager (Loren Wagner),
who according to his own testimony was the only person qualified to run the mill, said he refused
to work there anymore and it should be closed.
Plaintiffs assert that the directors micromanaged the milling operation. That may be true,
but the Board had good reason to step in. Loren Wagner failed to provide accurate and complete
financial information to the Board. When he was asked, he said he didn't have time to provide it.
When he finally did provide it, the Board discovered over payments of salaries and other
questionable expenditures. The Board acted reasonably and provided directives to Loren
Wagner. Loren Wagner failed to abide by the directives and the Board further restricted his
authority. At that point, Loren Wagner did all he could to destroy the reputations of the other
directors and Wanooka Fanns to its own customers and the community. The goal was clear.
Make it impossible for Wanooka Farms to carry on and force the other shareholders to simply
give up the mill to Loren Wagner and the Plaintiffs. If anyone caused ineparable harm to
Wanooka Fanns, it was Loren Wagner.
There will likely be other allegations, but none are grounds for dissolution. Plaintiffs are
clearly not entitled to attorney fees and costs. If the Court will consider an award of attorney fees
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and costs, it should award attorney fees and costs to Wanooka Fanns. Wanooka Farms had to
defend and investigate the Plaintiffs' claims.

the end, all of the Plaintiffs' claims will fail for

an utter lack of proof. Under Idaho Code § 12-121, Wanooka Fam1s is entitled to attorney fees
and costs because the action for dissolution was brought and pursued frivolously with the sole
intent to cause financial harm to Wanooka Fan11s and, in its view, force it to part with assets on
Plaintiffs' terms. To state it plainly, Plaintiffs use litigation (twice) to try to force the other
shareholders to accept their terms on a split.

V.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated and the evidence presented at trial, the Court should find the value
of Plaintiffs' shares is: $1,540 per voting share and $1,490 per non-voting share. No interest or
attorney fees/costs to Plaintiffs. The Court should award attorney fees and costs to Defendant,
Wanooka Fan11S, Inc., by reducing the cash paid to Plaintiffs.
DATED this 2nd day of October, 2014.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

By:
PETER J. SMITH
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I hereby certify that on the 2nd day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
conect copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
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Tod Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC
1219 Idaho St
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501

D
D
D
D

~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231
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Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
- COURT MINUTES -

Michael J. Griffin
District Judge
Date:

October 6, 2014

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders ofWANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation

)
)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
VS
)
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; )
)
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
)
and
individually and as officers, directors,
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., )
)
an Idaho corporation, and WANOOKA
)
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
)

Keith Evans
Court Reporter
Recording No. Z:02/2014-10-06
Time: 8:56 A.M.

Case CVB-01004

APPEARANCES:
Plaintiffs present with counsel,
Tod D. Geidl, Lewiston, ID
Defendants Russel Dwayne Wagner,
Stuart Wagner, Torn Wagner and
Jeff Wagner present with counsel,
Gary I. Amendola, Coeur d' Alene, ID
Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.
represented by counsel, Peter J. Smith,
Coeur d'Alene, ID

Subject of Proceedings: COURT TRIAL-DAY 1
This being the time set for conducting a court trial in this matter, Court noted that he met
with counsel prior to court convening. Court stated that if the court trial should need to go beyond
tomorrow then the court trial will be continued to Thursday of this week.
Plaintiffs exhibits #1-#55 were marked for identification by Mr. Geidl prior to court
convening. Defendant's exhibits A-Z with subparts and AA-FF with subparts, were marked for
identification prior to court convening.
Maureen Coleman
Deputy Clerk
Court Minutes 1

Loren Anthony Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the plaintiff Plaintiffs exhibit
# 1 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #2
was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with
direct examination of the witness. Plaintiff's exhibit #6 was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #3 was offered. Mr. Smith stated his objection
to the admission of plaintiffs exhibit #3. Court questioned Mr. Geidl. Mr. Geidl presented further
argument. Court further questioned Mr. Geidl. Court ordered plaintiffs exhibit #3 admitted into
evidence over objection. Plaintiffs exhibit #4 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiff's exhibit #5 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness.
Plaintiff's exhibit #8 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiff's exhibit #9 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by :t\.1r. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with
direct examination of the witness.
Plaintiffs exhibit # 10 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Plaintiffs exhibits #11 and #12 were offered and admitted into evidence without objection
by Mr. Smith. Plaintiff's exhibits #13 and #14 were offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiff's exhibits #15 and #16 were offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #18 was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness.
Plaintiffs exhibit #56 was marked for identification. Mr. Geidl continued with direct
examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #56 was offered for illustrative purposes. Mr. Smith
stated his objection to the admission of plaintiffs exhibit #56. Court ordered plaintiffs exhibit #56
admitted into evidence for illustrative purposes over objection. Plaintiffs exhibit # 19 was offered
and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #20 was offered and
admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct
examination of the witness.
Plaintiffs exhibit #22 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #23 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #24 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #25 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #26 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with
direct examination of the witness.
Court recessed at 10:22 a.m.
Court reconvened at 10:39 a.m., all being present in Court as before.
Loren Anthony Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued
to testify under direct examination by Mr. Geidl.
Maureen Coleman
Deputy Clerk
Court Minutes 2

Plaintiffs exhibit #27 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #28 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #30 was
offered. Mr. Smith made an inquiry of the Court. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of
the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #30 was reoffered and admitted into evidence without objection by
Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #29 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #31 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with
direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibits #32 and #33 were offered and admitted into
evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #34 was offered and admitted into
evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the
witness.
Plaintiffs exhibit #35 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibits #36 and #37
were offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with
direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #38 was offered. Mr. Smith stated his
objection to the admission of Plaintiffs exhibit #38. Mr. Geidl presented argument in support of the
admission of Plaintiffs exhibit #38. Court ordered Plaintiffs exhibit #38 admitted into evidence
over objection. Plaintiffs exhibit #39 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by
Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #40 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith.
Court recessed at 11 :55 AM.
Court reconvened at 12:59 P.M., with Court, counsel, and the parties being present in the
courtroom.
Loren Anthony Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued
to testify under direct examination by Mr. Geidl. Plaintiffs exhibit #41 was offered. Mr. Smith
stated his objection to the admission of plaintiffs exhibit #41. Mr. Geidl presented argument in
support of the admission of plaintiffs exhibit #41. Mr. Smith presented further argument. Court
ordered plaintiffs exhibit #41admitted into evidence over objection.
Cross examination of the witness by Mr. Smith.
Court recessed at 2:22 p.m.
Court reconvened at 2:40 p.m., all being present in Court as before.
Loren Anthony Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued
to testify under cross examination by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl waived scope and agreed to allow Mr.
Smith to question the witness outside the scope of direct examination instead of calling him at a
later time on Mr. Smith's case in chief.

Maureen Coleman
Deputy Clerk
Court Minutes 3

Defendant's exhibit Q 1 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Q2 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Q3 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendants exhibit Q4 and Q5 and Q6 were offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Zl (page 5565), first page of the exhibit was offered
and admitted into evidence without objection. Defendant's exhibit Z4 was offered and admitted
into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit ZS was offered and admitted
into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Z7 was offered. Mr. Geidl
questioned the witness in aide of an objection. Mr. Geidl having no objection, Court ordered
defendant's exhibit Z7 admitted into evidence. Defendant's exhibits Z8 and Z9 were offered and
admitted into evidence without objection. Defendant's exhibit ZlO was offered and admitted into
evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Zl 1 was offered and admitted into
evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Zl2 was offered and admitted into
evidence without objection. Defendant's exhibit Zl5, e-mail from Loren Wagner and response, was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl.
Court recessed at 3:57 p.m.
Court reconvened at 4: 15 p.m., all being present in court as before.
Loren Anthony Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued
to testify under cross examination by Mr. Smith. Defendant's exhibit CC12 was offered and
admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Redirect examination by Mr. Geidl.
Plaintiffs exhibit #21 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr.
Smith had no re-cross examination for the witness. The witness stepped down.
Dena Le Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the plaintiff. Cross examination by
Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl had no redirect examination. Court questioned the witness. In response to
inquiry from the Court neither counsel had any questions in light of the Court's questions.
Greg Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the plaintiff. Plaintiff's exhibit #57 was
marked for identification. Plaintiff's exhibit #57 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Smith. Cross examination of the witness by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl had no redirect
examination for the witness. Court questioned the witness. In response to inquiry from the Court,
neither counsel had any questions in light of the Courts questions.
Court recessed at 4:48 p.m.

APPROVED BY:

~---MicJi L J. GRIFFIN
DISTRICT JUDGE
Maureen Coleman
Deputy Clerk
Court Minutes 4
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D2-Wan ooka Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statements for the years ending December 31,
2004 and 2005-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
D3-Wan ooka Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statements for the years ending December 31,
2005 and 2006-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
D4-Wan ooka Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statements for the years ending December 31,
2007 and 2008-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
D5-Wanooka Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statements for the years ending December 31, 2007
and 2008-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
D6-W anooka Farms, Inc., financial statements for the periods ending December 31, 2009 and
2010-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
D7-Wan ooka Farms, Inc., financial statement for the periods ending December 31, 2011 and
2010-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
D8-Wan ooka Farms, Inc. financial statements for the periods ending December 31, 2011 and
2010 (correcte d)-ADM ITTED ON 10-16-14
D9-Wan ooka Farms, Inc., financial statements for the periods ending December 31, 2012 and
2011-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
El-Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2003E2-Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2004E3-Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2005E4--Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2006E5-Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2007E6-Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2008E7-Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2009-
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E8-Wanooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2010E9-Wanooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2011ElO-Wanooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2012Ell-Wanooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through
December 2013E 12-Wanooka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2003EI3-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2004E14--Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2005El5-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2006-E16-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2007El 7-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2008E18-Wanoka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2009E19-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2010E20-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2011E21-Wanooka Farms Inc., Profit and Loss Statement for the period January through December
2012-Fl-Shareholders' Cross-Purchase Agreement for Wanooka Farms. Inc.F2-E-Mail dated September 2, 2014 at 4:54 P.M. from Tod Geidl to Dennis ReinsteinDefendant's Exhibit List
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F3-Letter dated May 7, 2003 to Wanooka Farms, Inc., Shareholders regarding Cross-Purchase
Agreement from Theodore F.S. Rasmussen and photocopies of attached 10 ballots and2
envelopes and signature of Loren-G-Unsigned Agreement and Plan ofReorganiz ationH-Hyde Business Appraisal-A DMITTED on 10-17-14
I-Hyde Real Estate Appraisal-A DMITTED on 10-7-14
J-Hyde Lentil Processing Plant Appraisal-A DMITTED on 10-17-14
K-Wanooka Appraisal Update (June 28, 2012)L-Wanooka Appraisal (September 28, 2007)M-January 9, 2012 Idaho Examiner Comments Report (ISDA)-ADM ITTED on 10-17-14
N-January 9, 2012, 12:18 P.M., e-mail from Jeremy Bunch0-Loren Wagner Job Application P-George F. Brocke & Sons Account Payable-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
QI-Loren Wagner and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated November 2, 2011 and
November 3, 2011-ADMI TTED on 10-6-14
Q-2-Loren Wagner and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated November 7, 2011 and
November 4, 2011-ADMI TTED on 10-6-14
Q3-Loren Wagner and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated November 22, 2011ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Q4-Loren Wagner and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated December 12, 2011ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Q5-Loren Wagner and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated December 28, 2011ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Q6-Loren Wagner and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated July 31, 2012ADMITTED on 10-6-14
R-July 18, 2012 Letter to growers
S-Wanooka Farms Inc., minutes from November 9, 2003-ADMI TTED on 10-7-14
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T-Wanooka Farms Inc., minutes from October 31, 2004-ADMI TTED on 10-7-14
U-Wanooka Farms Inc., annual stockholders minutes for August 8, 2007Vl-Wanook a Farms Inc., annual stockholders minutes for February 9, 2009-ADMI TTED on
10-7-14
V2-Wanook a Farms Inc., Board of Directors minutes for March 5, 2009-ADMI TTED on
10-7-14
V3-Wanook a Farms, Inc. amended minutes of March 15, 2009 meeting-AD MITTED on
10-7-14
V4-Wanook a Farms, Inc., Supplement to Resolution 3-15-09; Resolution 4-19-09ADMITTED on 10-7-14
VS-Written motion by Loren to take lake property out of the division of assets dated April 5,
2009 at 11:50 a.m.-ADMIT TED on 10-7-14
V6-Wanook a Farms Inc. minutes of April 19, 2009 meeting-AD MITTED on 10-7-14
V7-Wanook a Farms Inc., minutes of Board Meeting of May 24, 2009-ADMI TTED on
10-7-14
V8--Wanooka Farms Inc., minutes of meeting of May 24, 2009-ADMI TTED on 10-7-14
V9-Wanook a Farms Inc., draft minutes of Board meeting of June 16, 2010VlO-Written motion 71209-1 for a special meeting of directors and shareholders ADMITTED on 10-7-14
Vl 1-Wanooka Farms Inc., special shareholders meeting of July 12, 2009-ADMI TTED on
10-7-14
V12-Wanooka Farms Inc., minutes of Board Meeting of July 12, 2009-ADMI TTED on
10-7-14
V13-Written motion 71209-3 to use July 31, 2009 as a date for a financial snapshot to be used
for the division/transfer of assets-ADM ITTED on 10-7-14
Vl4-E-Mail dated March 4, 2010; 9:06 P.M.; from Thomas to Loren Wagner, Russ and Carla,
Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagner, Stuart Wagner, rwagners8@hotmail.com of shareholders meeting of
November 12, 2009-REJEC TED on 10-7-14
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VIS-Minutes of special shareholders meeting dated December 12, 2009-ADMITTE D on
10-7-14
Wl-Wanooka Farms, Inc. Board meeting minutes of March 7, 2010 (outgoing board)ADMITTED on 10-7-14
W2-Wanooka Farms Inc., annual shareholders meeting minutes of March 7, 2010ADMITTED on 10-7-14
W3-Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directors meeting of March 7, 2010-ADMITTE D on
10-7-14
W4-Written Board of Directors of Wanooka Farms Inc., list of directives dated March 7, 2010ADMITTED on 10-7-14
W5-Wanooka Farms Inc., Board meeting minutes of March 19, 2010-ADMITTE D on
10-7-14
W6-Wanooka Farms Inc., emergency Board meeting minutes of March 25, 2010-ADMITTED on 10-7-14
W7-Wanooka Farms Inc., letter dated March 25, 2010 from Gary Wagner-ADMIT TED on
10-7-14
W8-Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directors meeting minutes of April 11, 2010-ADMITTE D
On 10-7-14
W9-Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directors meeting minutes of April 19, 2010WlO-Wanooka Farms Inc. Board Directive to Change of Signatory dated April 20, 2010ADMITTED on 10-7-14
Wl 1-E-Mail dated June 3, 2010 dated 9:33 a.m., from Thomas to Ted Rasmussen, Russ
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagner-ADMIT TED on 10-7-14
Wl2-Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directors meeting minutes of June 6, 2010-ADMITTE D
On 10-7-14
W13-Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of June 16, 2010ADMITTED on 10-7-14
W14-Wanooka Farms Inc., shareholders meeting minutes of July 11, 2010-ADMITTE D
On 10-7-14
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W15-Wanoo ka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of July 11, 2010ADMITTED on 10-7-14
Wl6-Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of October 18, 2010ADMITTED on 10-7-14
WI 7-Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of November 8, 2010-ADMITTED on 10-7-14
W18-Wanoo ka Farms Inc., meeting minutes of December 12, 2010-ADMI TTED on 10-7-14
Xl-Wanook a Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of February 6, 2011ADMITTED on 10-16-14
X2-Wanook a Farms Inc., shareholders annual meeting minutes of March 13, 2011ADMITTED on 10-16-14
X3-Wanook a Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of Mach 13, 2011ADMITTED on 10-16-14
X4-Commit tee Meeting minutes of March 27 St. John Hardware in Fairfield-AD MITTED on
10-16-14
XS-Meeting minutes of March 31-ADMITT ED on 10-16-14
X6--Wanook a Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of June 26, 2011-ADMI TTED
on 10-16-14
X7-Wanook a Farms Inc., shareholder meeting minutes of July 6, 2011-ADMI TTED on
10-16-14
X8-Wanook a Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of July 25, 2011-ADMI TTED
on 10-16-14
X9-Wanook a Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of August 24, 2011 at Ted
Rasmussen's Office (Draft)--offe red on 10-16-14-ne ver ruled upon
XlO-Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board ofDircctors meeting minutes of October 5, 2011ADMITTED on 10-16-14
Xl 1-Wanooka Farms Inc., Shareholders meeting minutes ofNovember 6, 2011-ADMI TTED
on 10-16-14
X12-Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes dated December 18, 2011ADMITTED on 10-16-14
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Xl3-Signatures of shareholders and/or board members to use December 31, 2011 as the cutoff
date for accounting and division purposes of Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated December 18, 2011ADMITTED on 10-16-14
Yl-Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Director meeting minutes of April 15, 2012-ADMITTED
on 10-16-14
Y2-Wanooka Farms Inc., Shareholders meeting minutes of April 15, 2012; 2012 Board
Members elected-ADMITTED on 10-16-14
Y3-Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of July 12, 2012-ADMITTED
on 10-16-14
Y4--Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of August 17, 2012Y5-Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of November 14, 2012Zl-E-mail from Terry Eng to le-vita@cpcintemet.com; wanooka.idaho@yahoo.com;
russwagner(@wanooka.com; rwagners8@hotmail.com; dated February 15, 2012 at 10:37 PMfirst page only (page 5565 only)-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z2-Handwritten Wanooka Farms Inc., report dated 12-31-11 and Idaho Working Capital
Report fiscal year ending December 31, 2011Z3-Handwritten Wanooka Farms Inc., Accounts Payable dated 12-31-l 1Z4--E-mail dated 1-5-12 at 5:24 p.m. from Loren Wagner to Russ & Carla, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; stuwagn; --ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z5-E-mail dated 1-10-12 at 10:49:58 a.m. from Loren Wagner to bmills(@awbank.net;
terryeng@lycos.com; tedc@cmd-law-com; rwagners8@hotmail.com-- ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z6--E-mail dated 12-29-11 at 7:52:43 PM from Russ Wagner to Terry Eng and response with
attached Wanooka Farms, Inc. Contracts Receivable-Brocke, dated 12-31-11 Report, Contract
Status Summary, Accounts Payable Vendor ActivityZ7-George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contract with Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated 9-2711-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z8-George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contract with Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated 10-1311-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z9-George F. Brocke & Sons Inc. Purchase Contract with Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated 10-1411-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
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ZlO-George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contract with Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated 1116-11-AD MITTED on l 0-6-14
Zll-George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contract with Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated 12-211-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z12-George G. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contract with Wanooka Farms, Inc. dated 12-711-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z13-Accounts Payable Vendor Activity dated December 29, 2011 and Contract Status
SummaryZ14-Wanooka Farms Inc., Business with Brocke for 2011Zl5-E-mail dated November 16, 2011 at 9:39:26 PM from Russ and Carla to Ted Rasmussen,
Terry Eng and gloriaras@colfax.com and responses-ADMITTED on 10-6-14
Z16-Wanooka Farms handwritten spreadsheets dated 12-31-11Zl 7-E-mail dated August 26, 2011 at 10:46 AM from Terry Eng to Gary Wagner and
gloriaras@colfax.com; Tedrasmussen@colfax.com; olewag57@yahoo.com;
levita@cpcintemet.com; russwagner@wanooka.com; stu7wa@gmail.com;
tmwl OO@yahoo.comnd responseZl 8-E-mail dated August 26, 2011 at 10:08:38 AM from Gary Wagner to Terry Eng,
gloriaras@colfax; tedrasmussen@colfax.com; olewag57@yahoo.com; le-vita@cpcinternet.com;
russwagner@wanooka.com; stu7wa@gmail.com; tmwl OO@yahoo.com;-Zl 9-E-mail dated August 22, 2011 at 07: 11: 13 AM from Loren Wagner to Terry Eng;
rwagners8@hotinail.com; tedrasmussen@colfax.com-Z20-E-mail dated July 9, 2010 at 8:38AM from Terry Eng to Wanooka.idaho@yahoo.com;
rwagners8@hotmail.com; and attached Wanooka Farms, Inc. Corporate Split dated July 8,
2010Z21-Handwritten Wanooka Farms Inc., notes dated 8-15-l 1Z22-Wanooka Farms notes dated November 10, 2011 (3 pages)Z23-Wanooka Farms Inc. Accounts Receivable-George Brocke, 12-31-12 handwritten
spreadsheet; Wanooka Farms, Inc. Contracts Receivable-Brocke, 12-31-11; Wanooka Farms
Processing, Inc. Profit and Loss, January through December 2011; Wanooka Farms Inc.,
Statement of Cash Flows, January through December 20 l 1Z24-Wanooka Farms Inc., Adjustments 12-31-11, handwritten spreadsheets (4 pages)--
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Z25-Wanooka Farms Inc., Correcting Adjustments 12-31-11, handwritten spreadsheetZ26-Wanooka Farms Inc., Inventory-Mill, 12-31-11, handwritten spreadsheet and Idaho
Working Capital Report for fiscal year ending 12/31/11 and Idaho Risk Position ReportZ27-E-mail from Loren Wagner to Terry Eng, rwagners8@,hotmail.com,
olewag57@yahoo.com, stu7wa@gmail.com; dated January 13, 2012 at 2:34:11 PMZ28-Handwritten farm/inventory dated 12-31-11 and Idaho Examiner Comments Report (2
pages); Idaho Risk Position Report (2 pages); Idaho Contract Advance Report; Idaho Detailed
Bin Inventory Report; Idaho Working Capital Report; Idaho Payables/Receivables Report; Idaho
Bank Account Report; Idaho Miscellaneous ReportZ29-E-mail correspondence from Jeremy A. Bunch to Terry Eng and David Ogden dated
February 13, 2012 at 10:59:06 A.M. (3 pages)Z30-E-mail correspondence from Russ Wagner to Terry Eng dated February 14, 2012 at
6:43:54 P.M. and Bruce Mills and Cindy Kimberling dated February 14, 2012Z31-Wanooka Farms Inc. handwritten accounts receivable spreadsheet dated December 31,
2011Z32-Idaho Payables/Receivables Report on Wanooka Farms Inc. dated January 3, 2012 and
attached Contracts Receivable-Brocke dated 12-31-11; George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase
Contracts dated September 27, 2011,0ctober 13, 2011, October 14, 2011, November 16, 2011,
December 2, 2011, December 7, 2011, Contract Status Summary dated December 29, 2011-AA-E-mail from Loren Wagner to Ted Creason (re: Terry Eng) dated March 20, 2014 at 10:24
PMBBl-E-mail correspondence from Bruce Mills to Loren Wagner, Mark C. Becker and
rwagners8@hotmail.com dated January 22, 2013 at 1:49 p.m. and responseBB2-E-mail correspondence from Loren Wagner to Bruce Mills dated January 16, 2013 at 6:25
p.m.BB3-Agreed upon amounts with American West BankBB4-Agreed upon amounts with American West Bank with handwritten adjustmentsADMITTED on 10-16-14
BBS-Equipment RCN/Lentil Facility-ADMITTED ON 10-16-14
BB6-Valuations-ADMIT TED on 10-16-14
BB7-Valuations-
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BBS-Hand written individual values, (6 pages)-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
BB9-Ame rican West Bank statement dated January 22, 2012 for Wanooka Farms,
ADMITTED on 10-16-14
BBlO-Am erican West Bank statement dated September 22, 2013 for Wanooka Farms, Inc.ADMITTED on 10-16-14
BBll-Wa nooka Farms Inc. business checking for August 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013ADMITTED on 10-16-14
BB 12-Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. bank statement from December 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011

(2 Pages)--ADMITTED on 10-16-14
BB13-Wa nooka Farms Loan inquiry print out January 10, 1996 to November 18, 2013ADMITTED on 10-16-14
BB14--Wa nooka Farms Inc. Small business free checking statement from January 1, 2012 to
January 31, 2012, (2 pages)-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
BB15-Wa nooka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from February 1, 2012 to
February 29, 2012 (2 pages)-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
BB16-Wa nooka Farms Inc. Small business free checking statement from March 1, 2012 to
March 31, 2012-ADM ITTED on 10-16-14
BBl 7-Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from April 1, 2012 to
April 30, 2012 (2 pages)-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
BB18-Wa nooka Farms Inc., Small Business free checking statement from May 1, 2012 to May
31, 2012 (2 pages)-AD MITTED on 10-16-14
BB19-Wa nooka Farms Inc., printout dated June 30, 2012. (2 pages)--ADMITTED on
10-16-14
BB20-Wa nooka Farms Inc., printout dated July 31, 2012(2 pages)--ADMITTED on 10-16-14
BB21-Wa nooka Farms Inc., printout dated August 31, 2012 (2 pages)-AD MITTED on
10-16-14
BB22-Wa nooka Farms Inc., printout dated September 30, 2012 (2 pages)-AD MITTED on
10-16-14
BB23-Wa nooka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from June 1, 2011 to June
30, 2011-ADM ITTED on 10-16-14
Defendant's Exhibit List
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BB24-Wano oka Farms Inc. Small business free checking statement from July 1, 2011 to July
31, 2011 (2 pages)-ADM ITTED on 10-16-14
BB25-Wano oka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from August 1, 2011 to
August 31, 2011 (2 pages}-ADMITTE D on 10-16-14
BB26--Wano oka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from October 1, 2011 to
October 31, 2011-ADMI TTED on 10-16-14
BB27-Wano oka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from September 1, 2011 to
September 30, 2011-ADMI TTED on 10-16-14
BB28-Wano oka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from November 1, 20111
to November 30, 2011 (2 pages)-ADM ITTED on 10-16-14
BB29-Wano oka Farms Inc., Small business free checking statement from December 1, 2011 to
December 31, 2011(2 pages)-ADM ITTED on 10-16-14
BB30-Photo copies of deposit slip dated 12-30-11 for $217,300.00 at American West Bank and
copies of$75,525.00 check and $141,775.00 check-CCl-E-mail correspondence from Jeff Wagner to Loren Wagner, Russ Wagner, Gary Wagner,
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner dated June 9, 2009 at 3:13 p.m. (2 pages)-ADM ITTED on
10-16-14
CC2-E-mail correspondence from Russ and Carla Wagner to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, rwagners8(a}hotmail.corn, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, Ted Rasmussen, Tim Bruya
dated March 10, 2020 at 9:50 PM-ADMIT TED ON 10-16-14
CC3-E-mail correspondence from Loren Wagner to Ted Creason dated April 28, 2010 at 12: 10
PM-ADMIT TED on 10-16-14
CC4--Letter dated April 28, 2010 from Russ Wagner to Loren Wagner-AD MITTED on
10-16-14
CC5-E-mail correspondence from Loren Wagner to Jeff Wagner; tmw100@yahoo.com;
swagner; Russ Wagner, Gary Wagner dated November 30, 2010 at 1:12 PM, (2 pages}ADMITTED on 10-16-14
CC6-E-mail correspondence from Terry Eng to Russ Wagner dated July 29, 2011 at 12:01 :44
PM-REJECT ED on 10-16-14
CC7-E-mail correspondence from Stuart Wagner to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff Wagner,
Thomas dated November 20, 2011 at 9:19 PM-ADMIT TED on 10-16-14
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CC8-E-mail correspondence from Loren Wagner to Russ and Carla; Stuart Wagner,
tmwlOO(m,yahoo.com; Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagner-ADM ITTED ON 10-16-14
CC9-E-mail correspondence from Russ Wagner to Jeremy
January 4, 2012 at 9:31 AM and responses (3 pages)-

Bunch and Loren Wagner dated

CClO-E-ma il correspondence from Loren Wagner to Russ Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; Stuart Wagner dated January 26, 2012 at 7:57 AMCCll-E-ma il correspondence from Russ Wagner to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner, Thomas,
Stuart Wagner, Jeff Wagner dated January 30, 2012 at 6:38 pm
CC12-E-ma il correspondence from Russ Wagner to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, tmwlOO(al,yahoo.com, Stuart Wagner, dated February 8, 2012 at 6:44 p.m. (3 pages) -ADMITTED on 10-6-14
CC13-E-ma il correspondence from Gary Wagner to Loren Wagner, Russ Wagner, Gary
Wagner, Jeff Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com, Stuart Wagner dated February 8, 2012 at 2:18 p.m.
(3 pages)CC14-E-ma il correspondence from Loren Wagner to Russ Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; Stuart Wagner dated February 8, 2012 at 11:23 AM (3 pages)DD-Wagner Plaintiffs' Answers to Wanooka Farms, Inc. First Set of Discovery Requests and
Plaintiff Loren Wagner's Supplemental Answers to Wanooka Farms, Inc. Discovery Requests 6,
7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, and 25 (15 pages)EE-Hyde Business Appraisal ofWanooka Farms, Inc., as of December 31, 20111 and August
21, 2013-ADMI TTED on 10-7-14
FF-Hyde Business Appraisal of Wanooka Farms Lentil Processing as of December 31, 2011
and August 21, 2013-ADMI TTED on 10-7-14
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Tod D. Geidl, ISBN: 5785
Theodore 0. Creason, ISBN: 1563
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL,
1219 Idaho Street
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501
(208) 743-1516
Fax (208)746-2231
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
) Case No. CV-2013-1004
)
) PLAINTIFFS' TRIAL BRIEF
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
V.
)
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, )
TOM WAGNER, and JEFF WAGNER, )
individually and as officers, directors and )
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., )
an Idaho corporation; and WANOOKA )
)
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation
)
)
Defendants.
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation,

------·-----)
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner,
individuaily and as shareholders of Wanooka Farms. Inc, an Idaho corporation, by and through
their counsel of record, Tod D. Geidl, of Creason, Moore, Dokken, & Geidl, PLLC, and hereby
submit their Trial Brief as follows:

PLAINTIFFS' TRIAL BRIEF -- PAGE 1

Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston ID 83501
(208)743-1516; Fax(208)746-2231

0

I. FACTS
This case involves a farm owned and operated by several generations of the Wagner
family. The farm operation was eventually incorporated

Idaho as "Wanooka Farms, Inc." on

1
July 30, 1965, by brothers Arthur Wagner ("Art") and Robert E. Wagner ("Bud"). Bud and his

family were primarily responsible for operating the farm ground portion of the business, and the
Art family was primarily involved in running a lentil processing mill operation, which began at
some point in the mid-1970s.
In 1992, Art and Bud transferred a substantial number of their shares in Wanooka to their
respective children. The current shareholdings of Wanooka are as follows:
Art Family
Shareholders
Loren Wagner
Greg Wagner
Stuart Wagner
Thomas Wagner
Dena
Total

Voting
110
110
110

10
10
350

Nonvoting Bud Family
Shareholders
Shares
Russell Wagner
Jeff Wagner
Gary Wagner
50
Rob Wagner
50
50
Total
150

Voting
Shares
218.75
43.75
43.75
43.75
350

Nonvoting
Shares
50
50
50
150

Art was the mill manager up to approximately 2000, at which point Loren took over as mill
manager for his father. Loren's employment by the company mill operation was his primary
source of income. Greg and Dena Wagner currently maintain their residence on the corporate
property where the mill operation is located.
In 2007, the Art family and Bud family began discussing how to split the Wanooka
corporation between the two families. This came to be known as the "A/B Split." The basic
purpose of the A/B Split was to provide the Art family with the milling operation and equalize
the remaining assets between the two families. The A/B Split was ultimately unsuccessful due to
the shareholders being unable to agree how to divide the property. Numerous attempts were

1

The farm was passed down to Art and Bud by their parents, August and Lillian Wagner.
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made to divide the assets of the corporation, but none of them were successful. By 2009, Stuart
and Tom Wagner left the Art family group of shareholders and joined the Bud family group of
shareholders. They did not desire to have any ownership interest in the milling operation.2 At
this point, the majority shareholders in agreement made up 72% of the shares ("Majority") and
the minority shareholders made up 28% of the shares ("Minority"). Throughout this period of
time, and thereafter, multiple threats were made by the board that if the Minority (particularly
Loren) did not purchase the mill, then the board would sell it or "close" the mill.
On March 7, 2010, a meeting of shareholders was held at which the corporation failed to
use the cumulative voting method of election as required by the Wanooka Bylaws. As a result,
Loren was illegally prohibited from participating as a board member of Wanooka. A closed
meeting of the board of directors was held on the same date at which the illegitimate board
required Loren to get advanced board approval for all purchases in excess of $50 and for all
loans or advances. The illegitimate board also cut the salary payable to Loren's son who worked
at the mill, Kyle Wagner. A series of other decisions were made against Loren after that point by
the illegitimate board, including removing him as treasurer of the corporation, forbidding him
from entering into any new grower contracts and removing his check writing privileges. On June
16, 2010, the board removed Loren as the mill manager, although he still acted as an employee
for the mill.
The shareholders and the board unanimously agreed to use December 31, 2011, as the
cutoff date for purposes of dividing Wanooka farms between the 72% Majority and the 28%
Minoritv to accomnlish an I.R.C. 355 stock division between the two 2:rouns. The comoration's
.,

..l

.._.,

.J.

.J.

CPA, Terry Eng, prepared year-end financial statements to accomplish the split. The corporation

2

There was also a dispute in 2009 by Loren, Greg and Dena against Stuart and Tom relating to Art's shares in
Wanooka Farms.
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hired attorney Dan Cadagan to assist the shareholders with the split. A new appraisal for the
farm property was also obtained.
On July 9, 2012, an informal meeting was held purportedly to discuss the split between
the Majority and the Minority. Loren refused to purchase the mill under the terms that the
Majority demanded. Both before and after the meeting, Loren maintained that the mill assets
shown by the company and the CPA were overinflated. It was, in fact, later discovered that
some of the asset values provided by the company CPA were overinflated, significantly
overstating the worth of the mill assets.
Three days later, on July 12, 2012, the Majority's board members (Jeff, Stuart and Tom)
voted to illegally shutdown the mill, with Loren being the only dissenting director. The evidence
will show that the wrongful closure of the mill division caused significant damage to the value of
Wanooka Farms, for which the Majority and their board members are responsible.
II. ISSUES
A.

Whether the date for the purchase of the Minority shares should be December 31,

B.

Whether the Majority has failed to demonstrate the "fair value" of the Minority

2011.

shares they seek to require the Minority shareholders to sell.
III. ANALYSIS
A.

THE DATE FOR VALUATION SHOULD BE DECEMBER 31, 2011.

Idaho Code § 30-1-1434 [Election to purchase in lieu of dissolution] states, in part, that
the court is to determine the fair value of the Minority shares "as of the day before the date on
which the [dissolution] petition under section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, was filed or as of such
other date as the court deems appropriate under the circumstances." Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(4).
The last date agreed upon by all of the shareholders and directors for the division between the
PLAINTIFFS' TRIAL BRIEF -- PAGE 4
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Majority and Minority was December 31, 2011. The corporation ordered reviewed financial
statements as of that date, which were later corrected and amended. Those are the values that the
Majority shareholders and the corporation relied upon immediately prior to liquating the mill
assets.
The decision of the majority of the board of directors to shut down and liquidate the mill
assets substantially devalued the corporation after December 31, 2011. The only director who
voted against it was Loren, who was elected by the Minority group of shareholders.

The

Majority seek to use a date for valuation on August 21, 2013, which is the day after the petition
was filed by the Minority. The Majority should not be allowed to seek to benefit from their
wrongful acts at the expense of the Minority. The circumstances of this case require that the
December 31, 2011 date be used for purposes of valuation.
B. THE MAJORITY SHAREHOLDERS HA VE FAILED TO PUT FORTH
SUBSTANTIAL AND COMPETENT EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THEIR ARRAY
OF VALUES FOR THE MINORITY SHARES.
The statute that governs the valuation of minority shares in this case simply states that the
court is to "determine the fair value" of those shares. Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(4). Although
there is no Idaho case directly on point, it is well established that a court's determination of "fair
value" is a question of fact that is reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. See, e.g.,
Laserage Tech. Corp. v. Laserage Labs., Inc., 972 F.2d 799, 805 (7th Cir. 1992) ("determination

of fair value is a matter vested in the discretion of the fact finder"); Richton Bank & Trust Co. v.
Bowen, 798 So. 2d 1268, 1273 (Miss. 2001) (applying manifest error standard of review);
Trahan v. Trahan, 99 Cal. App. 4th 62, 70, 120 Cal. Rptr. 2d 814, 820 (2002) (affinning decision

where supported by "substantial evidence").

Since the Majority (defendants) have filed the

election to purchase the Minority's shares, they have the burden of proof to show the fair value
of the shares they are requiring the Minority to sell to the corporation.
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The Majority relies heavily upon a portion of the ABA official comment to the statute
that reads as follows:
In cases where there is dissension but no evidence of wrongful conduct, "fair
value" should be determined with reference to what the petitioner [Minority]
would likely receive in a voluntary sale to a third party, taking into account the
petitioner's minority status.
The Majority has interpreted this provision to mean that enormous discounts should be applied to
the value of the Minority's shares, approaching a 50% reduction in value.

The Majority's

analysis neglects two things. First, the ABA Model commentary is not a statutory directive that
the court is bound to follow. Several jurisdictions with similar statutes refuse to apply minority
discounts where the circumstances indicate otherwise. "Most courts that have considered this
question have agreed that no minority discount should be applied when a corporation elects to
buy out the shareholder who petitions for dissolution of the corporation." Charland v. Country

View Golf Club, Inc., 588 A.2d 609, 611 (R.I. 1991); Wenzel v. Hopper & Galliher, P.C, 779
N.E.2d 30, 38 (Ind. Ct. App. 2002) ("A substantial majority of the cases from other jurisdictions
have rejected the application of minority and marketability discounts when determining the fair
value of stock in cases where a majority shareholder or corporation purchases the stock."
(footnote omitted)). Friedman v. Beway Realty Corp., 87 N.Y.2d 161,170,661 N.E.2d 972,977
(1995) ("We also note that a minority discount has been rejected in a substantial majority of
other jurisdictions.").

The jurisdictions rejecting this commentary have relied upon the

irrationality of applying the discount given the purpose of the statute and the facts surrounding a
purchase in lieu of dissolution.

3

3

A comprehensive discussion of why discounts for lack of marketability and control are especialiy inapplicable to
"an intra-family transfer" in a closely held company can be found at Morrow v. Martschink, 922 F. Supp 1093,
1104-1 !05 (D.S.C. 1995). A copy of the case is attached.
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Applying a minority discount does not effect the purpose of the statute. Idaho Code § 301-1434 was created to avoid the harm caused by dissolution where a purchase in lieu of
dissolution could be accomplished. The statute was designed to act as a shield to protect nonpetitioning shareholders and corporations from experiencing a dissolution, where they were
willing to compensate the petitioning party for its interest. It was not intended to serve as a
sword by which certain shareholders can be squeezed-out or frozen-out so that their interests
could be purchased at a lesser value.
Applying a minority discount does not make sense given the facts surrounding purchases
in lieu of dissolution.

The ABA Model commentary itself states that "the court should consider

all relevant facts and circumstances of the particular case in determining fair value." The closest
analogous case in Idaho is Josephson v. Josephson, 115 Idaho 1142, 1150, 772 P.2d 1236, 1244
(Ct. App 1989); where a spouse in a divorce case was to receive all shares of a corporation, no
minority discount for shares applied.

Similarly, the majority shareholders in this case will

receive the benefit of all of the minority's shares.
[T]he rule justifying the devaluation of minority shares in closely held
corporations for their lack of control has little validity when the shares are to be
purchased by someone who is already in control of the corporation. In such a
situation, it can hardly be said that the shares are worth less to the purchaser
because they are noncontrolling.

Brown v. Allied Corrugated Box Co., 91 Cal. App. 3d 477, 486, 154 Cal. Rptr. 170 (Cal. Ct.
App. 1979); see also Hansen v. 75 Ranch Co., 288 Mont. 310,325,957 P.2d 32, 41 (Mont. Sup.
Ct. 1998); Laserage, 972 F.2d at 805, Morrow v. Martschink, 922 F. Supp. 1093, 1104 (D.S.C.
1995) ("the same principles that caution against minority and marketability discounts in
dissenters' rights cases apply here to the 'family buy-out' situation"); Arnaud v. Stockgrowers

State Bank ofAshland, Kansas, 268 Kan. 163,167,992 P.2d 216,219 (1999).
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Second, the evidence shows that there was "wrongful conduct" by the Majority in this
case, making discounts inapplicable. Here, the Majority through its elected board members (who
are themselves part of the majority group of shareholders) purported to dispose of the corporate
milling assets on July 12, 2012, which "would leave the corporation without a significant
continuing business activity." This is not allowed by Idaho Code§ 30-1-1202(1), which requires
5
4
a special meeting of the shareholders to make such a decision. No such meeting was held. The

financial records of the corporation make it evident that there was a substantial negative impact
on the profitability and value of the corporation as a result of disposing of the mill assets.
Furthermore, had the Majority held a valid shareholders meeting at which the liquidation of the
mill was to occur, the Minority would have been entitled to dissenters' rights under Idaho Code §
30-1-1302(1 )(c). In that case, the minority would have had a right to an appraisal of its shares
that by statutory mandate cannot include minority discounts.

See Idaho Code § 30-1-

1301 (4)( C).

It is also well recognized in Idaho that "directors of a closely held corporation owe a
fiduciary duty to the minority shareholders .... " McCann v. McCann, 152 Idaho 809, 815, 275
P.3d 824,830 (2012) (quoting Steelman, 110 Idaho at 513, 716 P.2d at 1285). The court goes on
to explain that:
Because of the predicament in which minority shareholders in a close corporation
are placed by a squeeze-out situation, courts have analyzed alleged "oppressive"
conduct by those in control in terms of "fiduciary duties" owed by the majority
shareholders to the minority and the "reasonable expectations' held by the

4

The disposition of the milling operation is first required to be initiated by the board through a written resolution to
shareholders for their approval. Idaho Code § 30-1-1202(2). This was also never done.
5
The Idaho Reporter's comment to Idaho Code § 30-1-1202 makes it clear that "disposition" of corporate assets
includes more than just a sale of assets:
In 2004 there were significant substantive changes made to section l 202. As amended, section
1202 is a new approach to defining those asset dispositions (no longer just "sales") that represent
such a fundamental change in the corporation's business as to require shareholder approval.
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minority shareholders m committing their capital and labor to the particular
enterprise.

Id (citing Balvic v. Sylvester, 411 N.W.2d 383, 386 (N.D.1987)). Some ways in which the
majority can "squeeze-out" the minority is by depriving "minority shareholders of corporate
offices and of employment by the company." McCann 152 Idaho at 816, 275 P.3d at 831
(quoting F. Hodge O'Neal & Robert B. Thompson, Oppression of Minority Shareholders and

LLC Members§ 3.2 (rev. 2nd ed 2004)). The Minority shareholders all had something to lose
that the Majority did not. Loren was removed as treasurer of the corporation, from his mill
management position and from his employment at the mill that constituted his livelihood. Dena
and Greg reside at the mill site, the few remaining assets of which the Majority now claims
should be liquidated. In the face of record profits from the milling operation at the end of 2011,
the Majority and its board of directors disposed of the mill because the Minority would not
purchase it from them for the price demanded. All of this was done without the shareholders
meeting and board directive required by Idaho Code § 30-1-1202(2).
In any case, the Minority's expert accountant and professional business valuator, Dennis
Reinstein, will establish why minority shareholder discounts should not apply in this case. He
will also demonstrate that the Majority has no competent basis for its valuation of the underlying
business assets of the corporation.
IV. CONCLUSION
Under the circumstances of this case, December 31, 2011, is the most appropriate date for
determining the value of the corporation. The determination of "fair value" is within the sound
discretion of the trial court.

Minority discounts are inapplicable in this case, and the only

substantial and competent evidence of value is that presented by the Minority shareholders.
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recorded option or easement giving third party
rights to portions of property.

922 F.Supp. 1093
United States District Court,
D. South Carolina,
Charleston Division.

Cases that cite this headnote

Elsa Martschink MORROW, Plaintiff,
V.

Fred J. MARTSCHINK III, Miles H. Martschink
and Pauline C. Martschink, Individually and as
Trustees of the Fred J. Martschink, Jr. Trust; and
Martschink Realty Company, Inc., Defendants.

121

Adjustments for future development costs were
not to be made to value of property held by
corporation, in connection with valuation of
corporation for minority shareholder buy-out
purposes; task at hand was to assign current
value to property and minority shareholder's
shares.

Civil A. No. 2:95-0552- 18. I Sept. 21, 1995.
Suit was brought by minority shareholder of closely held
family corporation, seeking dissolution. Parties agreed to
allow court to determine fair value of minority
shareholder's interest, so that other shareholders could
buy out complaining shareholder. The District Court,
Norton, J., held that: (1) net asset value was appropriate
basis for determining value of shares in corporation,
which was holding company for real estate; (2) funds
accrued for satisfaction of loan guarantee obligations was
an appropriate liability item for determining corporations
net asset value; (3) projected income taxes to be incurred
in connection with development of undeveloped property
held by corporation would be disallowed as speculative;
and (4) no deduction would be made from value of shares
to reflect their minority status and lack of marketability.

Corporations and Business Organizations
·' Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

Cases that cite this headnote

13]

Federal Civil Procedure
Trial by Court
Court acting as finder of fact is to make
determinations based upon its view of
preponderance of evidence in entire record.

Valuation made.

Cases that cite this headnote
West Headnotes ( 15)
14]

Ill

Evidence
Value
Evidence
Conflict with other evidence
Corporation's real estate appraiser's opinion
would be given douo1e we1gm m that of
minority shareholder's expert, in detem1ining
value of corporations real estate holdings for
purposes of minority shareholder buy-out;
minority shareholder's expert had not used
comparable properties to assess value of certain
holdings, and had not taken into account historic
nature of property at other locations and a

Corporations and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings
In appraising fair value of stock, for minority
shareholder buy-out purposes, South Carolina
law indicates that three values should ordinarily
account-ma rket value,
into
taken
be
investment value, and net asset value-and that
proper weight should then be given to each
value, with weight varying with type of
business. S.C.Code 1976, ~ 33-14-310.
Cases that cite this headnote

Martschink, 922

151

161

(1

Corporations and Business Organizations
-Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

18]

For purposes of minority shareholder buy-out
proceedings under South Carolina law, "market
value" of stock is established market price at
which shares are traded. S.C.Code 1976, §
33-14-310.

For purposes of valuing corporation's shares, in
minority shareholder buy-out proceeding under
South Carolina law, "net asset value" is net
value of all corporation's assets. S.C.Code 1976,
§ 33-14-310.

Cases that cite this headnote

Cases that cite this headnote

Corporations and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

191

Cases that cite this headnote

Corporations and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

Corporations and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings
In valuing a corporations shares for minority
shareholder buy-out purposes, under South
Carolina law, more weight is generally given to
asset value than to earnings in an asset holding
company such as a real estate business, whereas
reverse is generally true of manufacturing
company or other company producing goods
and services. S.C.Code 1976, § 33-14-310.

For purposes of valuing corporation's shares, in
connection with minority shareholder buy-out
proceedings under South Carolina law,
"investment value or capitalization value" is
determined by multiplying corporation's
earnings by an appropriate multiplier. S.C.Code
1976, § 33-14-310.

171

Corporations and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

Cases that cite this headnote
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Corporations and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

For purpose of valuing shares of corporation
which was essentially real estate holding
company, for minority shareholder buy-out
purposes under South Carolina law, investment
value or capitalization value, arrived at by
multiplying corporation's earnings by an
appropriate multiplier, would not be given any
weight; value of corporation was dependent
upon value of its interest in real estate assets it
owned. S.C.Code 1976, § 33-14-310.

Corporation undertaking minority shareholder
buy-out pursuant to South Carolina law would
be valued based upon its "net asset value,"
rather than its "investment value or
capitalization value" or its "market value";
essentially all value of corporation's shares
derived from net asset value of corporation
arising from the value of real estate it held.
S.C.Code 1976, § 33-14-310.

Cases that cite this headnote

Cases that cite this headnote

V.
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3 Cases that cite this headnote

1111

Corporations and Business Organizatio ns
·· Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings

1141

In determining fair value of corporations stock,
for purposes of minority shareholder buy-out
under South Carolina law, corporation's accrual
as liability of its obligations to guarantee loans
of majority shareholders was proper deduction
from assets, even though it was claimed that
majority shareholders held equity interests in
real estate more than sufficient to satisfy loans
in question; accrual not so unreasonable that it
should be erased. S.C.Code 1976, § 33-14-310.

Corporation s and Business Organizations
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings
In valuing minority shareholders shares, for
purposes of minority shareholder buy-out under
South Carolina law, minority discount may be
applied if interest being sold is less than 50% of
voting stock. S.C.Code 1976, § 33-14-310.
Cases that cite this headnote

Cases that cite this headnote
115]

[121

Corporations and Business Organizatio ns
·Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings
In determining the fair value of shares of
minority shareholder, in minority shareholder
buy-out proceeding under South Carolina law,
projected income taxes on development of
currently undeveloped property would not be
allowed; it was speculative whether those taxes
would ever be incurred. S.C.Code 1976, §
33-14-310.
Cases tllat cite this headnote

Corporation s and Business Organizations
Valuation and purchase price
Lack of marketability and minority interest
discounts would not be applied to establish
valuation of buy-out of minority shareholder in
closely held family corporation; applications of
discount were inappropriate, as situation was
akin to that of forced sale. S.C.Code 1976, §
33-14-310.
4 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms
*1095 H. Brewton Hagood, Richard S. Rosen, Charleston,
SC, for plaintiff.

1131

Corporations and Business Organizatio ns
Valuation of shares; appraisal and
proceedings
ln determining value of corporation's shares, for
minority shareholder buy-out purposes under
South Carolina law, lack of marketability
discount may be applied if there is difficulty in
selling interests due to closely held nature of
business. S.C.Code 1976, § 33-14-310.

Robe1i L. Clement, Jr., Timothy W. Bouch, J.J. Anderson,
Charleston, SC, for defendants.

ORDER
NORTON, District Judge.
This matter comes before the court on a hearing to
determine the fair value of Plaintiff's interest in
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law constitute findings of fact, they are so adopted.

(hereinafter
Inc.
Company,
Realty
Martschink
"Martschin k Realty" or "the Company"), a South
Carolina closely held corporation. Plaintiff brought this
action for dissolution of the corporation. At a March 30,
1995 hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for a Temporarv
Injunction, which sought to prevent Defendants fro~
taking any action that would impair the value of
Plaintiffs stock, the parties agreed to allow the court to
determine the fair value of Plaintiffs interest in
Martschink Realty so that Defendants might buy out
Plaintiffs interest without further litigation. Plaintiff and
Defendants each hired a real estate appraiser to give an
opinion as to the fair market value ofMartsch ink Realty's
real estate and a certified public accountant to give an
opinion concerning the appropriate method of valuation
and the final value of Plaintiffs interest in Martschink
Realty.

I. FINDING S OF FACT
1945, Fred J. Martschink (Fred Sr.) formed
Martschink Realty Company and engaged in the business
of acquiring, leasing, and selling real estate. Except for a
small bicycle rental business it owns and some very
limited investments in publicly traded stock in other
corporations, Martschink Realty is primarily a real estate
investment company and its value is dependent upon the
value of the real estate it owns.
1. In

2. Fred Sr. and his wife Ruth had two children: Elsa
Martschink Morrow (Plaintiff or Elsa) and Fred J.
Martschink, Jr. (Fred Jr.). Fred Jr. married Pauline C.
Martschink (Pauline), and they had two children: Fred J.
Martschink III (Fred III) and Miles H. Martschink
(Miles). Thus, Plaintiff Elsa is the aunt of individual
Defendants Miles and Fred III and the sister-in-law of
Defendant Pauline, who is the widow of Fred Jr
Plaintiffs brother. For ease of reference, the pertinent pa~
of the Martschink family tree is as follows:

The evidence and testimony of the expert witnesses hired
by the parties was presented at a hearinob on June 21 '
1995. In addition to assigning a value to the assets, the
court was asked to consider the applicability of two
discounts and the propriety of four adjustments to the
Company' s worth. After hearing and receiving the
evidence, reviewing the exhibits and briefs of counsel.
and studying the applicable law, this court makes th~
following findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant
to Rule 52 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. To the
extent any findings of fact constitute conclusions of law,
they are adopted as such; to the extent any conclusions of

Fred Sr. (married to Ruth)

Fred Jr. (married to Pauline)

Elsa (widowed)
Fred Ill

3. Fred Sr. died in 1953 and at that time owned the
Company together with his son. Fred Jr.. who ran the
Company on a part time basis. Upon his death. Fred Sr.
left his widow Ruth as the beneficiary of a trust that
owned stock in Martschink Realty.
4. Fred Jr. died in 1984 and left his widow Pauline as the

Miles

beneficiary for her life of certain trusts that own 197
shares of Martschink *1096 Realty stock. Miles and Fred
III are the remaining beneficiaries of these trusts. When
Fred Jr. died in 1984, Pauline served as President until
Miles, their son, assumed that position in 1987.
5. Ruth died on July 7, 1991, almost 40 years after her
husband's death. Upon Ruth's death. her daughter.
Plaintiff, became a stockholder for the first time. Thus,

922

Plaintiff has held stock in Martschink Realty for less than
four years of its 50-year existence. In 1948, Plaintiff
moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, and, since that time, she has
had little contact with Charleston and has not performed
any significant act on behalf of the Company.
6. The Company owns and manages various commercial
properties in Charleston. As is quite common in small,
family-owned corporations, the Company, through the
years, has been "land rich" but "cash poor." Due to the
demands of caring for Ruth, the founder's widow who
resided in a nursing home for many years and died at a
substantially advanced age, most of the ready assets were
devoted to her care. Though Fred Jr. and Fred III
managed the aforementioned trusts and the Company,
they deferred all trustee and executor fees for the benefit
of their mother and grandmother.
7. Plaintiffs inheritance upon Ruth's death gave her
223.5 shares of Martschink Realty stock. This constitutes
30.2% of the Company's stock. Defendants own or
control the remainder of the stock. Defendants Miles and
Fred III each own 155.75 shares, or 21.05%, of the total
stock. Pauline owns 1.08% of the stock, and the
remaining 26.62% is owned by trusts controlled by
Defendants. 1

10. The asset-; ofMartsch ink Realty are essentially all real
estate with the exception of a bicycle business valued by
Defendants' accountant at $26,000.00, cash of
approximately $22,500.00, and $15,000.00 in investment
stock. The corporation owns an entire or partial interest in
the following parcels of real estate:
(a) Developed commercial property at 26-28/30-3 2
Cumberland Street in the City of Charleston;
(b) Undeveloped parcel on Arco Lane in the City of North
Charleston (50% interest);
(c) Developed commercial property at 426 Coleman
Boulevard in the Town of Mt. Pleasant (60% interest);
( d) Commercial property developed as a movie theater at
245 East Bay Street in the City of Charleston;
*1097 (e) Undeveloped tracts in the Secessionville area of
the Town of James Island (known as Fort Lamar Tracts I,
II, and III);
(f) Parcel on Lowcountry Boulevard in the Town of Mt.
Pleasant (50% interest).

8. The Company has never paid any cash dividends to its
stockholders.
9. The individual Defendants control the operations of the
Company and have elected themselves as its officers and
directors. They plan to develop the Company' s largest
and most valuable parcel of real estate known as the Fort
Lamar Tracts in the Secessionville area of James Island
(hereafter "Secessionville.") They have entered into
agreements with the Company to pay themselves salaries,
directors' fees, and development fees, to which Plaintiff
has objected. Since July 1991, Plaintiff, who owns 30.2%
of the stock, has received 7.5% of the money paid by the
Company to its shareholders. As a result of Defendants '
failure to address Plaintiffs concerns, Plaintiff
commence d this action on February 28, 1995 alleging a
cause of action for dissolution of the corporation under
the South Carolina Business Corporations Act. Plaintiff
alleges oppression and unfair dealings by Defendants and
seeks a dissolution, or in the alternative, an order
requiring that her shares be bought by Defendants at their
fair value.

(a) 26-28/3 0-32 Cumberl and Street

Real Estate Appraisal
111

11. Plaintiff and Defendants hired real estate appraisers
to appraise the property of Martschink Realty. Plaintiff
hired Emerson B. Read and Defendants hired Stephen C.
Attaway. Mr. Read originally appraised the properties in
September 1992 and updated the appraisals before the
hearing on this matter. He testified that his valuations of
the Secessionvilie, Coleman Boulevard and Arco Lane
properties were unchanged from his September 18, 1992
appraisal report. Defendants' expert, Mr. Attaway,
provided full appraisals of all the properties as of June 1,
1995.
12. Appraisals performed by Mr. Read indicate the fair
market value of Martschink Realty's interest in the real
estate as follows:

$
700,000.00

922

Morrow

(b) Arco Lane parcel (50% interest)

(c)

426 Coleman Boulevard (60% interest)

147,500.0 0

258,000.0 0

(d) 245 East Bay Street

412,500.0 0

(e) Fort Lamar Tracts I, II, and Ill (Secessionville)

1,230,000.
00

(f)

Lowcount ry Blvd. (50% interest valued at original cost)

27,500.00 2

Total Value Per Mr. Read

$2,775,50 0
.00

13. Appraisals performed by Mr. Attaway indicate the
fair market value of Martschink Realty's interest as
follows:

(a) 26-28/30 -32 Cumberla nd Street

$
830,000.00

(b) Arco Lane acreage (50% interest)

87,500.00

(c)

426 Coleman Boulevard (60% interest)

252,000.00

( d) 245 East Bay Street

425,000.00

(e) Fort Lamar Tracts!, !!, and !I! (Secessionville)

973,000.00

(f)

Lowcount ry Blvd. (50% interest)

37,500.00

Total Value Per Mr. Attaway

$2,605,000

fviorrovv
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.00

14. Defendants argue that Mr. Attaway's appraisals more
carefully reflect the value of the properties. Defendants
suggest the following reasons for adopting Mr. Attaway's
appraisals:
a. Plaintiffs expert stated he used no comparable
properties to assess the value of either Arco Lane or
Secessionville.
b. For Arco Lane, Mr. Attaway testified that, due to
zoning changes, limited access, and a controversial
commercial development a short distance away, which
has attracted substantial opposition from the United States
Air Force and other community leaders, a lower value
would be appropriate. This was also reflected in the
comparable sales utilized in his appraisal. Mr. Read made
no such adjustments.
c. Mr. Read's valuation of Secessionville is not as
thorough as Mr. Attaway's. Since Mr. Read's appraisal in
1992, the following changes have occurred: (1) the Town
of James Island has been incorporated; (2) the Town has
enacted an Historic Preservation Ordinance; (3) the
Stormwater Management Act has been implemented by
the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control; (4) one of the three parcels in
Secessionville has been subdivided; and (5) the Fort
Lamar Preservation Society has been organized to restrict
development on the Secessionville Tract. Mr. Read
admitted that all these items will likely have a negative
effect on the full development of the Secessionville Tract.

*1098 d. The Secessionville Tract includes 10+ acres of
Fort Lamar, a notable Civil War battlement. The Tract is
on the National Historic Trust. Pursuant to direction of the
State Archives and History Department, it has been
determined that substantial Indian and prehistoric burial
sites may exist on the property which require substantial
archeological work prior to any deveiopment. Mr. Read

admitted in his appraisal that 1O+ acres cannot be
developed due to historic and archaeologic reasons.
(Section II, Subject Prop. 5, Ft. Lamar Acreage, James
Island, SC, Plaintiff's Exhibit at p. 26). This 1O+ acres,
however, were not subtracted from the per-acre price in
his appraisal. (Id. at pp. 25-29). Mr. Read further testified
that $400,000+ in development costs were evident to him
in 1992. The events which have transpired as set forth
above since 1992 would likely result in a change in that
figure.
e. There is a recorded Option and Easement giving third
parties rights to portions of the property. (Appraisal of
Three Adjacent Tracts Fort Lamar Road Town of James
Island Charleston County, South Carolina, by Stephen C.
Attaway, MAI, at page 98). These title impediments are
recorded in the Charleston County RMC Office in Book
G-56, Pg. 613, and at Book G-56, Pg. 295. Mr. Read
does not take the existence of these title impediments into
consideration. The option, the validity of which is a
matter of separate litigation, provides that the optionor
can acquire significant parcels of the Secessionville Tract
for $300 per acre. (Appraisal of Three Adjacent Tracts
Fort Lamar Road Town of James Island Charleston
County, South Carolina, by Stephen C. Attaway, MAI, at
page 98). Mr. Attaway has valued the Option and
Easement in his appraisal, which value is reasonable.
(Appraisal of Three Adjacent Tracts Fort Lamar Road
Town of James Island Charleston County, South Carolina,
by Stephen C. Attaway, MAI, at page 98).

15. Considering these possible infinnities in Plaintiffs
appraisal, this court will assign Mr. Attaway's appraisals
1
at 2h weight and Mr. Read's appraisals a /, weight in
reaching a total value. The court therefore finds that the
fair market value of the real estate owned by Martschink
Realty is as follows:

(a) 26-28/30 -32 Cumberla nd Street

$
786,666.67

(b) Arco Lane parcel (50% interest)

107,500.00

(1

(c)

254,000.00

426 Coleman Boulevard (60% interest)

(d) 245 East Bay Street

420,833.33

(e) Fort Lamar Tracts I, II, and Ill

1,058,666.
67

(f)

Lowcountry Blvd. (50% interest)

34,166.67

Total Value of Real Estate

$2,661,833
.34

16. After determining the value of Martschink Realty's
real estate assets, the court must determine the appropriate
method of stock valuation and which adjustments should
be made to calculate the value of the entire stock in
Martschink Realty and the fair value of Plaintiffs 30.2%
interest. While the opinions of fair market value of the
corporation's real estate were within 6% of each other in
the aggregate, the difference in Plaintiffs interest testified
to by the parties' CPAs ranged from a low of$342,060.00
to a high of $815,000.00, dependent upon which method
of valuation is used and which adjustments are made
when performing the calculations.

Stock Valuation

17. Plaintiff and Defendants hired certified public
accountants to ascertain the value of Martschink Realty.
Plaintiff hired l'"v1r. Herbert i\1cGuire, .Tr. and Defendants
hired Mr. Barry Gumb. Both parties' CP As utilized the
Net Asset Value method of valuation and then made
1
adjustments to the net asset value.
*1099 18. Mr. Gumb added to the value of the real estate
the value of the equipment and stocks owned by the
Company, while Mr. McGuire dismissed these figures as

de minimis. The court will consider the value of the
equipment, $11,443, and the stocks, $1,898, in reaching a
fair value. Therefore, adding the equipment and stock
value, $13,341.00, to the above-calculated value of the
real estate, $2,661,833.34, the court finds an increased
asset value of $2,675,174.34.
19. Mr. McGuire's Adjustments and Valuation
Mr. McGuire determined the total value of the
corporation using Mr. Read's appraisal of the real estate.
Mr. McGuire made a few adjustments, including (a) the
elimination of a liability on the corporate books for
accrued loan guarantee fees voted for themselves by
Defendants in the amount of $110,853.00; and (b) an
adjustment of $224,543.00 to reflect additional asset
value the corporation would have accumulated if the real
estate had been managed at an assumed 7% rate charged
by an independent property manager rather than the
salaries and fees paid to Defendants from 199 l to 1995 to
manage the company.
20. Loan Guarantee Fees

Mr. McGuire prepared a schedule to support his opinion
that $110,853.00 in loan guarantee fees should not be
considered as a liability when determining the fair value
of Plaintiffs interest in Martschink Realty. Pl.'s Ex. 11.
The contract for these fees was entered into between the
Company and the individual Defendants prior to Plaintiff
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becoming a stockholder. The fees have been carried on
the books of the Company but all payment deferred
pending the sale of property.
Mr. McGuire testified that the loans guaranteed by Fred
and Miles were fully secured by mortgages on real estate
with equity far in excess of the amount of the loans so that
virtually no risk was assumed by them in guaranteeing the
loans. Martschink Realty has been able to fund all
payments on the loans, which date back to 1986, and the
largest loan of $425,000.00 on the Coleman Boulevard
property has been completely paid off without any
amount being paid by the Martschink brothers. For
guaranteeing this loan, Defendants accrued a loan
guarantee fee of$42,020.00.
Testimony from Defendants' CPA, Mr. Gumb, indicates
that, in order to obtain financing for the refurbishment and
development of the commercial properties, the
Martschink brothers were required to personally
guarantee these loans. Further, Mr. Gumb testified that
these guarantees substantially affected the individual
Defendants' personal assets and restricted those
On
endeavors.
personal
their
in
Defendants
cross-examination, Mr. McGuire agreed that, as a CPA,
he would be required to disclose the existence of these
fees if he were preparing financial statements for those
individuals.
21. Salaries and Fees
Mr. McGuire also prepared a schedule showing the
amount of salaries and fees paid by Defendants out of the
corporate operating funds since Plaintiff inherited her
stock in July of 1991 to demonstrate that the corporation
would have been able to reduce its expenses by
$224,543.00 if it had hired an independent property
manager at the rate of 7% rather than paying the fees and
salaries that Defendants voted to pay themselves.

Defendants note that Martschink Realty is a "C"
corporation for tax purposes. Mr. Gumb testified that a
"C" corporation is not the best form of operation for a real
estate company, because it provides for substantial tax
liability on the disposition of assets. If the Company were
to liquidate proceeds from the sale of any of its assets, it
would be taxed once at the corporate level and again
when proceeds were distributed to the shareholders.
Dividend distributions to shareholders of "C"
corporations are not deductible and are taxed to the
recipients. While Martschink Realty could elect to be
taxed as an "S" corporation in the future, Mr. Gumb
testified that such election would not eliminate *1100
inherent gain in assets owned prior to the election. Much
of the real estate is held with an extremely low basis
reflecting its purchase price in the 1940's and 1950's.
Due to its status as a "C" corporation, all shareholders
have been paid a salary and/or director's fees throughout
the Company's existence to avoid the double taxation
embodied in a dividend distribution. Since 1984, Miles
and Fred III have been responsible for the day-to-day
management and leasing associated with the Company's
real property. They were paid salaries, bonuses, and
director fees, but they were not paid sales or leasing
commissions. Pauline performs administrative duties and
is an officer of the Company. She is paid a salary of $500
per month. Plaintiff performs no duties for the Company
but is named as Assistant Secretary of the Company.
Plaintiff is paid a salary of $450 per month. The Company
has paid an average annual total of $68,738.00 in salaries,
bonuses, and directors' fees since 1991. (Gumb Report).
22. Applying these adjustments, Mr. McGuire's testimony
was that the fair value of Plaintiff's interest in Martschink
Realty is as follows:

Read Real Estate Appraisal

+ add Loan Guarantee Fees Already Incurred

+ Add Excess Salaries and Fees Already Incurred

$2,775,500.
00

$
110,853.00

$

922
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224,543.00

+ Add Secessionville Development Costs Already Incurred

$ 56,601.00

+ Add Nonproperty Assets

$46,005.00

- Subtract Corporate Liabilities

($
437,135.00)

Net Asset Value

x Multiply by Plaintiff's Percent Share

Plaintiff's Interest

$2,776,367.
00

30.2%

$

838,462.83

- Subtract Salary Already Received by Plaintiff

($
24,000.00)

(1995)

Plaintiff's Adjusted Interest in Martschink Realty

$
814,462.83

There 1s
. cons1.derable confusion surrounding the
deduction of development costs *1101 for Secessionville.
There was confusion at the hearing held on June 21, 1995
as to whether Mr. Attaway's appraisal of $973,000.00 for
Secessionville had already taken into consideration
$208,250.00 in future development cost, $158,250.00 of
which is archeological cost and $50,000 of which is
normal site development. As a result, the court requested
a letter from Mr. Attaway concerning this issue. Mr.
Attaway sent a letter to the court dated June 25, 1995,
which indicates that the $600,000.00 value for Tract I of
the three Fort Lamar Tracts took into consideration that
$116,700.00 had already been spent prior to the appraisal
and that an additional $208,250.00 would be spent in the
future.
121

23. Mr. Gumb's Adjustments and Valuation
Defendants' CPA, Mr. Gumb, performed a similar
analysis but did not reverse the $110,853.00 loan
guarantee fee accrual or adjust expenses for the
$224,543.00 directors' fees and salaries paid to
Defendants. Mr. Gumb started with Mr. Attaway's real
estate appraisal of $2,605,000, made two adjustments to
Mr. Attaway's $973,000.00 appraisal of Secessionville,
and applied two discounts before reaching Plaintiff's
interest.
24. Deduction of $248,600.00 in Projected Income Taxes
Mr. Gumb testified that taxes on the value of
Secessionville should be a proper adjustment to the fair
market value of the Company. Secessionville is a large,
undeveloped tract that is currently undergoing
development by the Company. While the other properties
with significant value are presently utilized in their
highest and best use as income-producing, commercial
properties, Secessionville is vacant land. The sale or
disposal of the Company's other commercial property is
not required to achieve its maximum return.
Secessionville, however, must be sold in order to
recognize any value or any gain from that corporate asset.
Regardless of the method or the identity of the seller.
significant taxes may be paid. The amount of projected
taxes calculated by Mr. Gumb is $248,600.
Mr. McGuire did not make deductions for income taxes
on the future development of the Secessionville property,
since he thought it uniikeiy such taxes would be paid in
consideration of good tax planning and the history of
Martschink Realty's method of avoiding income tax
liability in the past. Martschink Realty has paid no taxes
since 1991 when Plaintiff inherited her stock.
25. Deduction of
Developments Costs

$208,250.00

in

Secessionville

Mr. Gumb initially deducted $91,488 as development
costs to be incurred in the future. (Gumb Report). Mr.
Attaway included this figure, however, in his net appraisal
value. (Testimony of Attaway). Therefore, this amount
should not otherwise be further deducted from the Net
Asset Value computation.
Further, Mr. Gumb suggested that Mr. McGuire had
properly reduced the value of Martschink Realty's assets
by $60,161 for development expenses previouslv
incurred, but had failed to make the same reduction for a~
additional $56,60 I incurred in 1994.
This court finds that no adjustments should be made to the
value of Secessionville for previous or future
development costs. The task at hand is to assign a current
value to the property and Plaintiffs shares. Therefore,
future developments costs should not be considered.
Further, the CP As evaluating the stock need not second
guess or duplicate the efforts of the real estate appraisers,
who each gave good faith, current or updated estimates of
the value of the property, taking into consideration all
relevant factors, including development costs. Mr.
Attaway's June 25, l 995 letter indicates that he adjusted
for past and future development costs in appraising
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Secessionville. Especially in light of the fact that the court
has adopted a real estate appraisal between the values
offered by Plaintiffs and Defendants' appraisers, this
court determines that it would be inappropriate and
duplicative to adjust for developments costs surrounding
Secessionville.
26. Assessment of a 20% Minority Discount and a 25%
Marketability Discount

Plaintiff is in a minority position. Her voting share does
not allow her any elements of control solely through her
own vote. Plaintiff's ownership interest is not easily
marketable because of the inherent difficulty in selling
such interests in family-owned, close corporations. For
these reasons, Mr. Gumb assessed a minority discount and

Attaway Real Estate Appraisal

a lack of marketability discount against Plaintiff's 30.2%
stock interest, which significantly reduces Plaintiffs
share of the net asset value. Mr. McGuire opined that,
because of the nature of the Company and the
circumstances surrounding the buy-out, Plaintiff's 30.2%
interest should be calculated without deduction for
minority or marketability discounts.
27. Applying these adjustments, Mr. Gumb's testimony
was that the fair value of Plaintiffs interest in Martschink
Realty is as follows:

$2,605,000.
00

- subtract Projected Tax on Secessionville

($
248,600.00)

+ Add Value of Nonproperty Assets

$59,345.00

- Subtract Corporate Liabilities

($
437,135.00)

Net Asset Value

x Multiply by Plaintiff's Percent Share

$1,978,610.
00

30.2%

922
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$
597,540.22

Plaintiff's Interest

- Subtract 20% Minority Discount

($
119,508.04)

- Subtract 25% Marketability Discount

($
119,508.04)

+ Plaintiff's Interest in Cumberland Bicycles

$3,132.00

Plaintiff's Adjusted Interest in Martschink Realty

$
361,656.14
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*1102 JI. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
A This court has jurisdiction to consider the dispute
between the parties pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 99 1332 and
1441 since there is diversity of citizenship between the
parties and the amount in controversy exceeds
$50,000.00. South Carolina law applies to this action for
all matters affecting the substantive rights of the parties.

B. This is an action in equity. The court is hearing this
matter non-jury. In an action tried without a jury, the trial
court is the finder of fact. The court's determination of the
facts must be based upon its view of the preponderance of
the evidence in the entire record. Segall v. Shore, 269 S.C.
31. 236 S.E.2d 316. 317 ( 1977); Townes Associates, Ltd.
\'. Citv of Greenville, 266 S.C. 81, 221 S.E.2d 773 (1976).
C. The statutory law in South Carolina provides for
judicial dissolution of corporations under certain
circumstances:

The circuit courts may dissolve a corporation: ...
(2) in a proceeding by a shareholder if it is established
that: ...
(ii) the directors or those in control of the
corporation have acted, are acting, or will act in a
manner that is illegal, fraudulent, oppressive, or
unfairly prejudicial either to the corporation or to
any shareholder (whether in his capacity as a
shareholder, director, or officer of the
corporation); ...
(iv) the corporate assets are being misapplied or
wasted.
S.C.Code Ann.§ 33-14-300 (Law.Co-op. 1990).
D. The statutory law in South Carolina also provides that
when a shareholder brings an action for judicial
dissolution, a court may, instead of dissolving the
corporation, order the corporation or the other
shareholders to purchase the shares of any shareholder at
their fair value.
(d) In any action filed by a shareholder to dissolve
the corporation on the grounds enumerated in
Section 33-14-300, the court may make such order
or grant such relief, other than dissolution, as in its
discretion is appropriate, including, without
limitation, an order: ...
(4) providing for the purchase at their fair value of
shares of any shareholder; either by the
corporation or by other shareholders.
(e) The relief authorized in subsection (d) may be
granted as an alternative to a decree of dissolution or
may be granted whenever the circumstances of the
case are such that the relief, but not dissolution, is
appropriate.
S.C.Code Ann.§ 33-14-310 (Law Co-op. 1990); see Hite
v. 11wmas & Howard Co., 305 S.C. 358, 409 S.E.2d 340
(1991); Kreischer v. The Kerrison 's Dry Goods Co., Civil
Action Number 2:91-3255-2 (D.S.C. May 1, 1995).
E. Section 33-14-300 is jurisdictional, and asking for
judicial dissolution under that section is merely a
prerequisite for obtaining other forms of relief under
section 33-14-310. Kreischer at 23-24.

wishes of the parties that Plaintiff's shares be redeemed.
This court's Order establishes the fair value of Plaintiffs
holdings. No further determination has been made by the
court at this time, nor should any be assumed.
141

G. In appraising the fair value of stock, South Carolina
law indicates that, where applicable, at least three values
should ordinarily be taken into account-market value,
investment value, and net asset value-and then a proper
weight should be given to each value in order to
determine the fair value of the stock. See Santee Oil Co. v.
Cox, 265 S.C. 270, 217 S.E.2d 789 (1975); Metromont
Materials Corp. v. Pennell, 270 S.C. 9, 239 S.E.2d 753
(1977); Dibble v. Sumter Ice & Fuel Co., 283 S.C. 278,
322 S.E.2d 674 (Ct.App.1984). The proper weight to be
given to these criteria varies with the type of business.
Harry J. Haynsworth, *1103 Valuation of Business
Interests, 33 Mercer L.Rev. 437,460 (1982).
151

Market value is an established market price at which
the shares of a corporation are traded. lvfetromont. 239
S.E.2d at 761. The court concludes that there is no
established market value for the shares of this closely held
family corporation. Therefore, the court gives this factor
no weight.
16
1

171

Investment value or capitalization value is
determined by multiplying a corporation's earnings by an
appropriate multiplier. Santee Oil, 217 S.E.2d at 793. The
court concludes that this corporation is essentially a real
estate holding company whose value is dependent upon
the value of its interest in the real estate assets it owns.
Therefore, this factor likewise is given no weight.
rsr 191 Ito! Net asset value is the net value of all the
corporation's assets. Santee Oil, 217 S.E.2d at 792. As a
general rule, more weight is given to asset value than to
earnings in an asset holding company such as a real estate
business, whereas the reverse is generally true of a
manufacturing company or other company producing
goods and services. Haynsworth at 460. In Metromont,
the South Carolina Supreme Court assigned net asset
value a 95% weight for a closely held family corporation
whose assets were principally real estate. In the present
case, the court concludes that essentially all of the value
of the corporate shares derives from the net asset value of
the corporation, and therefore the court concludes that the
corporation's net asset value represents the fair value of
the corporation's stock.
H. Plaintiff's Addition of $1 J0,853 in Loan Guarantee

F. The court specifically does not make any finding on the
existence of illegality, fraud, oppressive conduct or
unfairly prejudicial conduct. This proceeding was
suggested by the court purely to facilitate the stated

Fees
1111

Plaintiff cites no authority for the adjustment for

previously incurred loan guarantee fees. While Plaintiff
claims that the guarantees were illusory and that the value
of the property owned by the Company exceeded the
amount of loans outstanding, making the probability of
the guarantees being called remote, this court cannot say
that the fees were so unreasonable that they should be
erased as a previously entered corporate liability.
According to Mr. McGuire, the amount of the fees,
together with the interest rate charged on the loans by the
bank, would make an effective interest rate of 9.3%. The
court therefore finds that the loan guarantee accrual of
$110,853.00 should remain as a corporate liability in the
calculation of the fair value of the Plaintiffs interest in
the corporation.

I. Plaintiff's Addition of $224,543 in Excess Salaries and
Fees
Plaintiff cites no authority for the adjustment for excess
salaries and fees. Further, Defendants assert that the
salaries and fees were not excessive. Defendants suggest
that, to accurately determine the relative receipt of the
shareholders, the $24,000 salary received by Plaintiff
should be reclassified as a dividend, since Plaintiff
performed no activity to justify a salary. Making this
reclassification for each shareholder, Fred III and Miles
earned a combined income of $63,274 for the most recent
fiscal year. After a reduction for imputed dividends, Miles
was compensated at a rate that equates to approximately
$24.00 per hour and Fred III was compensated at a rate
that equates to approximately $22.00 per hour.
Mr. Gumb determined it was not unreasonable that a
non-commissioned real estate agent would command an
annual salary equal to the combined income of the
brothers during the most recent fiscal year of $63,274 net
of imputed dividends. A salaried manager would be
required to handle the three multiple-unit commercial
properties, which responsibilities include leasing, rent
collection, maintenance and capital improvement. In
addition, the Company requires development marketing
and sales activities on the remaining three parcels. Gumb
found that a salary level of $63,000 would leave a return
to shareholders of $19,200 as dividends. This disparity is
not unreasonable since a large part of the salary is to
realize a return to the shareholders on the non-income
producing asset of Secessionville.
Based on the above, this court finds that Plaintiffs
suggested adjustment for excess salaries and fees should
not be taken into account in fixing the fair value of
Plaintiffs interest in Martschink Realty.
*1104 J. Gumb Deduction of $248,600.00 in Projected

Income Taxes
1121

In determining the net asset value of the corporation,
the court concludes that it is improper to deduct
$248,600.00 for projected income taxes on the
development of the Secessionville property. Such a
deduction would be improper for a number of reasons.
First, the court has not been presented with any case law
supporting Defendants' position on this issue. In fact, in
valuing a corporation for buy-out purposes in Segall v.
Shore, 269 S.C. 31, 236 S.E.2d 316 (1977), the South
Carolina Supreme Court rejected an appraisal that made a
deduction for taxes to be paid in the event of a corporate
liquidation. The court found no reason in the course of a
corporate valuation to subject the plaintiffs "interest to a
corporate tax, which may never be paid." Id. 236 S.E.2d
at 318.
Secondly, Mr. Gumb's calculation of taxes is inaccurate
in light of Mr. Attaway's assumptions in his appraisal and
his letter clarifying the appraisal. Mr. Gumb's income tax
adjustment is explained on the third page of Exhibit A to
his report. He uses the fair market value of $973,000.00
reported by Mr. Attaway for all three tracts in
Secessionville. However, when he deducts development
cost as an adjustment in basis to the property for purposes
of calculating the taxable gain, he only deducts the
$208,250.00 which Mr. Attaway assumes would be spent
in the future for Tract I rather than the entire cost of
$324,950.00 referred to in Mr. Attaway's June 25, 1995
letter. In effect, Mr. Gumb charges Plaintiff with the cost
of developing the property without the benefit of
receiving the increased income from development. He
also ignores other expenses which the corporation will use
to offset taxable gains such as payment of development
fees of 8% which Defendants have contracted to pay
themselves and salaries presently being paid to
Defendants while the property is being developed for sale.
The company history indicates careful planning to avoid
any corporate income tax. For these reasons, the court
rejects Defendants' argument that $248,600.00 should be
deducted from the net asset value of the Company.
K. lvlinority and Marketability Discounts

The final step in valuing a particular interest in a business
is to take into account any viable discounts. Harry J.
Haynsworth, Valuation of Business Interests, 33 Mercer
L.Rev. 437, 488 (1982). As previously stated, Mr. Gumb
assessed a 20% minority discount and a 25%
marketability discount.
IHI A lack of marketability discount may be applied if
there is a difficulty in selling interests due to the closely
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held nature of the business. Haynsworth at 489. Such
interests are less marketable and, therefore, less valuable
than equivalent interests in companies whose securities
are regularly traded in a recognized market. Id. An astute
investor will pay less for an interest that cannot be freely
traded, and a discount to compensate for this illiquidity
factor is well established. Id.
1141

A minority discount may be applied if the interest
being sold is less than 50% of the voting stock.
Practitioners Publishing Company, Guide to Business
Valuations at 815-04. The owner of such an interest has
no ability to have any significant control over the
operations of the business, the payment of dividends, the
ability to receive wages, or to become involved in the
day-to-day business activities of the corporation. Id. at
815-05; South Carolina Nat'! v. McLeod. 256 F.Supp.
913, 928 (D.S.C.1966). Therefore, a potential investor in
a closely held corporation is willing to pay more per share
for a majority interest in the business than a minority
interest.
1151

Plaintiff argues that discounts should not apply in this
situation, citing as authority cases in which minority
shareholders exercised their rights under dissenting
shareholder statutes. Defendants correctly argue,
however, that this is not a dissenters' rights case, since no
merger, exchange, or by-law change is at issue. See
S.C.Code Ann. § 33-13-102 (1976 as amended).
Nevertheless, the same principles that caution against
minority and marketability discounts in dissenters' rights
cases apply here to the "family buy-out" situation. It is
clear that discounts are not always applicable, even *1105
though the interest being valued represents a minority and
lacks marketability. Haynsworth at 489. "For example, it
would be inappropriate to impose a discount in a
dissenters' rights case or in a case where a minority
interest has been improperly squeezed out of the business.
Allowing discounts in these situations would undercut the
purpose of dissenters' rights statutes to give minority
shareholders the fair value of their shares, and it could
also encourage squeeze outs." Id.
Furthermore, a lack of marketability discount is especially
inapplicable to "an intra-family transfer" in a closely held
company. Id. n. 92. "In family businesses, the members
do not want outsiders to have ownership interests. Thus,
the lack of marketability can actually enhance the value of

Value of Real Estate

the stock or partnership interest." Id.
This court has stated that "normally applied discounts
should not be imposed in a forced sale situation." Hendley
v. Lee. 676 F.Supp. 1317, 1330 (D.S.C.1987) (citing
Haynsworth at 459). "Discounts properly apply to the
total value of the company in a 'willing buyer/willing
seller' context, but do not apply at all when neither party
is willing and the transaction is between insiders." Id.
This court concludes that no minority discount or
marketability discount should be applied to reduce the fair
value of Plaintiff's shares. These discounts have not been
recognized in South Carolina in the context of corporate
dissolution actions and have been rejected by many
courts. See, e.g., "Propriety of applying minority discount
to value of shares purchased by corporation or its
shareholders from minority shareholders," 13 A.LR.5th
840, 850 (1993); Balmonte, Measuring stock value in
appraisals under the Illinois Business Co1poration Act,
80 Ill.BJ. 236 (1992); Heglar, Rejecting the minority
discount, 1989 Duke L.J. 258 (1989). Assessment of such
a penalty would, in effect, compensate Defendants as if
they had paid a premium for their own inherited stock in
Martschink Realty. Further, Plaintiff is not selling her
stock in the open market, but instead will be selling her
stock to the Company or family-member Defendants who
own the rest of the Company. While there may be a
limited market for sale of stock in Martschink Realty,
there is a substantial and active market for the real estate
it owns. Finally, none of the shareholders owns a majority
interest in the corporation, and Plaintiff, in fact, owns
more of an interest at 30.2% than any other single
shareholder. Therefore, the court will use no discounts in
calculating the value of Plaintiff's interest.

III. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the court concludes that the fair
value of Plaintiff's shares in Martschink Realty is 30.2%
of the net value of its assets, calculated as follows:

$2,675,174.
34
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46,005.00

+ add Nonproperty Assets

(
437,135.00)

- Subtract Liabilities

$2,284,044.
34

Net Asset Value

30.2%

x Multiply by Plaintiff's Percent Share

$
689,781.39

Plaintiff's Interest in Martschink Realty

purchase, the court will enter a scheduling order to
conclude discovery on the issues presented in this case
and schedule the case for trial.

It is therefore

ORDERED that the parties advise the court by
November 15, 1995 whether Defendants will purchase
Plaintiffs interest. If the parties fail to agree to such a

AND IT IS SO ORDERED.

Footnotes
The exact distribution of shares in Martschink Realty is as follows:
a.

260 shares

Treasury stock
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b.

223.5 shares

Plaintiff

C.

197 shares

Fred J. MartschinL Jr. Trust,
FBO, Pauline C . .rvtartschink

d.

155.75 shares

Fred J. Martschink. Ill

e.

155.75 shares

Miles H. Martschink

f.

8 shares

Pauline C. Martschink

(Gumb Report).

2
3

Mr. Read did not enter a valuation of the Lowcountry Boulevard tract, which was recorded by Plaintiff's CPA at its purchase price
of$55,000. (Testimony of McGuire).
Mr. Gumb also utilized the ·'Excess Earnings Method,'' which attempts to calculate the existence of any "good will'' that would
provide excess earnings over the net asset value determined. Because the Company is essentially a real estate company, no "good
will" or excess earnings were established through this calculation. As of the date of the hearing on this matter, the parties agreed
that, since Martschink Realty is a real estate investment company, the most appropriate and accurate method of calculating fair
value is to determine the net value of the corporation's assets rather than using other methods of valuation, such as the liquidation
value method or the excess earnings method.
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plaintiffs exhibits #54 and #55 admitted into evidence for the limited purpose of indicating where
the witness obtained the information for his report. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of
the witness.
Plaintiffs exhibits #44, #45, and #46 were offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs
exhibit #47 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs
exhibit #48 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl
continued with direct examination of the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #49 was offered and admitted
into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith.
Court recessed at 9:51 AM.
Court reconvened at 10:08 AM., all being present in court as before.
Dennis Richard Reinstein resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued
to testify under direct examination by Mr. Geidl. Plaintiffs exhibit #50 was offered. Mr. Smith
made an inquiry of the Court. Mr. Geidl further questioned the witness. Plaintiffs exhibit #50 was
reoffered and admitted into evidence without objection. Plaintiffs exhibit #51 was offered and
admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiffs exhibit #52 was offered and
admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith.
Cross examination of the witness by Mr. Smith. Redirect examination of the witness by
Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith had re-cross examination for the witness.
Court recessed at 11 :52 a.m.
Court reconvened at 12:58 p.m., with Court, counsel, and the parties being present in the
courtroom with the exception of Loren Wagner. In response to inquiry from the Court, Mr. Geidl
stated that the Court could proceed and Mr. Wagner would be in the courtroom shortly.

Mr. Geidl stated that he was not able to subpoena Terry Eng in the State of Washington and
moved to admit the deposition of Terry Eng, plaintiffs exhibit #53, unless Mr. Smith intends to
have him testify on behalf of the defendant. Mr. Smith stated that he has spoken to Mr. Eng but is
not sure if Mr. Eng will be appearing to testify. Loren Wagner was now present in the courtroom.
Court reserved ruling on the deposition of Terry Eng to see if Mr. Eng appears.
Plaintiff rested.
Paul Rodney Hyde was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Defendant's exhibit I
was substituted for a more complete copy of defendant's exhibit I. Defendant's exhibit I was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with
direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit FF was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness.
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Defendant's exhibit FF was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit EE was
offered. Mr. Geidl made a statement to the Court, stating that he received the document six days
ago and objected on the grounds of not being timely. Court questioned Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl
presented further argument. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness.
Defendant's exhibit EE was reoffered. Mr. Geidl stated his objection to the admission of
defendant's exhibit EE. Court noted the untimeliness of the document and ordered defendant's
exhibit EE admitted into evidence, informing Mr. Geidl that he would have time to review the
exhibit since the case will not be concluded today. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of
the witness.
Cross examination of the witness by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Geidl moved permission to publish the
deposition of Paul Hyde. Court so allowed.
Court recessed at 2: 19 p.m.
Court reconvened at 2:35 p.m., all being present in the courtroom as before.
Paul Rodney Hyde resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued to
testify under cross examination. Redirect by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl had no re-cross examination.
Court did not excuse the witness as Mr. Geidl may have questions for him after reviewing
defendant's exhibit EE. The witness stepped down.
Russel D. Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Defendants exhibit S
was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with
direct examination of the witness. Defendants exhibit T was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination.
Court recessed at 3:53 p.m.
Court reconvened at 4:09 p.m., all being present in the courtroom as before. ·
Russel D. Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn. Mr. Smith continued
with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibits Vl-V8 and VI0-V15 were offered.
Mr. Geidl having no objection to the admission of defendant's exhibits Vl-V8 and Vl0-VI3 and
V15, Court ordered defendant's exhibits Vl-V8 and VI0-13, and V15. Mr. Geidl stated his
objection to the admission of defendant's exhibit Vl4. Mr. Smith continued to question the witness.
Defendant's exhibit Vl4 was reoffered. Mr. Geidl again stated his objection. Court sustained the
objection to the admission of defendant's exhibit V14. Mr. Smith continued with direct
examination of the witness.

Geidl.
Geidl.
Geidl.
Geidl.

Defendant's exhibit WI was offered and admitted into
Defendant's exhibit W2 was offered and admitted into
Defendant's exhibit W3 was offered and admitted into
Defendant's exhibit W4 was offered and admitted into
Defendant's exhibit W5 was offered and admitted into
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evidence without objection by Mr.
evidence without objection by Mr.
evidence without objection by Mr.
evidence without objection by Mr.
evidence without objection by Mr.

Geidl. Defendant's exhibit W6 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit W7 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit W8 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit WIO and Wll were offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit W12 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Wl3 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit W14 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit W15 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's
exhibit W16 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's
exhibit Wl 7 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's
exhibit W18 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl.
Court continued the court trial to October 16, 2014 to commence at 8:30 a.m.
Court recessed at 5:08 p.m.

APPROVED BY:

u{-1~

MICHAEL J. GRIFFIN
DISTRICT JUDGE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
- COURT

MINUTES -

Michael J. Griffin
District Judge
Date:

October 16, 2014

)
)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
VS
)
)
WAGNER;
STUART
RUSSEL WAGNER;
)
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
)
and
directors,
officers,
as
and
individually
shareholders ofWANOOK A FARMS, INC.,)
)
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
)
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
)

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders ofWANOOK A
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation

Keith Evans
Court Reporter
Recording No. Z:03/2014-10- 16
Time: 8:31 A.M.

Case CV13-01004

APPEARANC ES:
Plaintiffs present with counsel,
Tod D. Geidl, Lewiston, ID
Defendants Russel Dwayne Wagner,
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner and
Jeff Wagner present with counsel,
Gary I. Amendola, Coeur d' Alene, ID
Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.
represented by counsel, Peter J. Smith,
Coeur d'Alene, ID

Subject of Proceedings: COURT TRIAL -DAY 3
This being the time set for the continuation of the court trial, Court made an inquiry of Mr.
Smith.
Russel D. Wagner was called to testify and placed under oath. Mr. Smith presented an
updated exhibit list containing the subpai-ts. Mr. Smith began to question the ,vitness under direct
examination. Defendant's exhibit BB-4 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection
by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit BB-5 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection
by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit BB-6 was offered. Mr. Geidl questioned the witness in aide of
an objection. Mr. Geidl having no objection, Court ordered defendant's exhibit BB-6 admitted into
evidence.
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Defendant's exhibit X-1 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit X-2 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-3 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-4 was
offered and admitted into evidence v.rithout objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-5 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with
direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit X-6 was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-7 was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Mr.
Geidl stated that he may have an objection to the admission of defendant's exhibit X-7 and moved
to question the witness in aide of an objection. Court so allowed. Mr. Geidl questioned the witness
in aide of an objection. Mr. Geidl withdrew his objection to the admission of defendant's exhibit X7. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit X-8 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-9 was
offered. Mr. Geidl stated his objection to the admission of defendant's exhibit X-9. Mr. Smith
continued with direct examination of the witness. Mr. Smith stated that he would reoffer
defendant's exhibit X-9 with another witness. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the
witness. Defendant's exhibit X-10 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by
Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-11 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by
Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-12 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by
Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit X-13 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by
Mr. Geidl.

Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit Y-1 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit Y-2 was
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with

direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibit Y-3 was offered and admitted into evidence
without objection by Mr. Geidl.
Court recessed at 10:00 a.m.
Court reconvened at 10: 19 a.m., all being present in court as before.
Russel D. Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued to
testify for the defendant under direct examination.
Defendant's exhibit CC-1 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit CC-2 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit CC-3 and CC-4 were offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit CC-5 was offered and admitted into evidence without
objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit CC-6 was offered. Mr. Geidl stated his objection to
the admission of defendant's exhibit CC-6. Mr. Smith presented argument in support of the offer.
Court sustained the objection and ordered defendant's exhibit CC-6 rejected. Mr. Smith continued
with direct examination of the witness.
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Defendant' s exhibit CC-7 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant' s exhibit CC-8 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Mr. Smith continued with direct examination of the witness.
Defendant's exhibit D-1 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Defendant's exhibit D-2 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl. Mr. Geidl stipulated to the admission of defendant's exhibits D-3 through D-9. Court
ordered defendant's exhibits D-3 through D-9 admitted into evidence by stipulation. Mr. Smith
continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibits BB-9 and BB-10 were
offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibits BB-11
and BB-12 were offered. Court stated that defendant's exhibit BB-12 had not been identified. Mr.
Smith continued with direct examination of the witness. Defendant's exhibits BB-11 and BB-12
were reoffered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit BB13 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit
BB-14 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's exhibit
BB-15 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Defendant's
exhibits BB-16 through BB-29 were offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr.
Geidl.
Court recessed at 11 :43 a.m.
Court reconvened at 12:47 p.m., all being present in the courtroom as before.
Mr. Smith informed the Court that he only has two more questions for Mr. Russel Wagner
and would like to call a couple of witnesses out of order. There being no objection by Mr. Geidl,
Court so allowed.
Dan J. Cadagan was called, sworn, and testified on behalf of the defendant. Cross
examination of the witness by Mr. Geidl. Redirect examination by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl had no recross examination for the witness. The witness stepped down.
Berton Brocke was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Cross examination of the
witness by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith had no redirect examination. The witness stepped down.
William Dirk Hammond was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Defendant's
exhibit P was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Geidl had no
cross examination for the witness. The witness stepped down.
Martin Allison Anderson was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Mr. Geidl had
no cross examination for the witness. The witness stepped down.
Russel D. Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and testified for the
defendant under direct examination. Cross examination of the witness by Mr. Geidl. Plaintiff's
exhibit #58 was marked for identification. Mr. Geidl continued with cross examination. Plaintiff's
exhibit #58 was offered and admitted into evidenced without objection by Mr. Smith. Plaintiff's
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exhibit #59 was marked for identification. Plaintiff's exhibit #59 was offered and admitted into
evidence without objection by Mr. Smith.
Court recessed at 2: 18 p.m.
Court reconvened at 2:34 p.m., all being present in court as before.
Russel D. Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn, and continued to
testify under cross examination by Mr. Geidl. Redirect examination of the witness by Mr. Smith.
Re-cross examination by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith had no re-redirect examination for the witness. The
witness stepped down.
Jeffrey Neil Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Cross examination
of the witness by Mr. Geidl. Redirect examination by Mr. Smith. Mr. Geidl had no re-cross
examination for the witness.
Court recessed at 3:45 p.m.
Court reconvened at 4:04 p.m., all being present in court as before.
Timothy James Bruya was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Defendant's
exhibit BB-8 was offered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Geidl. Cross
examination of the witness by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith had no redirect examination. The witness
stepped down.
Court questioned counsel.
tomorrow.

Court continued the court trial to commence at 8:30 a.m.

Court recessed at 4:24 p.m.
APPROVED BY:

MICHAEL J. GRIFFIN
DISTRICT JUDGE
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CASE NO

LATAH COUNTY

PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
Telephone: (208) 667-0517
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125
Email: psmith@lukins.com
lsimon@lukins.com
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEWAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

NO. CV 2013-1004
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS,
INC.'S SECOND AMENDED EXHIBIT
LIST

V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants.

W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. submits this list of exhibits it intends to introduce at trial on
this matter scheduled for October 6-8, 2014.

DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST: 1
00900392.l

10/15/14

Exhibit
Number
A.
B.
C.
D.
D-1.
D-2.
D-3.
D-4

D-5

D-6

D-7

D-8

D-9

E.
E-1.

E-2.

E-3.

E-4.

E-5.

I

Date
Stipulation Objection
Offered

Ruling

Description
Articles of Incorporation
Amended Bylaws
Articles of Amendment of the
Articles of Incorporation
Trial Exhibit D
Reviewed Financial Statements
from 12/3 l //2003 & 2004
Reviewed Financial Statements
from 12/31/2004 & 2005
Reviewed Financial Statements
from 12/31/2005 and 2006
Reviewed Financial Statements
from 12/31/2007 & 2008
Reviewed Financial Statements
for the Years ended 12/31/2007
&2008
Financial Statements for the
periods ended 12/31/2009 &
2010
Financial Statements for the
periods ended 12/31/2011 &
2010
Financial Statements for the
periods ended 12/31/2011 &
2012
Financial Statements for the
periods ended 12/31/2012 &
2011
Trial Exhibit E
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2003
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2004
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2005
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2006
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
I Profit & Loss January December 2007
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E-6.

E-8.

E-9.

E-10.

E-11.

E-12.
E-13.
E-14.
E-15.
E-16.
E-17.
E-18.
E-19.
E-20.
E-21.
F.
F-1.

F-2.

F-3.

Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2008
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2009
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2010
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss JanuaryDecember 2011
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January December 2012
Wanooka Farms Processing Inc.
Profit & Loss January 2003 December 2013
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2003
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2004
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2005
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2006
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2007
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2008
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2009
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December 2010
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January- December 2011
Wanooka Farms Profit & Loss
January - December2012
Trial Exhibit F
Shareholders' Cross-Purchase
Agreement for Wanooka Farms,
Inc.
Email from Tod Geidl to Dennis
& Loren re Shareholders revoked
Cross-Purchase Agreement
Rasmussen Letter to
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F-4.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

M.
N.
0.
P.
Q.
Q-1
Q-2
Q-3
Q-4
Q-5
Q-6
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.
V-1.
V-2.
V-3.
V-4.

Shareholders about CrossPurchase Agreement
Vote by written Ballots
Unsigned Agreement and Plan of
Reorganization
Hyde Business Appraisal
Hyde Real Estate Appraisal
Hyde Lentil Processing Plant
Appraisal
Wanooka Appraisal Update June
28,2012
Wanooka Appraisal September
28,2007
January 9, 2012 Idaho Examiner
Comments Report (ISDA)
January 9, 2012 12:18 PM Email
from Jeremy Bunch
Loren Wagner Job Application
George F. Brocke & Sons
Account Payable
Trial Exhibit Q
Email from Loren Wagner to
Bert Brock 11/3/2011
Email from Loren Wagner to
Bert Brock 11/7/2011
Email from Loren Wagner to
Bert Brock 11/22/2011
Email from Loren Wagner to
Bert Brock 12/12/2011
Email from Loren Wagner to
Bert Brock 12/28/2011
Email from Loren Wagner to
Bert Brock 7/31/2012
July 18, 2012 Letter to Growers
2003 Wanooka Farms Minutes
2004 Wanooka Farms Minutes
2007 Wanooka Farms Minutes
Trial Exhibit V
Annual Stockholder Minutes for
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 2/9/2009
Board of Directors Minutes for
Wanooka Farms 3/5/2009
March 15, 2009 Meeting Minutes
corrections to be made
Supplement to Resolution
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V-5.
V-6.
V-7.
V-8.
V-9.
V-10.
V-11.
V-12.
V-13.
V-14.

V-15.

w.
W-1.
W-2.
W-3.
W-4.
W-5.
W-6.
W-7.
W-8.
W-9.

I

W-10.
W-11.

I

3/15/2009
Motion by Loren Wagner
4/5/2009 11 :50 a.m.
Wanooka 4/19/2009 Meeting
Minutes
5/24/2009 Wanooka Farms
Board Meeting Minutes
Motion 5/24/2009
Wanooka Board Meeting
6/16/2010 - Draft Minutes
Motion 7/12/2009-1
Wanooka Special Shareholders
Meeting 7/12/2009
Wanooka Board Meeting
Minutes July 12, 2009
Motion 7/12/2009-3
Email from Tom to Loren &
Russ & Carla re Shareholders
Meeting 11/12/2009- rough
notes for meeting on 11/12/2009
Special Shareholder Meeting
12/12/2009
Trial Exhibit W
Wanooka Board Meeting
3/7/2010
Wanooka Annual Shareholders
Meeting 3/7/2010
Wanooka 2010 Board of
Directors Meeting 3/7/2010
Letter from the Board of
Directors (Issuing Directives)
Wanooka Farms Board Meeting
3/19/2010
Emergency Board Meeting
3/25/2010
Letter regarding Emergency
Board Meeting 3/25/2010
Wanooka Farms Board Meeting
4/11/2010 Minutes
Wanooka Farms Board of
Directors Minutes 4/ 19/2010
Wanooka Farms, Inc. Board
I
directive to change signatory
Email about Minutes of Special
Meeting of Shareholders of
Wanooka Farms, Inc.
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W-12.
W-13.
W-14.
W-15.
W-16.
W-17.
W-18.
X.
X-1.
X-2.
X-3.
X-4.
X-5

X-6.
X-7.
X-8.

X-9.

X-10.
X-11.
X-12.
X-13.

I

Y.
Y-1.
Y-2.

Wanooka Farms Board Meeting
6/6/2010
W anooka Board Meeting
6/16/2010
Wanooka Shareholders Meeting
7/11/2010 Minutes
W anooka Board of Directors
Meeting 7/11/2010
W anooka Board Meeting
10/18/2010
Wanooka Board Meeting
11/8/2010
Wanooka Minutes 12/12/2010
Trial Exhibit X
Wanooka Board Meeting
2/6/2011
Wanooka Farms Shareholders
Annual Meeting 3/13/2011
Wanooka Farms 3/13/2011
Board of Directors Meeting
Committee Meetings
Rasmussen's office with Terry
Eng, Russ, Gary, Stuart & Loren
present
Wanooka Farms 6/26/2011
Board Meeting
W anooka Shareholder Meeting
7/6/2011
W anooka Board Meeting
7/25/2011 Amended (in italics)
10/6/2011
\Vanooka Board Meeting
8/24/2011 @ Ted Rasmussen's
office (draft)
W anooka Board Meeting
10/5/2011
Wanooka Shareholder Meeting
11/6/2011
Wanooka Board Meeting
12/18/2011
Cutoff date for accounting &
division - purposes signatures
Trial Exhibit Y
Email: Rec - Brocke @
12/31/2011
Wanooka Farms, Inc. Purchase
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Y-3.
Y-4.
Y-5.
Z.
Z-1.
Z-2.
Z-3.
Z-4.

Z-5.

Z-6.

Z-7.
Z-8
Z-9
Z-10.
Z-11.
Z-12.
Z-13.
Z-14.
Z-15.
Z-16.
Z-17.

I

Advances 12/31/20111
W anooka Board Meeting
7/12/2012
Wanooka Board 8/17/2012
W anooka Board Meeting
7/14/2012
Trial Exhibit Z
Email from Eng 2/15/2012 to
Loren enclosing worksheets
Wanooka Farms, Inc. Purchase
Advances 12/31/2011
Wanooka Farms, Inc., Accounts
Payable 12/31/2011
Email from Loren to Russ
115/2012 re failed warehouse
exam re incomplete financial
records
Email from Loren to BMills
1/10/2012 re Commodity Line
Renewal
Email from Russ to Eng
12/29/2011 re
shipments/payments remaining
Purchase Contract with Brocke &
Sons, Inc. 9/27/2011
Purchase Contract with Brocke &
Sons, Inc. 10/13/2011
Purchase Contract with Brocke &
Sons, Inc. 10/14/2011
Purchase Contract with Brocke &
Sons, Inc. 11/16/2011
Purchase Contract with Brocke &
Sons, Inc. 12/2/2011
Purchase Contract with Brocke &
Sons, Inc. 12/7/2011
Accounts Payable Vendor
Activity
Wanooka Farms, Inc. business
with Brocke 2011
Email from Russ to Ted
Rasmussen re Grower Payouts
Wanooka Farms 12/31/2011
Email from Eng to Gary
acknowledging receipt of email
re lake value proposal being
rejected
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Z-18.

Z-19.

Z-20.
Z-21.
Z-22.
Z-23.
Z-24.
Z-25.
Z-26.
Z-27.
Z-28.
Z-29.
Z-30.
Z-31.
Z-32.
AA.
BB.
BB-1.
BB-2.
BB-3
BB-4.
BB-5.
BB-6.
BB-7.
BB-8.
BB-9.
BB-10.
BB-11.

Email from Gary to Eng &
Rasmussen 8/26/2011 re trading
lake value for milling assets
Email from Loren to Eng
8/22/2011 re Wanooka Farms
split concerns
Email from Eng 7/9/2010 to
Loren & Russ re corporate split
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 8/15/2011
Tax Benefit
Wanooka Farms 11/10/2011 Net
FMV
Wanooka Farms, Inc. AIR
George Brocke 12/31/2012
Wanooka Farms, Inc.
Adjustments 12/31/2011
Wanooka Fanns, Inc. Correcting
Adjustments 12/31/2011
Wanooka Farms, Inc. Inventory
Mill 12/31/2011
Email Bin 10 Values
Fann/Inventory
Email re FW: Examination
Reports
FW: Wanooka Farms
Wanooka Farms, Inc. Accounts
Receivable 12/31/2011
Idaho Payables/Receivables
Report
Email from Loren Wagner to Ted
Creason re Terry Eng
Trial Exhibit BB
Email re: Bank Note
Email: Bank Note
Bankable Numbers
Bankable Number w/Notes
Uniform Agricultural Appraisal
Report/Equipment/Lentil Facility
Property Value
Property Value after shares
removed
American West Bank Notes
Bank Statement 1/22/2012
Bank Statement 9/22/2013
Checking Account Activity for
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BB-12.
BB-13.
BB-14.
BB-15.
BB-16.
BB-17.
BB-18.
BB-19.
BB-20.
BB-21.
BB-22.
BB-23.
BB-24.
BB-25.
BB-26.
BB-27.
BB-28.
BB-29.
BB-30.
CC.
CC-1.
CC-2.
CC-3.
CC-4.
CC-5.

August 2013
Checking Account Activity for
December 2011
Loan inquiry Wanooka Farms
Checking Account Activity
January 2012
Checking Account Activity for
February 2012
Checking Account Activity for
March 2012
Checking Account Activity for
Ap1il 2012
Checking Account Activity for
May 2012
Checking Account Activity for
June 2012
Checking Account Activity for
July 2012
Checking Account Activity for
August 2012
Checking Account Activity for
September 2012
Checking Account Activity for
June 2011
Checking Account Activity for
July 2011
Checking Account Activity for
August 2011
Checking Account Activity for
September 2011
Checking Account Activity for
October 2011
Checking Account Activity for
November 2011
Checking Account Activity for
December 2011
Bank deposit 12/30/2011
Trial Exhibit CC
FW: Shareholders Milling
Proposal
RE: FYI (Email)
FW: Job Description (Email)
Letter to Loren regarding mill
manager duties
Email re checks
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CC-6.
CC-7.
CC-8.
CC-9.
CC-10.
CC-11.
CC-12.
CC-13.
CC-14.
DD.

Email re Ted R. and Wanooka
Re: Grower Checks
Overdraft
Re: Inventory
Re: Grower Payouts
Re: Books
Re: Line Increase
Re: Line Increase
Re: Line Increase
Wagner Plaintiffs' Answers to
Wanooka Farms First Set of
Discovery and Plaintiff Loren
Wagner's Supplemental Answers
to Discovery Requests
Hyde Business Appraisal of
Wanooka Farms, Inc. as
of December 31, 2011 and
August 21, 2013
Hyde Business Appraisal of
Wanooka Farms Lentil
Processing as
of December 31, 2011 and
August 21, 2013

EE.

FF.

DATED this 16th day of October, 2014 .

---··--

.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 16th day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:

D
Tod Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC j;:J
1219 Idaho St
D
P.O. Drawer 835
D
Lewiston, ID 83501
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231
Electronic Mail

D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046
Electronic Mail

Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

RI
D
D
D

PETER J. SMITH IV
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH .
- COURT

MINUTE S -

Keith Evans
Court Reporter
Recording No. Z:03/2014-10-17
..
Time: 8:33 AM.

Michael J. Griffin
District Judge
Date: October 17, 2014
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of WANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation
Plaintiff,

· ..·

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case CVB-0100 4

···r· APPEARANCES:

vs

)
·)
WAGNER;
STUART
RUSSEL WAGNER;
)
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
)
individually and as officers, directors, and
INC.,)
,
KAFARMS
ofWANOO
s
shareholder
)
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
)
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation
)
)
Defendants.
)
.. ;..,~: . . ;
)
)
,

:

. Plaintiffs present with cbunsel,
Tod D. Geidl, Lewiston, ID
Defendants.Russel Wagner,
Stuart Wagner; To~ W~er and
Jeff Wagner presen{ with counsel,
Gary I. Amendola, Coeur d'Alene, ID
Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.
represented by counsel, Peter J. Smith,
Coeur d'Alene, ID

Subject of Proceedings: COURT TRIAL-DA Y 4
Jeremy Aaron Bunch was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Defendant's exhibit
M was offered and admitted into evidence..without objection· by Mr. Geiill. Cross examination of
the witness by Mr. Geidl. tv1r. Smith had no redirect examination. The witness stepped down.
Court recessed briefly at 9:26 a.m., reconvening at 9:26 a.m., all being present in court as
before.
Bruce Eugene Mills was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant. Mr. Geidl had no
cross examination for the witness. The witness stepped down.
Maureen Coleman
Court Minutes
Page I

Stuart M. Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant.
Court recessed at 10:09 am.
Court reconvened at 10:26 a.m., all being present in court as before.
Stuart M. Wagner resumed the witness stand, previously being sworn.
Court directed remarks to counsel.

Mr. Smith stated that he had no further direct examination for the witness. Cross
examination of the witness by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith had no redirect examination for the witness.
The witness stepped down.
Defendant rested their case.

Mr. Geidl stated that since there is no process to subpoena an out of state witness, he was
unable to have Terry Eng subpoenaed. Plaintiff's exhibit #53, deposition of Terry Eng, was
reoffered and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith.
Loren Anthony Wagner was called, sworn, and testified for the defendant under direct
examination as a rebuttal witness. Mr. Smith had no cross examination for the witness.
Defendant's exhibit H was offered by Mr. Geidl. Mr. Smith having no objection, Court
ordered defendant's exhibit H admitted into evidence. The deposition of Paul Hyde was offered by
Mr. Geidl. The deposition of Paul Hyde was marked for identification as pJaintiff's exhibit #60.
Mr. Smith stated his objection to the admission of plaintiff's exhibit #60.;] Court ordered plaintiff's
exhibit #60 admitted into evidence over objection. Defendant's exhibit J was offered by Mr. Geidl
and admitted into evidence without objection by Mr. Smith.
In response to inquiry from the Court, neither counsel had any :fi.u:ther evidence to present
Court directed remarks to counsel and the parties.
Colloquy was had between Court and counsel. Court ordered written closing arguments be
filed by 5:00 p.m. on October 31, 2014 in Latah County with counsel sending'a courtesy copy to the
Court in Grangeville.
Court recessed at 10:56 a.m.
APPROVED BY:

t:/L,MIC~L GRIFFIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

Maureen Coleman
Court Minutes
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
- COURT

Keith Evans
Court Reporter
Recording No. Z:02/2014-10-06
Time: 8:56 AM.

Michael J. Griffin
District Judge
Date:

MINUTES -

October 6, 2014 through
October 17, 2014

)
)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
VS
)
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; )
)
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
)
individually and as officers, directors, and
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., )
)
an Idaho corporation, and WANOOKA
)
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
)

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of WANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation

Case CV13-01004

APPEARANCES:
Plaintiffs present with counsel,
Tod D. Geidl, Lewiston, ID
Defendants Russell Dwayne Wagner,
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner and
Jeff Wagner present with counsel,
Gary I. Amendola, Coeur d' Alene, ID
Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.
represented by counsel, Peter J. Smith,
Coeur d'Alene, ID

WITNESSES
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
October 6, 2014
Z:02/2014-10-6
Loren Anthony Wagner
857

424

Dean Le Wagner

Witness List
Page 1

434

Greg Wagner

FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
October 7, 2014
Z:02/2014-10-7

831

Dennis Richard Reinstein

FOR THE DEFENDANT:
October 7, 2014
Z:02/2014-10-7

101

Paul Rodney Hyde

239

Russel D. Wagner

October 16, 2014
Z:03/2014-10-16

832

Russel D. Wagner

1248

Dan J. Cadagan, III

107

Berton Brocke

128

William Dirk Hammond

139

Martin Allison Anderson

144

Russel D. Wagner

254

Jeffrey Neil Wagner

405

Timothy James Bruya

October 17, 2014

833 Jeremy Aaron Bunch
927

Bruce Eugene Mills

932

Stuart M. Wagner

Witness List
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October 17, 2014
FOR THE PLAINTIFF-REBUTTAL
Z:01/2014-10-17

1031

Loren Anthony Wagner

Witness List
Page 3
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Tod D. Geidl, ISBN: 5785
Theodore 0. Creason, ISBN: 1563
Creason, Moore & Dokken. PLLC
1219 Idaho Street
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-1516
Facsimile: (208)746-2231
Attorneys for Plaintiffa

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF lDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LAT AH
LOREN WAGNER, DENA LE WAGNER,
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually and
as shareholders of\VANOOKA FAR.\1S,
INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
V.

RUSSEL \VAGNER, STUART WAGNER,
TOM WAGNER, and JEFF \V AGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders of\:V ANOOKA FAR.cVfS, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

an Idaho corporation; and W ANOOKA

)

FA.RMS, INC., an Idaho e-0rporation.

)
)
)

Defendants.

Case No. CV 2013-1004

PLAINTIFFS' CLOSING ARGUl\1ENT

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, Loren \Vagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory \Vagner, by

and through their attorney of record, Tod D. Geidl of Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC,
and hereby submit their closing argument as follows:
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I. BACKGR OUND
This case involves a fann owned and operated by several generations of the \\Tagner
family. The farm operation was eventually incorporate d in Idaho as "Wanooka Farms, lnc." on
1
July 30, 1965, by brothers Arthur Wagner ("Art") and Robert E. Wagner ("Bud''). The farm

was passed down to Art and Bud by their parents, August and Lillian \Vagner.

Bud and his

2
family were primarily respons1ble for operating the fann ground portion of the business , and the

Art family was primarily involved in running a lentil processing mill operation, which began at

some point in the mid-l 970s.
In 1992, Art and Bud transferred a substantial number of their shares in Wanooka to their
respective children.
Art Family
Shareholde rs
Loren Wagner
Greg \Vagner
Stuart Wagner
Thomas \Vagner

Dena Wagner
Total

3

The current shareholdin gs of \\Tanooka are as follows 4:
Voting
Shares
110
110

Nonvoting
Shares

110
10
10

350

50
50
50
150

Bud Family
Shareholde rs
Russell Wagner
Jeff Wagner
Gary Wagner
Rob Wagner

Voting
Shares
218. 75

Nonvoting
Shares

43.75
43.75

50
50

43.75

50

Total

350

150

Total of
All Shares

1000

Art was the mill operation manager up to approxima tely the year 2000, at which point
Loren took over for his father.

Loren's employme nt by the mi11 operation was his primary

source of income. Greg and Dena Wagner currently maintain their residence on the corporate
property where the mill operation is located. s

In 2007, the Art family and Bud family began discussing how to split the Wanooka
corporation bet\veen the two families. This came to be known as the "AIB Split." The basic

1

Pl.'s Exh. 1, Articles oflncorporat ion of\:Vanooka Farms, Inc.
Tbc Bud family stopped active farming ofthe ground in or around 1998 due to lack of profitability. It is now
fanned by a tenant throu~h a crop share agreement.
3
Pl.'s Exh. 6, Stock Register.
4
On September 8, 2014, all parties entered into a stipulation setting forth the current shan~holding s oftbe
sharehclders ofWanooka.
5
G1·eg and Dena both testified that they had gainfol employment working for the mill up until the point it was
shutdown. The primary benefit to Greg was t!ie health insurance plan held by \Vanooka farms.
2
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purpose

the A/13 Split was to provide the Art family with the mill operation and equalize the

remammg assets between the two families.

6

By 2009, Stuart and Tom Wagner left the Art

family group of shareholders and joined the Bud family group of shareholders. They did not
desire to have any o,;vnership interest in the mill operation.

7

At that point, the majority

shareholders m agreement made up 72% of the shares ("Majority") and the minority
shareholders made up 28% of the shares ("Minority").

From 2007 onwards, there were

numerous attempts to divjde the assets of the corporation, but none of them were successful.

8

Once the Minority and Majority groups merged jn 2009, multiple threats were made
against the Minority that the milJ operation would be sold or liquidated unless the Minority
purchased them through a corporate division or otherwise. During this time, the Majority had
taken a number of adverse actions against the Minority, including holding an il1egal election
9
where Loren was removed as a director. The timing and substance of those adverse actions are

summarized as follows:

1.

June 7, 2009, email from Gary Wagner.

"[I]t bas been stated by 72% of the

shareholders that failure to provide the required documentatio n by June 16, 2009 will result in a
directive by the shareholders that the board of directors immediately close Wanooka Processing
and liquidate the milling equipment/as sets." (P1.'s Exh. 13.)

6

PL 's Exh. 8, April 8, 2007 Stockholders Minutes and Resolution.
PL 's Exh. 13, June 7. 2009 email. There was also a dispute in 2009 by Loren, Greg and Dena against Stuart an<l
Tom relating to Art's shares in Wanooka Farms.
s While the :tv1ajority in their testimony attempt 1o place blame on Loren for the unsucc-essful negotiations, the record
does not bear th.is out. Russ Wagner testified that at one point a survey oftbe farm property was completed in order
to divide the corporation into five different emities for each shareholder or subgroup of shareholders upon the advice
of attorney Ted Rasmussen. Vv'anooka later learned that such a division could not be accomplished without tax
consequences. \,Vanooka then terminated the services ofl\ilr. Rasmussen and hired attorney Dan Cadagan, sometime
on or around May of 2012. (See Pl. 's Exh. 36.) Also, Stuart and Tom had initially wanted the property located at
1131 V..'. Oden Bay Road, Sandpoint, Idaho, knmvn as the Lake Property. Later on. Tom and Stuart no longer
wanted an interest in the Lake Property. There were also issues relating to the Minority being una::>lc to obtain
sufficient commodity line financing v.,ithout sufficient real estate to secure the line.
9
Loren v,as the only director \'-ho represemed the Minority's interests. The corporate bylaws required cumulative
voting for director;;. (See Pl.'s Ex.h. 2, p. 2, ~ 7.) Had cumulative voting used, the .\1inority would have had the
necessary votes to dect Loren to ,he board. (See P:. ·s Exh. 56.)
7
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2.

March 7, 2010, Shareholders Meeting. Cumulative voting is not used and, as a

result, Loren is not elected to the board. (Pl.'s. Exh. 19.)
3.

March 7, 2010, Board of Directors Meeting. The board issued directives to Loren

that any purchase in excess of $50 must be submitted electronically to all 1he members of the
board for authorization, aJJ loans or advances must be preauthorized by the board of directors and
must be signed by Russ Wagner, the president of the corporation, and Kyle Wagner's wages
(Loren's son who was also working at the mill since 2009) would be reduced to $2,400 per
month.

10

4.

(PI.'s Exh. 21, WanookaOOl 12.)

March 25, 2010, Board of Directors Meeting. "It was the unanimous consensus

of the board, effectively (sic) immediately, to not enter into any new crop contracts without first
having received from Loren by the 25 1h of May, 2010, a letter of commitment to Loren by a bank
to provide financial support for the purchase and operation of the mill." (Pl. 's Exh. 22.)
5.

April ] 1, 2010, Board Mee1ing. The Majority reprimands Loren for not cutting

Kyle's wages. 11 "[I]t was confim1ed by the Board that although the mill is for sale, the farm is
not." (Pl.'s Exh. 23.)
6.

April 19, 2010, Board J\,fjnutes. There was discussion about setting a dead]ine for

Loren to purchase the mill. (PL's Exh. 24, Wanooka00123.) Loren is removed as Treasurer and
hjs check \\'Tiling authority is revoked. (Pl.'s Exh. 24, Wanooka00124.)

7.

A lawsuit is filed by the Minority against the Majority on May i 8, 2010, based

upon oppressive conduct against the Minority, including failure to elect the board of directors
through cumulative voting. (Pl. 's Exb. 20.)

0

The alleged reasons for the adverse actions against Loren is that he was overpaying Kyle and had distributed an
unauthorized dividend to Kyle. Kyle had been working with Loren at the mill since August, 2009. Loren
previously had complete control over setting salaries and wages for his employees. Loren had also rransferred a
portion of his stock to Kyle, and had distnbuted what he would have received as his dividend on those shares to
Kyle. The Minority contends that the reasons stated by the Majority for the adverse actions were a pretext for
forcing the Minority to purchase the mill opc:ration at the price demanded by the Majority.
n Loren's testimony was that he could not immediately cut Kyle's wages because he had already promised Kyle for
that pay period {March). He did cut Kyle's wages after that pay period.
'
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8.

2010, Loren 1s removed as a signatory on the corporate bank

On April

accounts. (Pl. ·s Exh. 25.)
June 3, 2010, Shareholder Meeting. Loren is re-elected to the board of directors.

9.

The board ratified and affirmed all previous actions of the board from March 7, 2010 to present.

(PL 's Exh. 26.)
10.

June 16, 2010, Board Meeting. The Majority votes to remove Loren as the mill

manager. "Loren asked each of the board members present why he was being replaced and all
state<l that they were unable to comment further at this time. Loren stated that he did not know

why he was being replaced." (PJ.'s Exh. 27.)
11.

July 11, 2010, Board Meeting. The board grants Loren signatory authority for

grower payout checks only. (PL's Exh. 29.)
The shareholders and the board unanimously agreed to use December 31, 2011, as the
cutoff date for purposes of dividing Wanooka Farms between the 72% Majority and the 28%
Minority to accomplish an LR.C. 355 stock division between the two groups. (Pl.'s Exhs. 32 &
33.) The cmvoration's CPA, Terry Eng, was hired to prepare year-end financial statements to
accomplish the split.
with the split.

12

The corporation hired attorney Dan Cadagan to assist the shareholders

He advised the corporation to obtain a new land value appraisal for the fam1

properly, which the corporation did. (Pl.'s Exh. 34.)
On July 9, 2012, an informational meeting was held, purportedly to discuss the split
13
Loren rejected the offer proposed to purchase the mill
between the Majority and the Minority.

12

The initial finaricial statement ,vas prepared February 22, 2012. (PL 's Exh. 3 5, Wanooka0008 l.} Mr. Eng l;iter

fourid an error in the financial statement, which overstated the net asset value by $305,856. (PL 's Exh·. 40,
\V:mooka00740.) Nevertheless, based upon the revised financial statements and Mr. Eng's adjusted trial balances
(PL's Exhs. 54 & 55} as of year-end 2011, the mill still had a pre-tax net profit of$207,599, while the fam1 division
had a prc-rnx net Joss of$ I 3.025. (PL ·s Exh. 52, Schedule l-2, p. 3.)
' Dena and Greg were not present at the meeting.
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under the tem1s that the Majority demanded.

14

Mr. Cadagan valued the per share net value of the

corporation at $3,344 per share. (PL's Exh. 38, p. 2, l. 67.)
Three days later, on July 12, 2012, the Majority's board members (Jeff, Smart and Tom)
voted to illegally shutdown the mill, with Loren being the only dissenting director.

15

(PL' s Exh.

39, WanookaOOl 97.) The Majority, by disposing of the mill without a shareholders' meeting,
violated Idaho Code § 30-1-1202(1) & (2).

Loren, Dena and Greg all testified that they

disagree,d with the board's decision to dispose of the mill operation. As a result, the adjusted net
asset value of the company was damaged, significantly reducing the value of the Minority's
shares.
According to the corporation CPA's own 2011 year-end reviewed financial statements,
the corporation as a whole showed a pre-tax net income of $194,574.

(Pl.'s Exh. 40,

Wanooka00735.) For year-end 2012, some five months after the mill closed, there was a loss of
$459,521. Id. The federal income tax returns show a similar picture. Taxable income before net
operating loss deduction and special deductions for 2011 was $216,575. (Pl.'s Exh. 44, p. 1, 1.
28.) The amended tax return for 2012 shows a loss of $832,445. (Pl.'s Exh. 46.) Based upon
the revised reviewed financial statements of CPA Mr. Eng, and the updated land appraisal
requested by Mr. Cadagan, the Plaintiffs expert witness (Dennis Rejnstein) values the price per
share as of December 31, 2011, at $3,399 per share. (See PL's Exh. 48.) On the other hand, the

14

There was some witness testimony that Loren at the meeting agreed to "shutdown" the mill. However, Loren·s

testimony was that he did not state that, but instead stated that iftl1e Majority was going to demand the pric.e offered
that he would give it to them instead in exchange for land. He in fact made counteroffers to purchase the mill during
those negotiations. This is largely consistent with Majority shareholder Jeff \Vagner· s testimony.
15
The tvfajority seeks to characterize language in the minutes by Loren as meaning rhac Loren wanted TO shutdo\vn
and sell of:' the mill operation. Kot only does that interpretation contradict Loren's vote to continue the operation of
the mill, but it also contradicts his vote in the same meeting to continue the l.R.C. 355 division. (Pl. ·s Exh. 39,
Wanooka00198.) Loren testified that he told the Majority that the milling operation could not continue the way that
it was· ,vithout allowing him to have access to the bank accounts, to make loan advances, to sign checks, and to
issue payments above a cenain dollar amount. He v,,as still expected to carry out the duties of a mill manager as ,rn
emplo:y-ec of the corporation, but did not have any of the power or authority lO do so effectively.
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value as of August 21, 2013 {the date of va1ue requested by the Majority), which is well after the
disposition of the mill, is approximately S2,676 per share. (See Pl.'s Exh. 50.)

16

II. ISSUES
A.

Wb.ether the date for the purchase of the minority shares should be December 3 f,

B.

vVhether the fair value for the minority shares is $3,399 per share, as set forth by

2011.

Mr. Reinstein in his adjusted book value analysis.
C.

Vvnether minority share discounts are inapplicable to this case.

D.

Whether interest should accrue

m

favor of the Minority from the date of

valuation.

III. ANALYSIS
A. THE DATE FOR VALUATION SHOULD BE DECEMBER ~L 2011.
Idaho Code § 30-1-1434 [Election to purchase in lieu of dissolution J states, in part, that
the court is to determine the "fair value" of the Mmority shares "as of the day before the date on

which the [dissolution] petition under section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, was filed or as of such
other date as the court deems appropriate under the circumstances." Idaho Code§ 30-1-1434(4).
It is within the discretion of the trial court then to determine what date is most appropriate to
value the shares. There are two reasons why the Court should choose Decern ber 3 L 2011. The

first is a legal reason based on Idaho's General Business Corporations Act. The second is an
evidentiary reason.
1. The Maior:itv Illeeallv Dlsposed of the Mill Without Holding a Proper
Shareholders Meeting, Which Would Have Given the Minoritv Appraisal Rights
for an Immediate Buvout of Their Shares.

ic, .\.fr. Reinstein is only able to give a rough approximation of the value of the corporation as of August 21, 2013.
The corpornLion failed to obtain CPA reviewed financial statements as of that date. It instead relied upon its
corporate president, Russ Wagner, to provide information to the Majority's exrert \Vitness, Paul Hyde. Mr. Hyde is
not a CPA acd admittcclly is not qualified to prepare financial statements. 1t became evidem during trial that Russ
did r]C)t present Mr. Hyde \.Vitb information about valuable assets oft.he corporation as of that date. The corporation
refused to allo,v rvfr. Reinstein to speak to Russ.
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''A sale, lease, exchange or other disposition of assets ... requires approval of the

corporation's shareho]ders if the disposition would leave the corporation without a significant
17
Idaho Code § 30-1-1202(1) [Shareholder Approval of Certain
continuing business activity."

Dispositions] (emphasis added). While there are no cases in Idaho directly on point, the Idaho
Reporter's comment to the statute makes it clear that a ''disposition" of corporate assets include
more than just a sale of assets: "In 2004 there were significant substantive changes made to

There is a safe harbor provision in the statute that protects the board of directors if the corporation "retains a
business activity that represented at least twenty-five percent (25%) of total assets at the end of the most recently
completed fisca1 year, and twenty-five percent (25%) of either income from continuing operations before taxes or
revenues from continuing operations for that fiscal year ...." Idaho Code § 30· 1-1202(1) (emphasis added). In
order to meet the safe harbor provision, the board must meet both requirements under the statute. However, it is
undisputed that the mill operation accounted for all of the pre-tax net profit for the year 2011 and nearly all of the
revenue (over 98%) of the corporation for 2011. Specifically, Mr. Reinstein shows in his calculations based upon
the adjusted trial balances of Terry Eng (Pl.'s Exhs. 54 & 55) that the mill division had $207,599 net profit at yearend 2011, while the farm had a loss of$13,025 (See PL 's Exh. 52, Schedule 1-2, p. 3.) The revenues for year-end
2011 are calculated as follows:
17

Revenue Category
Rent Inc-Farm
Ag Payments-Fann
Lentil Sales-Farm
Crop Sales-Farm

Par Div-Farm
l Other Income-Farm
Interest Inc-Mill
Lentil Sales-Mill
Screenings-Mill
Other Inc-Mill
Seed Clean & Treat-Mill
Grade 'With Income-Mill
! Receiving Charges-Mill
I Storage Income-Mill
;---·
/ Stock Div-Mill
i Interest Inc-Mill
Pat Div-Mill
' -----Reconcile to financial strut
Lake Rental Income
--Reimb Exp-Mill
Total Revenue
'% of Total Revenue

Mill

Farm

18,522
32,190
33

-

212
3,852,851 -----1
15,362
535
37,904
8,LQ4 I
16,717
9,045
1.057

I
'

I

- - - -50,745
1.27%

=~
2,961
3,945,672
98.73%

(Pl·~ Exh 52, '3chEduk: l-2, p. 3.) The same calculations can be obtained from Mr. Eng ·s adju,5ted trial balance.
(PL's Exh. 54.) The board is :1ot protected by the safe harbor provisions.
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section 1202. As amended, section 1202 is a new approach to defining those assets dispositions
longer just 'sales') that represent such a fundamental change in the corporation's business as
to require shareholder approval." The board of directors is first required to adopt a resolution
and then "submit the proposed disposition to the shareholders for their approval." Idaho Code §
30-1-1202(2).
It is the undisputed testimony at trial that the mill inventory, accounts receivable and cash
1
were all disposed of after the July 12, 2012 board meeting. & It is also the undisputed testimony

at trial that the Majority directors voted to immediately start the actions to dispose of the mill
operation while the 1.1inority's director voted against it. (Pl.' s Exh. 39, WanookaOOI 97.) The
Majority simply fajled to propose a resolution to the shareholders to approve disposing of the
mill operation. As a result, the Majority left the COIJJOration without a significant continuing
business activity in violation of Idaho Code § 30-1-1202.

19

A shareholder is entitled to appraisal rights, and to obtain payment of the fair
value of the shareholder's shares, in the event of, any of the following corporate
actions:

(c) Consummation of a disposition of assets pursuant to section 30-1-1202, Idaho
Code, if tl1e shareholder is entitled to vote on the disposition.

Idaho Code§ 30-1-1302.
Fair Value means the value of the corporation's shares determined:
(a) Immediately before the effectuation of the corporate action to \vhich the
shareholder objects;
(b) C'sing customary and current valuation concepts and techniques generally
employed for similar businesses in the context of the transaction requiring
appraisal; and
(c) Without discounting for lack of marketability or minority status ....

is The mill checking account is still open, but only contains a nominal balance of a few hundred dollars. The
inventory was all sold. The accounts receivable were all collected and liqujdated.
19

The only activity left is a crop share arrangement for the farmland that generate,, minimal revenue 2.nd net profit.

(PL's Exh. 52, Schedule 1-2, p. 3.)
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Idaho Code§ 30-1-1301(4).

Had the Majority followed the requirements of the statute, the

Minority would have been entitled to appraisal rights, which would have required valuation of
the corporation before the disposition of the mill operation. The closest date upon which there is
reliable financial infonnation existing prior to the mill operation disposition is December 31,
2011. This is the date that was previously agreed upon by all the shareholders to be the valuation
date for purposes of a division of the company.
2. The December 31, 2011 Date fa the Only Date Upon \Vhich Reliable Financial
Information Exists to Value the Corporation.
The Majority seeks to use August 21, 2013, as the applicable date of valuation.
The Majority filed with the Court its elec1ion to purchase in lieu of dissolution on November 20,
2013. The burden is on the Majority to provide substantial and competent evidence for the value
of shares that it seeks to purchase from the Mino1ity. However, the Majority djd not obtain any

financial statements from a CPA as of that date. Ins1ead, the Majority provided its expert, Mr.
Hyde, with incomplete financial inforn1ation as of that date to come up with a value.
Mr. Hyde is not a CPA.

(PL's Exh. 60, p. 9)

He does not prepare financial

statements for his clients. Id. Nor does he conduct audits of companies. Id.

Mr. Hyde, for

whatever reason, has never spoken to the company CPA, Mr. Eng. Mr. Reinstein reviewed all of
the materials that Mr. Hyde had relied upon for his value conclusion as of August 21, 2013. Mr.
Reinstein is a CPA with numerous years of expe1ience. He did speak with the company CPA.
He testified that, based upon the infonnation provided to Mr. Hyde and to himself, it is not
possible to come to a reliable conclusion to value as of August 21, 2013, because the company
QuickBooks are incomplete and have not been adjusted as of the proposed date of valuation.

20

Rather than obtaining the advice and information from the corporation's CPA,
Mr. Hyde instead relied upon verbal information from Majority shareholder and president, Russ

°

2
For example, the corporation never tracked inventory withm its Quick.Books, but i:1Stead relied upon its CPA to
anive at that figure.
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Wagner. \Vhen Russ was asked at trial why he had not obtained reviewed financial statements as
of the date the .Majority \vas requesting valuation, he could not give an answer. Despite having
been asked at his deposition ,:vhy no inventory was showing as of August 21, 2013 (the mjddle of
harvest), Mr. Hyde had still not attempted to account for jnventory as of the time of his
testimony at trial. (Pl.'s Exh. 60, pp. 44-45.) It became clear at trial that Russ had neglected to
give inventory figures that existed in August of 2013 to Mr. Hyde. (PL's Exh. 59.) Prior to Mr.
Hyde's deposition, Russ had also failed to give Mr. Hyde the bank balance for the lake checking
account. (Pl.'s Exh. 51.) (Compare Mr. Hyde's original report, Det:'s Exh. H, and his amended
report, Def's Exh. EE.) The Majority simply failed to obtain reliable financial infonnation as of
the date they are requesting valuation.
On the other hand, the last date agreed upon by aI1 of the shareholders and
directors for the division between the Majority and Minority was December 31, 2011.
Exhs. 32 & 33.)

21

(Pl.'s

The corporation ordered reviewed financial statements as of that date, which

were later corrected and amended. (Pl.'s Exh. 40.) Upon the advice of the corporate attorney,
Dan Cadagan, the corporation obtained an update of the appraised land values for purposes of the
valuation.22 (Pl. 's Exh. 34.) Mr. Cadagan performed a valuation analysis for purposes of the
23
split, which he presented at an info1mational meeting to the shareholders on July 9, 2012.

(PL 's Exh. 38.)

Mr. Reinstein found that Mr. Eng's amended revinved financial statements

24
Reliable financial information does exist
were accurate and reliable as of December 31, 2011.

for the value of the corporation as of December 31, 2011, and the v.rrongful conduct of the

It is anticipated that the Majority will argue that there were several dates established for a split up of the
corporation prior to December 31, 2011. It is also anticipated that the Majority \vill argue that the tenns of the board
and shareholder resolution made the division date contingent upon a successful I.R.C. 355 divisicn. These
arguments miss the poin.t. The point is th2.r the last daie for which there is reliable financial information prior to tbe
Majority disposing of the mi1l operation is December 31, 20 l l.
22
Jhe real estate appraisal values are ve,y close to those determined by the Majori:y's expert, Mr. Hyde. ln fact,
Mr. Hyde's values are slightly higher.
2:1 Mr. Cadagan's per share net value is $3.3,14, which is ve:y similar to fvlr. Reinstein's value per share.
24
Mr. Reinstein is a certtfied public acconnbnt and spoke with Mr. Eng about tl,e l::ases for his revie,ved financial
statements.
21
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Majority in disposing of the mill operation shortly after that makes it the most appropriate date
for valuation in this case.

B. THE FAIR VALUE OF THE MINORJTY SHARES IS $3,399 PER SHARE AS SET
FORTH IN MR. REDJSTEIN'S ADJUSTED BOOK VALUE ANALYSIS.
The statute that governs the valuation of minority shares in this case merely states that the
court is to "'determine the fair value" of those shares. Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(4). Although
there is no Idaho case law directly on point, it is well established that a court's determination of
«fair value" is a question of fact that is reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. See, e.g.,

Laserage Tech. Co,p. v. Laserage Labs., Inc., 972 F.2d 799, 805 (7th Cir. 1992) (''determination
of fair value is a matter vested in the discretion of the fact finder"); Richton Bank & Trust Co. v.

Bowen, 798 So. 2d 1268, 1273 (Miss. 2001) (applying manifest error standard of review);
Trahan v. Trahan, 99 Cal. App. 4th 62, 70, 120 Cal. Rptr. 2d 814, 820 (2002) (affirming decision
where supported by "substantial evidence'').
As it turns out, both Mr. Reinstein and Mr. Hyde agree that the adjusted book value
25
However, the value conclusions
method should be used for purposes of valuing the shares.

reached by each of them are quite different. Mr. Reinstein finds that the fair value of Waoooka

as of December 31, 2011, is S3,399,000. (See. PL 's Exh. 52, p. 3.) Mr. Reinstein ultimately
bases his calculations on the amended 20 l 1 year-end financial statements from Mr. Eng and the
Fam1 Sen,ices real estate appraisal requested by Dan Cadagan.

(See Pl.'s Exh. 47.)

Mr.

Reinstein then sets forth a schedule showing the differences between his calculations and Mr.
Hyde's calculations. (Pl.'s Exh. 48.) The major differences bet\veen the two valuations occur

under the "Mill" category. Mr. Hyde essentia1ly ignores most of the company CPA's asset
values for the miJl (cash, accounts receivable and purchase advances) yet adopts all of the
company CPA' s liability figures. Despite having hired Mr. Eng and Mr. Cadagan to vaiue the

25

'v1r. Hyde stated at trial that his "dissolu,ion" scenario calculations are not appropriate and should be disregarded.
(Def.'s Exh. EE. pp. 122-L25 & l 2S-l 30)
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corporation as of year-end 2011, the Majority now chal1enges the conclusions of the
corporation's own business professionals.
Despite Mr. Hyde not being a CPA, and despite the fact that he does not prepare financial
statements for his clients, he takes it upon bjmself to adjust the corporate CPA' s :financial
statements, without ever havjng spoken with Mr. Eng. (Pl. 's Exh. 60, p. 12.) He instead relied
upon information given to him by Majority shareholder Russ Wagner and by the corporation's

trial counsel. 2 6 Id.

In Mr. Hyde's original repmt, he adjusts dov,.n all of Mr. Eng's asset categories, but then
leaves the liabilities the same. (Def. Exh. J, p. 98.) Mr. Hyde adjusts down the cash figure,
despite acknowledging that the amount is what was actually in the bank at that point. (Pl 's Exh.
60, pp. 15-17.) lvfr. Hyde's primary basis for adjusting the cash figure to zero was that he
learned that shortly after that date most of the cash had been spent. Id.

However, he never

checked to see what the cash had been spent on; whether it had been used to reduce the operating
line of credit or to pay down expenses of the corporation. (Pl.'s Exh. 60, p. 17.) In other words,
Mr. Hyde unilaterally reduced asset values without figuring out if the expenditure of those funds
reduced liabilities and/or increased retained emuings. Thus, while Mr. Eng found in his revised
reviewed financial statements that the equity in the mill was $870,484 as of year-end 2011, Mr.
Hyde found that the value of the mill

\Vas

$34,000. (Def Exh. J, p. 98.) Similarly, Mr. Hyde

reduced accounts receivable by 20 percent because of supposed collection issues. Id. He does
this even though Mr. Eng found that all receivables were collectable at the end of 2011. (Pl.' s
Exh. 40, \Vanooka00738.) Mr. Russ Wagner admitted at trial that all accounts receivable were
eventually collected.

26 Conspicuously. Mr. Eng was not present at tTiaL despite bei11g the corporation's certified public accountant. (Pl. 's
Exh. 53, p. 8 - affirming that Mr. Eng is the account::mt for Wanooka Famis and objecting to the Minority's
questions to Mr. Eng based upon the accountant/client privilege.) The Minority tried to secure Mr. Eng· s testimony
at trial, but ,vas unable to subpoena him due ·.o his residence b<.:ing in the State of Washington.
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Mr. Hyde's disagreement \vith the company CPA's figures essentially comes dow11 to his
opinion that the mill operation should have been shut down and liquidated at the end of 2011.
Mr. Hyde testified that the mill never should have been opened in the first place. (PL 's Exh. 60,
p. 68.) He finds that the mill -was such a poor business venture to begin with that it should have

never opened its doors and, therefore, the corporation should use a "'liquidation" premise of value
in determining value at year-end 2011. This is his opinion even though the mill did not actually
liquidate at the end of 2011. It contradicts Mr. Eng's value for the mill and Mr. Cadagan's value

of the ruill as of the same date.

Mr. Hyde's liquidation conclusion at the end of 2011 is based on his opinion that the rni11
did not meet building code; even though he has never looked at Latah County's building code.
(PI.'s Exh. 60, p. 61.) It was his opinion that it would not meet any of OSHA's requirements,
even though he has no training in OSHA compliance and was unable to cite a single OSHA
regulation that had been violated. (Pl.'s Exh. 60, pp. 61-62.) Mr. Hyde's conclusion \Vas further
based on his belief that if an injury had occurred at the mill, the commercial liability insurer

likely would not have covered it due to some unidentified exclusion under the policy; even
though Mr. Hyde had never looked at the company's workers compensation policy or its general
liability policy. (PL's Exh. 60, pp. 66-67.) On the other hand, Loren"s testimony was that the
mi11 had never received an OSHA violation, that it wa..s inspected from time-to-time by the
insurance underwriters, and was the subject of mill examinations by the Idaho Department of
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Agriculture.

Whereas :tvlr. Eng's revised financial statement sho,\'S that the mill was worth

7
$870,484, Mr. Hyde found that it \vas worth $34,000. (Def 's Exh. J., p. 98,)2

.t\.1r. Hyde has no basis for the multiple assumptions he made concerning the value of the
mill at year-end 201 J. Mr. Reinstein relies upon the amended reviewed financial statements of
Mr. Eng and the appraisal ordered at the request of Dan Cadagan. The Majority relied upon
these two professionals bjred by the corporation as well at the time that the mill operation was
offering to be sold to the M-inority. Now the Majority wants to claim that the value of the mill
was worth zero doJlars. Mr. Reinstein's value of $3,399 per share should be adopted as of the
end of the year 2011.
As set forth above, there is no reliable financial information available for August 21,
2013.

28

Insufficient :financial information was given to Mr. Hyde to come to a conclusion of

value, and Russ Wagner neglected to provide h:im with key asset values as of that date. tvfr.
Reinstein's best estimate without reviewed financial statements, excluding the omitted lake bank
account, without any inventory figures, and without being able to consult Russ Wagner is
$2,676,274.

(PL's Exh. 50.)

The value of the corporation as of August 21, 2013, remains

speculative due to the Majority's failure to have the corporation obtain reviewed financial
20

statements. ,

Shortly before trial, Mr. Hyde submi11ed an amended mill lentil processing report. (Def. ·s Exh. FF). At page l 06
(page
of that report, he changes his value for the mill from S,34,000 to "no value." On the nex't page of the report
51
each
of
31
December
of
as
historically
examined
been
have
107), 1v1r. Hyde states "[elach of the asset accounts
the
if
2011
31,
December
of
as
place
in
been
have
likely
would
that
amount
reasonable
the
detern1ine
year to
fmancial statement had not been manipulated to show an unrealistic picture of che Company as of this specific
date .... " (Emphasis added.) Mr. Hyde presented no testimony at trial or within his repon that would support a
finding that the CPA 's financial statement had been manipulated. In fact, Mr. Eng in h:is deposition testified that he
found no evidence of fraud or deceit on the part of the Mjnority shareholders in the handling of the financial affairs
ofthe mill up through December 31, 20] l. (Pl.'s Ex:.h. 53, p. 40.) Russ testified that he had never toldJv1r. Hyde
that Loren had :-nanipulated the financial statements. Mr. Hyde simply has no basis for this assumptio11, although he
obviously relied upon it for his conclusion that the mill operation had "no value'' at year-end 2011.

27

23

1\fr. Hyde finds based upon incomplete financial information that the value as of August 21, 2013, was

$2,590,000. (Der's Exh. EE, p. 93.)
9
years, up to and
:0 The Majority knew how to obtain reviewed financial statements. It had <lone so for the past 10
including 20 l 2. (Def'!; ExJ1. D )
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C. MINORITY SHARE DISCOUNTS ARE NOT APPROPRIATE IN THIS CASE.

Idaho's Election to Purchase in Lieu of Dissolution Statute does not require the
application of discounts for minority shares, nor does it forbid it; it simply states that the court is
to detennine the "fair value" of the shares.

Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(4).

The ABA Model

commentary to the statute does provide some guidance on the issue of minority discounts as
follows:
Section 1434 does not speedy the components of "fair value," and the court may
find it useful to consider valuation methods that would be relevant to a judicial
appraisal of shares under section 1330 [Part 13, Appraisal Rights]. The two
proceedings are not wholly analogous, however, and the court should consider all
relevant facts and circumstances of the particular case in determining fair value.
For example, liquidating value may be relevant in cases of deadlock but an
inappropriate measure in other cases. If the court finds that the value of the
corporation has been diminished by the wrongful conduct of controlling
shareholders, it would be appropriate to include as an element of fair value the
petitioner's prnportjonal claim for any compensable corporate injury. In cases
where there is dissension but no evjdence of wrongful conduct, "fair value"
should be determined with reference to what the petitioner would likely receive in
a voluntary sale of shares to a third patiy, taking into account his minority status.
If the pai1ies have previously entered into a shareholders' agreement that defines
or provides a method for determining the fair value of shares to be sold, the court
should 1ook to such definition or method unless the court decides it would be
unjust or inequitable do so in light of the facts and circumstances of the particular
case.

ABA Official Comment

ir

4.b.

States that have the same Model Business Corporation Act

provision as Idaho have determined that it is within the coun's sound discretion whether to allow
or to deny minority discounts in a particular case. Link v. L.S.l., Inc., 793 N.W.2d 44, 50 (S.D.
2010) (Compare S.D. Codified Laws § 47-lA-1434.3 and Idaho Code § 30-1-1434). Minority
share discounts are not appropriate in this case for several reasons.
1. At the Time That the Majority Board Voted to Dispose of the Mill. It Should
Have Held a Shareholders' Meetin£ at Which the Minority Would Have Been
Entitled to Ap..Qraisal Rights. Such That No Discounts Apply.
As stated in the ABA commentary, Idabo Code § 30-1-1330 [court order

prov1s1or: for actions under minority appraisal rights] may be considered by the Court in
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determining fair value.

Under minority appraisal rights, fair value must be determined

"[w]ithout discounting fur lack of marketability or minority status . . . . " Idaho Code § 30-11301(4)(c).
As noted above, the Minority would have been entitled to appraisal rights had the
Majority board fo11owed the requirements of Idaho Code § 30-1-1202(1) & (2) and held the
required shareholder's mee6ng. At that point, the I'v1inority would have been allo\.ved to demand
an appraisal of its shares, whereby minority discounts are not allowed. See Idaho Code 30-11301 (4 )(c). The Minority's testimony was unequivocal that they did not agree with the decision
of the Majority to dispose of the mill, and the Minority board director voted against it.
Therefore, per the ABA commentary the court should look to the appraisal rights statutes and
find that minority discounts do not apply in this case.
2. TI1e Majority Engaged in \Vrongful Conduct That Prevents the Application of
Minority Discounts.
The ABA commentary states that fair value should normally be detem1ined 1,.vith
reference to what the minority would receive in a vo]untary sale of shares to third parties, taking
into account minority status; except where there is evidence of wrongful conduct by the
Majority. The first point here is that by failing to hold a shareho]ders' meeting before disposing
of the mi]L the Majority board engaged in wrongful conduct by depriving the Minority of its
appraisal rights where no discounts are allowed. However, there is more to it than that.
There 1,.vas a pattern of conduct occurring all that way back to late 2009 wl1creby
the Majority made several attempts to squeeze-out the I\.1inority.

30

There is extensive evidence

that adverse actions were taken against the mill manager, Loren Wagner, and against the other
\1inority shareholders in order to put pressure on them to purchase the mill operation for the

,u Cutting Loren's son's wages, cancelling Greg and Loren's insurance, illegaily removing Loren from the board,
removing Loren as Treasurer, removing Loren as the mill manager, removing Loren's check 'hTiting privileges and
Imm a<lvanc,: privileges, threatening on mi..::ltiple occasions in the minutes that if Loren did not purchase the mill
operation it would be dispo:;ed of.
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price that the Majority wanted. These wrongful acts all culminated in the ultimate wrongful act,
which was the disposition of the mill operation \,V:ithout a shareholders' meeting.

There is

substantial evidence that the Majority engaged in wrongful conduct. As a result, the value of the
corporation on August 21, 2013, is significantly lower than it was before the disposition of the
mill operation. Therefore, no minority discounts should apply.
3. Minority Discounts Do Not Applv Because This Case Involves an IntraFamilv Transfer of Shares and the Discount Ca1culations in Such a Case are
Inherently Speculative.
Courts that have adopted the Model Business Corporation Act have rejected the
notion that discounts are appropriate where a majority of shareholders, thrnugh the corporation
or othenvise, elects to purchase the minority shares. These jurisdictions have sjmply disregarded
the ABA commentary to the extent it is interpreted otherwise. For example, one court that also
uses the MBCA found as follows:
However, some of the same principles from dissenting-shareholders cases still
apply. For :instance, the corporation (or in some cases existing shareholders) will
increase its control or ownership in the corporation when it buys out a
shareholder. The shares are not being bought by a third party. This makes
application of a "fair market value" determination inappropriate because the
economic reality is that the shares are not being bought on the market.

Link.

v.

LSI, Inc 793 N.W.2d at 50. This is especially true of an intra-family transfer of shares.

As explained by one court;
Nevertheless the same principles that caution against minority and marketability
discounts in dissenters' rights cases apply here to the "'family buy-out situation.''
It is clear that discounts are not always applicable, even though the inter-est being
valued represents a minority and lacks marketability. [Citation omitted.] It would
be inappropriate to impose a discount in a dissenters' 6ghts case or io a case
where a minority interest has been improperly squeezed-out of the business.
Allowing discounts in these situations would undercut the purpose of the
dissenters· rights statutes to give minority shareholders the fair value of their
shares, and it could also encourage squeeze-outs. [Citation omitted.]
Furthermore, a lack of marketability discount is especially inapplicable to "an
intra-family transfer" in a closely held company. I Citation omitted.! '·Jn family
bnsinesses, the members do not want outsiders to have m;vnership interest. Thus,
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the lack of marketability can actually enhance the value of
paiinership interest. [Citation omitted.]

stock or

},!/arrow v. }\1artschink, 922 F. Supp. 1093, 1104-1105 (D.S.C. 1995). This 1s essentially the
same conclusion that Mr. Reinstein came to in hfa testimony.

31

Mr. Reinstein noted that nowhere in the history of the negotiations betvveen the
parties was there a discussion of applying minority discounts.

In particular, the buy-sell

agreement between the parties, which was later rescinded and not replaced, provided for no
minority discounts. (PL' s Exhs. 3, 4 & 5.) Mr. Reinstein noted that in intra-family situations,
what economically ends up happening is that the va1ue taken away from the minority as a result
of the discount is shifted to the majority. The value does not go away upon the purchase. It
simply moves to the majority. (Pl.'s Exh. 49.) This is not a situation where there is a willing
third party purchaser of the shares such that a discount would apply. 32 Mr. Hyde's testimony
makes it clear that djscounts in this case are inherently speculative under a theoretical willing
third party buyer situation_
.\rfr. Hyde testified that in a small closely held family owned business, there is no

third paiiy market for minority shares.

Therefore, his conclusion is that the shares of the

minority in this case are, in reality, wo1th nothing ($0.00). (PL's Exh. 60, pp. 53-55.) Despite
recognizing that a discount would equal one hundred percent of the minority shares in this
particular situation {if we were to follow the standard of selling to a third party buyer), Mr. Hyde
concludes a discount of 45.1 % as of December 31, 2011 and 40.7% as of August 2L 2013. (Pl. 's
Exh. EE, pp. 120 & 126.) While Mr. Hyde could not explain exactly why he was not applying a

1

It is anticipated that 6e defendants will note that Mr. Reinstein has sometimes testified i:1 favor of minority
discounts. For example, ivlr. Reinstein found in one case that a minority discount of8.74% was applicable where
prior actual sales of shares to third parties shmved that a discount in that amount was taken in those sales. See Hali
v. Glenn's Ferry Grazing Ass 'n, 2006 WL 2711849, p. 7, fjnding of Fact 133 & p. 9, Conclusion of Law 162
('.)006). The czse also makes n clear that it did net involve an intra-fu...Tc..ily transfer situation.
32
Mr. Reinstein has provided discount numbers under a theoretical situation where there is a willing third party
purchaser of the Minority shares: 25% as of year-end 2011 and 31 % as of.August 2L2013. (PL 's Exh. 52,
Schedule 6.)
'
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100% discount (other than that the lower discount amounts

calcu]ated might be something a

willing seller would accept for his shares), he readily admits that the discount percentages that he
arrived at are probably too low. (PL 's Exh. 60, p. 55.)
Mr. Hyde also affim1ed that the data he used to calculate the minority discounts

are from publicly traded and pre-IPO companies that are significantly larger than Wanooka
Farms.

(Pl. 's Exh. 60, p. 57.)

While he admits "the data is lousy," there simply is no data

available for small, closely held family companies like Wanooka Farn1s. (Pl.'s Exh. 60, pp. 5859.) When asked at trial whether basing discounts on these studies is speculative, Mr. Hyde did
not deny it, but stated that experts in his field call it something else.
Mr. Hyde concedes that courts have used the "'investment value standard" or what
is called 1he '"value to the Ov'.ner" in intra-famny transfer situations_ (Def. 's Exh. EE, p. 94.) "In

cases such as th:is, when the company is family owned, there may be no minority discount for a
minority owner because through family attribution, the owner is assumed to be part of a control
group." Id.

Mr. Hyde ultimately admits that it is the court's dete1111ination as to whether to

apply discounts or not.
Family members purchasing other family members' shares is a totally different
situation from a sale to a disinterested third party buyer.

Applying minority discounts based

upon a theoretical situation rather than what is actually happening simply provides the Majority
with a windfall; just as the cited legal authorities and Mr. Reinstein have noted. ln this case,
applying minmity discounts is inherently speculative, does not reflect the reality of the situation
and should not be appljed.

4. The Minoritv is the Onlv Group of Shareholders that Desired to Retain and
.0...ner':lte the Sole Sii:mificant Continuing Business i\divitv of Wanooka Fam1s
- the Mill Operation
The testimony from the Majority shareholders made it clear that they did not want
a long-tenn investment rn the only major operating acfrvity of tbe co1voration, which was the
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milling operatjon. Per Loren's testimony, the Minority is the only 6:rroup that \Vanted to continue
the traditional operation of the corporation, including keeping the corporate name. The Majority
instead (at least at one pomt) wanted to split the corporation up into five different enfaies where
each shareholder or subgroup of shareholders held their own property. They wanted to have
their own assets wjth v,,hjch they could do immediately what they wanted. The only obstacle to
their plan was the S300,000 commodity line of credit for the mi11 that encumbered all of the real
estate of the corporation. The on1y way to get rid of that obstacle was to sell the mill operation
to the Minority or dispose of it. When the Minority refused to purchase the mill operation for
what the Majority demanded, they did exactly that
The Majority certainly had the voting power to dispose of the mill operation, but
was first required to hold a properly conducted shareholders' meeting where the corporation
would be valued p1ior to the disposition of the mill and would give the Minority appraisal rights
under which no discounts would apply.

Instead, the Majority board illegally disposed of the

mill. The date of valuation should be December 31, 2011 and no minority discounts should
apply.

D.

INTEREST SHOULD ACCRUE IN FAVOR OF THE MINORITY FROM THE
DATE OF VALUATION.

'"Interest may be allowed at the rate and from the date determined by the court to be
equitable, but if the court finds that the refusal of the petitioning shareholder to accept an offer of
payment was arbitrary or otherwise not in good faith, no interest shall be allowed.'' Idaho Code
§ 30-1-1434(5).

In Mr. Reinstein's opinio~ the interest payable from the date that the Court

determines the value of the corporation shou1<l be 9% or the minimum rate required by I.R.C. §
1274. He bases this conclusjon on the prior buy-scl1 shareholder agreement between the parties.
Although it has been revoked, it is the ooly guidance available for interest calcula6ons at this

point. The plaintiffs request that the Comi award interest from the date it determines the value of
the coqJoration at either rate of interest.
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IV. CONCLUSIO N
The appropriate date for valuation is December 31, 2011, primarily because it is the iast
date upon which we have reliable information prior to the mill operation being disposed of by the
Majority.

The Majority board members' action in disposing of the mill without holding a

shareholders' meeting at which the Minority would have been entitled to appraisal rights,
deprived the Minority of the opportunity to receive the value of its shares prior to the disposition
of the mill operation. The evidence shows that the value of the corporation was substantially
higher on December 31, 2011, than

jt

was on August 21, 2013. No discounts apply because the

Minority should have been given appraisal rights, under which discounts are not allowed. The
Majority disposing of the mill operation illegally without a shareholders' vote, and the pattern of
actions taken to squeeze-out the Minority, constitute \vrongful conduct on the part of the
Majority. Therefore, the fair value should be set at $3,399 per share.
Plaintiffs also request an award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 301-1434(5) and 12-120 & 12I.
DATED this 31st day of October, 2014.
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Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

NO. CV 2013-1004
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS,
INC.'S CLOSING ARGUMENT

V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants.

Defendant, Wanooka Farms, Inc. ("Wanooka Farms") submits its Closing Argument in
the above-captioned case.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In this case, the Court is asked to determine the fair value

shares of stock owned by the

Plaintiffs LOREN WAGNER, DENA LEWAGNER, and GREGORY WAGNER. There are 700
shares ofWanooka Farms voting stock and 300 shares ofWanooka Farms nonvoting stock
outstanding, which are owned by the shareholders as follows:
Nonvoting Shares

Shareholder

Voting Shares

Russell Wagner

218.75

Stuart Wagner

110

50

Thomas Wagner

10

50

Jeff Wagner

43.75

50

Loren Wagner

110

Greg Wagner

110

Dena Wagner

10

50

Gary Wagner

43.75

50

Rob Wagner

43.75

50

Total

700

300

Stipulation of the Parties.

As of August 21, 2013, the adjusted book value ofWanooka Farms is $2,620,000.
Exhibit EE (Wanooka5845). 1 Each share is valued at $2,620.00 on a pro rata basis. To reach the

"fair value" of each share, a Discount for Lack of Control ("DLOC") of 14%, a Discount for
Lack of Marketability ("DLOM") of 31 %, and a Discount for Nonvoting Shares of 3% should be
applied. Exhibit EE (Pg. 104 - 118).
The table below sets forth the fair value of one voting share as of August 21, 2013 and
the total fair value:

1

This amount includes the $30,000 of wheat inventory that was not included in Mr. Hyde's valuation.
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Discount

Indicated Value
Adjusted Book Value

2,620,000

less: Discount for lack of Control
Indicated Value - Non-Controlling, Marketable

14%
2,253,200

Less: Discount for Lack of Marketability
Indicated Value - Non-Controlling, Non-Marketable
Value Per Voting Share

Adjusted Book Value
Less: Discount for Lack of Control
Indicated Value - Non-Controlling, Marketable
Less: Discount for Lack of Marketability
Indicated Value - Non-Controlling, Non-Marketable
Less: Discount for Lack of Voting Rights
Indicated Value - Non-Controlling, Non-Marketable, NonVoting
Value Per Nonvoting Share

Loren Wagner

Voting Shares
Nonvoting Shares

Rate

31%
1,554,708
1,555

Indicated Value

Discount
Rate

2,620,000
(366,800)

14%

2,253,200
(698,492)

31%

1,554,708
(46,641)

3%

1,508,067
1,508
Number of
Shares

Fair Value

110
0

$171,018
$0.00

110

$171,018
$0.00

Greg Wagner

Voting Shares
Nonvoting Shares

0

Dena Wagner

Voting Shares

10

Nonvoting Shares

50

TOTAL FAIR VALUE
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$15,547
$75,403.34
$432,986

II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

In 1965, August Wagner and his sons Art and Bud formed Wanooka Farms, Inc. Exhibit
A. Wanooka Farms was formed to own and farm 1039 acres of land in Latah County, Idaho

among other purposes. 2 Id. In the l 970's, Wanooka Farms opened a lentil processing division.
Testimony ofLoren Wagner and Russell Wagner.
As early as 1998, the Art and Bud families started discussing the possibility of splitting
the lentil processing division from the farming division. Testimony of Russell Wagner. The intent
was to have the Art family take some of the farm ground along with the lentil processing division
and the Bud family would take the remaining farm ground. Id. Between 2007 and 2012,
Wanooka Farms obtained two appraisals to determine the value of its assets. Exhibits Kand L.
The shareholders set a number of different dates by which they attempted to complete the split.
3
Exhibits VJ, VJ 2, VJ 3, WI 7, X9. Hundreds or possibly thousands of hours were spent discussing

different ways to split the corporation. Testimony of Russell Wagner. A survey was performed to
divide up the farm land. Id. There were issues related to access to timber ground and "buffers"
that were raised and dealt with. Id. Wanooka Farms hired a new accountant and attorney to help
it figure out how to split the lentil processing division from the rest of the corporation. Id.
The split talks ended on July 9, 2012 when the shareholders were unable to reach an
4
agreement on the value of the lentil processing division. Testimony ofLoren Wagner, Russell

2

At one point, Wanooka Farms owned and operated a dairy and a logging operation. Testimony ofRussell Wagner.
Those dates included July 31, 2009, Januar; 15, 2011, i\.ugust 9, 2011, and December 31, 2011. Exhibits VJ, VJ 2,
VJ3, Wl7, X9.
4
Prior to the meeting, an appraiser opined that the value of the lentil processing division was $350,000. Exhibit K.
The shareholders agreed that the appraised value of $350,000 was too high. Testimony ofLoren Wagner and Russell
Wagner. The shareholders discussed valuing the lentil processing division on equipment values that Russell Wagner
and Loren Wagner had negotiated in 2009. Testimony ofRussell Wagner; Exhibits BB3 and BB4. But, Loren
Wagner represented the Plaintiffs stated that the value of the lentil processing division (i.e., its equipment, buildings
and 13 acres) was $150,000. Testimony ofLoren Wagner. As part of this offer, Loren Wagner stated that Plaintiffs

3
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Wagner, Jeff Wagner, Stuart Wagner and Dan Cadagan. On July 12, 2012, the board of
Wanooka Farms voted 3-1 to close the lentil processing division. Exhibit Yl3.
On August 1, 2012, Loren went to work for George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. and all of
Wanooka Farms' customers transferred their business to George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc.

Testimony ofLoren Wagner; Exhibit 0.
This lawsuit was filed on August 22, 2013 seeking to dissolve Wanooka Farms. See
COMPL. filed August 22, 2013 at ,IE. On November 20, 2013, Wanooka Farms elected to
purchase the Plaintiffs' shares to avoid the risk of dissolution. See ELECTION BY WANOOKA
FARMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-1434 filed November 20, 2013. A trial on this matter
was held on October 6, 7, 16, and 17, 2014.

III.

ISSUE

What is the fair value of the shares of stock in Wanooka Farms held by Plaintiffs?

IV.
A.

ANALYSIS

The Prerequisites to Filing an Election to Purchase under Section 1434 are
Met in This Case.

Wanooka Farms elected to purchase shares under Section 1434 to avoid the risk of
dissolution. There are two prerequisites to filing an election to purchase under Section 1434.

First, a proceeding to dissolve the corporation under section 1430W must have
been commenced. Second, the election may be made only by the corporation or
by shareholders other than the shareholder who is seeking to dissolve the
corporation under section 1430W.
Section 1434 cmt. 1.
Here, the two prerequisites are met. First, a proceeding to dissolve Wanooka Farms under
Section 1430(2) was commenced when the Plaintiffs, filed the Complaint seeking dissolution of

wanted Tracts 2 and 3 (i.e., 300 acres of fann ground). Testimony ofLoren Wagner. This offer was rejected by the
other shareholders.
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Wanooka Farms on August 22, 2013. Second, Wanooka Farms made an election to purchase the
shares of the Plaintiffs within 90 day of the filing of the Complaint. See ELECTION BY W ANOOKA
FARMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-1434 filed November 20, 2013.

B.

The Date of Valuation Should Be August 21, 2013-the Day Before the
Complaint was Filed.

The Court must determine the "fair value of the [Plaintiffs'] shares as of the day before
the date on which the petition under Section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, was filed or as such
other date that the court deems appropriate under the circumstances." Section 1434(4). Plaintiffs
argue that the Court should value the shares as of December 31, 2011 because that was the date
the Board of Directors agreed to use as a valuation date for a split in a resolution signed on
December 18, 2011. Exhibit XI 3. However, this date only applied to a split. Exhibit Xl3 (stating

"[c}ontingent on the ability of the division to go thru with a successfully [sic} 355 ''). This
5
agreement has nothing to do with a valuation date under Section 1434.

Moreover, a lot happened after December 31, 2011 that affected the value of W anooka
Farms. First, in January 2012, Plaintiffs orchestrated a "run on warehouse receipts" by telling
growers that they should get a warehouse receipt from Wanooka Farms. Testimony ofLoren

Wagner. A run on warehouse receipts is a very rare event. Testimony ofMarty Anderson. The
run on warehouse receipts occurred because Loren suggested to the growers that they could not
6
trust Wanooka Farms with their lentils. Jd.

5

Plaintiffs may argue the Shareholders Cross-Purchase Agreement controls, but it was terminated in 2003. Exhibits
F-1 and F-4.
6
Loren Wagner planned the run on warehouse receipts at least 2 months before it happened. Exhibit QI. In an email
to Bert Brocke, Loren Wagner stated that "an additional warehouse receipt headed this way from Boise." Id.
Immediately prior to the run, Loren Wagner removed himself as the warehouseman who could sign the warehouse
receipts, but falsely stated that Jeremy Bunch removed him. Exhibit Z4. Exhibit N.
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Second, to further erode the trust of the growers in Wanooka Farms, Loren sent checks
out to growers that he knew W anooka F anns could not cover. Testimony of Russell Wagner;
Exhibit CCI 2. 7
Third, the Plaintiffs took steps to damage Wanooka Farms' relationship with
AmericanWest Bank. Exhibit Z5. On January 10, 2012, Loren Wagner sent an email to Bruce
Mills. Id. Bruce Mills was the banker for Wanooka Farms. Testimony of Bruce Mills. In the
email, Loren Wagner stated that nearly $700,000 of warehouse receipts would be issued. Exhibit
Z5.
Moreover, the shareholders' abandoned the December 31, 2011 date. In April of 2012,
Wanooka Farms hired Dan Cadagan as corporate counsel and he recommended that the
corporation get an updated appraisal. Testimony ofDan Cadagan, Russell Wagner, and Loren
Wagner. This updated appraisal valued the corporation on May 18, 2012. Exhibit L (pg. 1 of24).
And on July 9, 2012, the shareholders met to discuss whether a deal could be reached. Testimony
ofLoren Wagner, Russell Wagner, Dan Cadagan, Stuart Wagner and Jeff Wagner. At this
meeting, a valuation date of June 30, 2012 was thrown out. Testimony of Russell Wagner, Stuart
Wagner and Jeff Wagner. The reason June 30, 2012 was discussed was the "floor was almost
clean" and it was easier to determine a value if the lentil processing plant right before harvest.
Jd.8

Finally, the lentil processing division was closed in 2012. After it was closed, Wanooka
Farms experienced a loss of nearly $500,000 all directly tied to the lentil processing division.

7

On February 3, 2012, Russell Wagner signed grower checks and expressly asked Loren Wagner not to send the
checks until a deposit was made to cover the checks. Exhibit CCJ 2. Loren Wagner was the only one who knew
when the broker's checks would be deposited to cover grower payments. Testimony ofLoren Wagner. Loren
Wagner knew sending the checks would result in an overdraw of the checking account. Exhibit CC I 3.
8
This was the reason previous "cut off' dates were in mid to late summer. Id. However, no new "cut off' date was
agreed upon because the Board of Directors voted to close the lentil processing division on July 12, 2012. Exhibit Y3
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Exhibit D9. The reason Wanooka Farms lost nearly $500,000 in 2012 is difficult to understand.
On December 31, 2011, Wanooka Farms owned lentils that were valued at $627,645. Exhibit D9

(Wanooka00739); see also Exhibit 52 (Reinstein Report at Schedule 2-1 stating mill inventory
was $631,299). 9 Russell Wagner testified that all but $30,000 of these lentils were sold in 2012.
Testimony ofRussell Wagner. This means, $600,000 of Wanooka Farms' lentil inventory was
sold in 2012. Between 2004 and 2011, the "margin" between mill revenue and grower payouts
averaged 18%. The table below sets out these margins.

Mill Revenue
Milling Expenses/Grower Payouts
Margin
Mill Revenue
Milling Expenses/Grower Payouts
Margin

2004
1,216,319.00
926,449.00
24%
2008
3,110,178.00
2,502,619.00
20%

2005
1,757,024.00
1,399,565.00
20%
2009
2,091,193.00
1,883,304.00
10%

2006
1,012,141.00
831,300.00
18%
2010
4,056,924.00
3,577,030.00
12%

2007
1,373,899.00
1,048,323.00
24%
2011
3,940,284.00
3,352,105.00
15%

Exhibit D2-D6, D8 (Statements of Income). The margin in 2012 was -4%. In other words,
Wanooka Farms paid out more to growers than it brought in from the sale oflentils. Exhibit D9

(Statement of Income and Retained EarningsJ. 10
At the end of 2011, Wanooka Farms had $264,559 in the bank. It ended 2012 with
$15,938. Exhibit D9 (Statement of Cash Flows). Where the cash went is explained in the
financial statement. Wanooka started with $264,559 in cash, it made $22,597 from its operations,
bought equipment for $7,218 and ended with a cash balance of ended with $15,938. Exhibit D9

9

The difference is Mr. Reinstein included wheat inventory of $3,654.00. (See Exhibit D9 at Wanooka 00739).
Plaintiffs argued that this was due to mismanagement of the Board. However, the price that growers accepted for
lentils and the price they sold for had nothing to do with anyone other than Loren Wagner. In 2012, Loren Wagner
negotiated the price he paid growers for lentils and the price those lentils were sold. If confidence in Wanooka
Farms was lacking, the growers would pull their lentils out or ask for a warehouse receipt, but the market price of
lentils had nothing to do with confidence in Wanooka Farms.
10
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(Statement of Cash Flows). In short, Wanooka Farms lost $264,000 in cash in 2012. 11 According
to the 2012 financial statement, Wanooka Farms lost more than $459,521 in 2012. Exhibit D9

(Statement oflncome and Retained Earnings). It was impossible for Wanooka Farms to have lost
$459,521 in cash because it did not have that much cash to lose. The balance of the loss
($195,521) can only explained as a loss of inventory. 12 Simple math leads one to conclude that
Wanooka Farms sold $600,000 worth of inventory but only received $373,021. 13 These proceeds
went to make up the loss of $195,521 and pay down the line of credit by $177,500 (to $96,500
from $274,000). The difference of $226,979 oflentil inventory either disappeared into thin air or
the value of the lentil inventory in 2011 was overstated. To determine a true value ofWanooka
Farms, one must consider all the facts, including the real profitability of the lentil processing
division. The best date to do this is the one recommended by the statute because on that date the
lentil processing plant was closed.
Given these circumstances, the August 21, 2013 is the appropriate valuation date.

C.

Fair Value of Plaintiffs' Shares

To determine "fair value", the court should consider all relevant facts and circumstances
of the particular case. The statute defines "fair value" as the price a third-party would pay for
shares of stock.

In cases where there is dissension but no evidence of wrongful conduct, "fair
value" should be determined with reference to what the petitioner would
likely receive in a voluntary sale ofshares to a third party, taking into account
the petitioner's minority status.
Section 1434 cmt. 4(8).
Here, two experts provided the Court with their opinions of value.

II

12
13

$264,559 + $22,597 - $7,218 - $15,938 = $264,000.
$459,521 - $264,000 = $195,521
$195,521 + $177,500 = $373,021.
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1. The Methodology Used by Mr. Hyde

determining the fair value of the shares held by the Plaintiffs, Mr. Hyde performed
three appraisals. Mr. Hyde appraised all the assets owned by Wanooka Farms, including the real
and personal property. Exhibits H-J, EE-FF. 14 In addition, Mr. Hyde rendered an opinion of the
value of the lentil processing division. Upon determining the value of each part of W anooka
Farms, Mr. Hyde determined the fair value of a share of stock in Wanooka Farms as of August
21, 2013. 15 The fair value takes into account whether the stock is voting or nonvoting stock and
the appropriate minority discounts.
2.

Reinstein Report

Plaintiffs Expert Witness Dennis R. Reinstein also prepared a valuation report. Exhibit
52. Mr. Reinstein reached the conclusion that Wanooka Farms was worth $3,399,000 as of
December 31, 2011. Exhibit 52 (Schedule 2-1). Mr. Hyde concluded the value was $2,520,000
on that date. Exhibit EE (Pg. 89).
Mr. Reinstein concluded that Wanooka Farms was worth $2,672,645 on August 21, 2013.
Exhibit 52 (Schedule 6). It is not much different that the $2,620,000 concluded by Mr. Hyde on
the same date. Exhibit EE (Pg. 93).
As of December 31,201 i, Mr. Reinstein opines that the value of the lentil process
division was more $938,000. Exhibit 52 (Schedule 2-1); Exhibit FF (Pg. 6). This is nearly
$600,000 more than the June 28, 2012 appraisal that valued the lentil processing division as a
going concern for $350,000. Exhibit K. It is almost $800,000 more than Plaintiffs' value of
$150,000. Exhibit Y3. Finally, based on the detailed report of Mr. Hyde, the value of the lentil

14

After his deposition, Mr. Hyde revised his reports because errors were identified. The revisions resulted in a
higher per share value. See Exhibit H (Pg. 5) and Exhibit EE (Pg. 5).
15
Mr. Hyde also detennined the value as of December 31, 2011; however, as stated herein, it is Wanooka Fanns'
position that August 21, 2013 is the appropriate date for valuation.
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processing division was $0.00. Exhibit FF (Pg. JO). Mr. Reinstein's value makes no sense when
the loss for 2012 is taken into account. The loss was directly caused by the lentil process
division. How could a division that was worth $938,000 on December 31, 2011 lose over
$400,000 in the next 7 months?
Mr. Reinstein's report is not as reliable as Mr. Hyde's report for several reasons. First, in
determining the value as of December 31, 2011, Mr. Reinstein relied upon the May 18, 2012
appraisal. Exhibit 52 (Schedule 2-2). This appraisal was completed 5 V2 months after December
31, 2011.
Second, Mr. Reinstein used the June 28, 2012 appraised value of $350,000 for the lentil
processing plant. Exhibit K; Exhibit 52 (Schedule 2-1). The June 28, 2012 appraisal used a sales
comparison approach to determine the $350,000 value. This means, the entire facility was valued
as a going concern and the value of all the equipment is included in the $350,000. Testimony of
Paul R. Hyde. When Mr. Reinstein added an equipment value of $140,107 to the appraised

value, he doubled counted. Id. To properly value the lentil processing plant, Mr. Reinstein could
use the sales comparison method or the adjusted book value, but combining the methodologies
over-inflates the value.
Third, Mr. Reinstein relied upon his own client for values of some of the equipment.
Exhibit 52 (Schedule 2-3). There was no independent judgment used to determine those values.

Fourth, Mr. Reinstein failed to normalize the cash. Exhibit 52 (Schedule 2-1). The cash
on hand on December 31, 2011 was completely gone on January 3, 2012 and in fact the balance
was over $50,000 negative. Testimony ofJeremy Bunch; Exhibit _M.
Finally, Mr. Reinstein completely ignores the fact that the lentil processing division was
closed, all the inventory was sold, and it lost nearly $500,000. Exhibit D9. As Loren Wagner
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testified, when it was closed, there should have been enough revenue to cover all the costs and
perhaps leave a small profit left over. Testimony of Loren Wagner. This did not happen.
In summary, Mr. Reinstein' s December 31, 2011 valuation is completely bogus.
However, the Court does not need to deal with issues related to Mr. Reinstein's valuation as of
December 31, 2011 because August 21, 2013 as the appropriate valuation date. On that date, the
value conclusions of the two experts are nearly identical.
D.

Minority Discounts Must be Applied to Determine the Fair Value of
Plaintiffs' Shares

The ABA official Comment 4(B) states that "where there is dissension but not evidence
of wrongful conduct, 'fair value' should be determined with reference to what the petitioner
would likely receive in a voluntary sale of shares to a third party, taking into account the
petitioner's minority status." Section 1434 cmt. 4(B). The United States District Court for the
District of Idaho has applied a minority discount when determining the fair value of corporation
shares pursuant to Section 1434 and Comment 4(B) thereto. See Hall v. Glenn's Ferry Grazing
Ass 'n, No. CV-03-386-S-BLW, 2006 WL 2711849 (D. Idaho Sept. 21, 2006). 16 In applying this
minority discount, Judge Winmill dismissed arguments that the application of a discount was
unfair and appropriately followed the directive in Comment 4(B). This Court should do the same.
Comment 4(B)'s directive to apply minority and marketability discounts in valuations is
there for a reason. A dissolution action seeks to dissolve the corporation, which is an extreme
and destructive remedy. Because the minority shareholders are the ones who sued and, therefore,
forced the corporation to buy their shares or risk being dissolved, those shareholders assumed the
risk that the corporation may elect to purchase the shares for fair value. As stated above,

16

It bears mentioning that the federal court applied this discount as advocated for by expert witness, Dennis
Reinstein, who is also expert witness for the Plaintiffs in this case.
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Comment 2 creates a "high risk proposition for the [Plaintiffs] because the [Plaintiffs'] are, in
effect, subject to 'call' ... " Plaintiffs assumed this risk when they sued.
1. Discount for Lack of Control - August 21, 2013

Both experts provide an opinion of the amount of a discount for lack of control
("DLOC"). Both experts' opinions are fairly close. Mr. Hyde opines that the DLOC should be
14%. Exhibit EE (Pg. 105-106). Mr. Reinstein opines that the DLOC should be 10%. Exhibit 52

(Pg. 2-10). It is interesting that Mr. Reinstein opines that based on his research the average
DLOC is 17%. Id. Mr. Reinstein then points to 4 "economic components thought to comprise a
control premium" that guide him in determining the DLOC. Exhibit 52 (Pg. 2-8

2-10). Mr.

Reinstein states that 3 of the 4 components are "neutral". Id. That is, they do not increase or
lower the average DLOC. The factor that lead Mr. Reinstein to lower the DLOC was "purchase
costs." Id. This factor relates to a premium price a purchaser must pay a diverse group of
shareholders to entice them to sell. Id. In this case Mr. Reinstein opined that since there are only
a few shareholders, the "purchase costs" component is moot and the DLOC should be lower than
the average. Id. This single factor lead Mr. Reinstein to "argue for an adjustment quite a bit
lower" than the average of 17% (i.e., 10%). Exhibit 52 (Pg. 2-10). Mr. Reinstein does not explain
why this single factor would reduce the DLOC to 10% from 17%. Given complete lack of
analysis, the Court is left to guess as to Mr. Reinstein's reasoning.
Given Mr. Hyde's detailed and thorough analysis wherein he reached the conclusion that
a DLOC of 14% was reasonable (and it is 3% less than Mr. Reinstein's average), the Court
should adopt Mr. Hyde's DLOC of 14%.

2. Discount for Lack for Marketability-August 21, 2013
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Mr. Hyde opines that the DLOM is 31 %. Mr. Reinstein opines that a DLOM of 18% is
appropriate. Mr. Reinstein used a methodology developed by

Christopher Mercer called

Quantifying Marketability Discounts Model ("QMDM"). Exhibit 52 (Pg. 2-10

2-14). The

QMDM requires the appraiser to make assumptions. Mr. Reinstein stated that "I believe the
economics behind the model are sound, if the assumptions behind these estimates are
reasonable." Id. (Pg. 2-11). One of the assumptions is the holding period. Id. (Pg. 2-11

2-12).

Mr. Reinstein concludes that "[g]iven the facts and circumstances of this case, I believe it would
be reasonable to expect a liquidation event to occur within 3 to 5 years of the valuation dates."
Id. (Pg. 2-12). Mr. Reinstein provides no analysis of what facts and circumstances lead to his
conclusion. In fact, the testimony was that shareholders held their stock for many years.
Testimony ofLoren Wagner, Russell Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner.
Mr. Reinstein assumed a short holding period because it lowers the DLOM under the
QMDM as clearly demonstrated by Table 2.3 of Mr. Reinstein's report. Exhibit 52. When the
required rate ofreturn was 13.2% and the holding period was 3 years, the DLOM was 9%. If the
required rate of return increased to 15.2% but the holding period remained 3 years, the DLOM
was 13%. If the holding period increased to 5 years and the same required rates of return were
used, the DLOM increased to 20% and 27%, respectively. Certainly, a reasonable holding period
for Wanooka Farms' stock is more than 10 years, but ifwe assume 10 years is reasonable, the
DLOM is 42% and 52%, respectively.
Mr. Hyde determined that the DLOM was 32%. Using the QMDM, if we assume the
required rate ofretum is 13.2%, then a holding period of7.5 years generates a DLOM of 32%. If
we assume the required rate of return is 15.2%, then a holding period of 5 years 10 months
generates a DLOM of 32%.
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Courts have criticized the QMDM because the results vary greatly when assumptions are
adjusted slightly. In Janda v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2001-24, 2001 WL 95127 (U.S. Tax Ct.
2001) the tax court stated that "[t]he effectiveness of this model. .. depends on the reliability of
the data input into the model." The Court expressed "grave doubts about the reliability of the
QMDM to produce reasonable discounts." In Estate o.f Weinberg v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo
2000-51, 2000 WL 157919 (U.S. Tax Ct. 2000), the tax court stated disapproval of an expert's
use of the QMDM "because slight variations in the assumptions used in the model produce
dramatic differences in results."
Given Mr. Hyde utilized a methodology that produces more consistent and reasonable
result and a slight (and reasonable) adjustment to the holding period assumption made by Mr.
Reinstein lead to the same conclusion, the Court should adopt the DLOM of 32%.

3. Discount for Nonvoting Stock - August 21, 2013
Both experts agree that 3% is appropriate.

E.

Defendant Shareholders Did Not Engage in Wrongful Conduct

There was no evidence of wrongful conduct on the part of the Defendant shareholders
presented a trial, so minority discounts should be applied. The wrongful conduct alleged in the
Complaint included:
•
•
•

•
•

Refusal to conduct March 7, 2010 election of directors by cumulative voting. Complaint
at ,i 40-47.
"Seeking to inflate the value of the milling operation that was to be allocated to
Plaintiffs .... " Id. ,i 57(a).
"Hiring legal and accounting consultants, under the pretext of completing the divisive
reorganization, but then providing those consultants with inaccurate, misleading, and/or
false information concerning Wanooka Farms' assets and liabilities." Id. ,r 57(b).
Withholding corporate financial information from Loren Wagner. Id. ,r 57(c).
Providing Loren Wagner with false or misleading information regarding the status of
corporate obligations on which Loren Wagner was a guarantor or co-borrower. Id. 11
57(d).
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•
•
@

•
•
•
•

Instructing lending institutions to not provide information to Loren Wagner. Id. ii 57(e).
"Attempting to coerce consent to the divisive reorganization ... through manipulation of
the process for selecting persons with corporate authority." Id. ii 57(f).
"Threatening to destroy and then destroying the milling operation by notifying growers
only two weeks before harvest that the Wanooka Farms' milling operation was closed."
Id. at ii 57(g).
"[D]estroy Plaintiff Loren Wagner's professional reputation and book of business." Id. ii
59.
"[S]tripp[ing] Plaintiff Loren Wagner of authority to transact business on behalf of
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business." Id. ,i 64.
Depriving Plaintiffs of their "reasonable expectation[s] of employment and income in
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business." Id. iii! 65-71.
"Threatening to evict [Plaintiffs] from corporate housing unless they capitulated to the
demands of Defendants." Id. ii 72.
Each of these allegations are addressed below. As shown, these claims are frivolous and

without any basis in fact or law.
i.

Cumulative Voting

Loren was not elected to the Board on March 7, 2010. Testimony of Loren Wagner.
Cumulative voting was not used. Testimony ofLoren Wagner. Loren Wagner alleged that he
objected to the manner in which the vote was conducted, but no other witness recalls that
objection and it was not in the minutes. Testimony ofLoren Wagner, Russell Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, and Stuart Wagner. Loren Wagner admitted that cumulative voting was never used for
an election of directors before March 7, 2010. Testimony ofLoren Wagner. In fact, no
shareholder knew the bylaws required it before the Plaintiffs' attorney brought it to their
attention. Id. There was no wrongful conduct on any shareholders' part.
Loren Wagner was re-elected to the Board at a special meeting held on June 3, 2010.
Exhibit WI I. Between March 7, 2010 and June 3, 2010, the directors made the following
decisions:
•

March 7, 2010
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Officers elected.
Offer to purchase mobile home on lake property for $2,000.
Appoint Loren to look into repairs to break water and boat house.
Appoint Jeff to assess current water level.
Reimburse Bud Wagner $1,475.
Explore option of management company for lake property.
Release of 80 acres of collateral securing Federal Land Bank loan.
Board must approve expenditures of more than $50.00.
All loans or advances must be approved by the Board.
Kyle Wagner's monthly wages were set at $2,400.
Russ and Loren maintain signature authority.

Exhibit W3.

•

March
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

19, 2010
March 7, 2010 (outgoing) Board Meeting Minutes approved.
March 7, 2010 Shareholder Meeting Minutes approved.
March 7,2010 (new) Board Meeting Minutes approved.
Approval of telephonic or electronic approval of loan advances.
Work day at lake property scheduled.
Cathy St. John authorized to move forward with financial review.
45 day extension of operating line of credit approved.
Seed contracts approved.
Accounting on seed contracts must be made weekly.
Offers to purchase lake property will be considered.
Requests for expenditures would be submitted Monday and approved by
Thursday of each week.
Operating line of credit extensions would be sent to Russ.
Paychecks, monthly bills less than $200 do not preapproval.
All fuel orders must be preapproved.
Electronic signatures of the secretary was approved.

Exhibit W5.

•

March 25, 2010 Emergency Board Meeting
o March 19 minutes approved.
o No new crop contracts would be signed without commitment from Loren to
purchase mill.
o Russ directed to approach American West Bank regarding operating line of credit
financing.

Exhibit W6.
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@

April
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

11, 2010
March 25, 2010 Minutes approved.
Lake property rent reduced by $100 per month.
Letter of reprimand to Loren approved.
Loren signature authority on checks removed.
Kyle required to repay corporation for over payment.
Investigation of full audit authorized.
Loren directed to prepare job descriptions.

Exhibit W8.
•

April 19-20, 2010
o July 31, 2009 "snapshot" abolished.
o Loren removed as Treasurer.
o Tom appointed Treasurer.

Exhibit W9.
Every one of these decisions was made by unanimous vote. Assuming Loren Wagner was on the
Board, the motions still would have passed.
11.

Inflate Value ofLentil Processing Division

There was no evidence that any shareholder attempted to inflate the value of the lentil
processing division. The values were determined by appraisers based on records kept (in most
part) by Loren Wagner. There was disagreement over the values and adjustments were made by
agreement, but there was no evidence of intentional "inflation" of the value. If anything, the
shareholder agreed the value set by the appraiser was too high.
111.

Providing Experts Wrong Information

The only evidence of inaccurate information was the accounts receivable set forth in the
original financial statement prepared by Terry Eng. The accounts receivable amount was
determined by Terry Eng using the outstanding contracts with George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc.
Dirk Hammond confirmed that on December 29, 2011, George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. had
contracts with Wanooka Farms in the face value of $839,255 and George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc.
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paid this amount to Wanooka Farms before the end of 2012. Testimony ofDirk Hammond. On
February 8, 2012, Loren Wagner stated to Bruce Mills of AmericanWest Bank that Wanooka
Farms had $741,579 in accounts receivable. Exhibit CCJ2. On February 15, 2012, Terry Eng
asked Loren Wagner to review his accounts receivable amount. Exhibit ZI. The February 22,
2012 financial statement listed accounts receivable of$767,311. Exhibit D7 (Wanooka00082).
The accounts receivable were later restated to be $246,236. Exhibit D9 (Wanooka00733). The
reason it was restated was Terry Eng originally categorized signed contracts to sell lentils as an
accounts receivable, but later determined only shipped lentils should be included in the accounts
receivable. The shareholders relied upon Terry Eng to correctly interpret the information. There
was no evidence that any Defendant shareholder provided false information to Terry Eng. 17
IV.

Withholding Financial Information from Loren Wagner

Loren Wagner had full access to the QuickBooks files up and until the mill was closed.

Testimony ofRussell Wagner and Loren Wagner. Loren Wagner was provided with copies of the
financial statements and he attended almost all of the board meetings where the financial affairs
of Wanooka Farms were discussed. There was no evidence that any financial information was
withheld. If anything, Loren Wagner withheld financial information from the other shareholders.

It was always unclear what contracts Loren Wagner signed with brokers and when growers
checks needed to be written and sent. Testimony of Jeff Wagner. When asked for this
information, the response from Loren Wagner was he was too busy or the shareholder could get
it at the mill office.

withheld information about corporate obligations that Loren Wagner was a guarantor or co17

The restated financial statement revised the inventory as well. It increased inventory by $212,219. The inventory
value was provided to Terry Eng by Loren Wagner because Loren Wagner kept the Daily Position Report as part his
duties as mill manager. Testimony olLoren Wagner.
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borrower. There was also no evidence that Loren Wagner was a guarantor or co-borrower on any
such obligation. Finally, there was no evidence that Wanooka Farms or any shareholder
instructed the banks not to provide information to Loren Wagner. What occurred was Loren
Wagner's checking writing authority was revoked for good reasons.
v.

Coerce Consent by Manipulation of the Process for Selecting Persons with
Corporate Authority

There was no evidence whatsoever of any "manipulation" of the process of selecting
person with corporate authority.
v1.

Destroying the Lentil Processing Division

The reasons why the lentil processing division are discussed above. However, there was
no evidence that the decision to close the lentil processing division was wrongful conduct. The
directors, who were charged with the authority to manage the business ofWanooka Farms,
decided to close it because Loren Wagner stated it could not continue and should be closed.
v11.

Destroying Loren Wagner's Professional Reputation and Book of Business

There was no evidence that any shareholder tried to destroy Loren Wagner's reputation.
Rather, Loren Wagner sought to destroy the reputation ofWanooka Farms for the Plaintiffs'
benefit. Loren Wagner did not own a "book of business." Wanooka Farms owned it. It is telling
that Loren Wagner stated it was his book ofbusiness because on August 1, 2012, Loren Wagner
started working for George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. and all of Wanooka Farms' "book of
business" went with him. Testimony ofLoren Wagner, Exhibit 0. Loren Wagner even helped
make the transition easier by locating a facility for George F. Brocke Jv Sons, Inc. in Farmington
and sharing Wanooka Farms settlement form. Exhibit Q6 (Email dated July 31, 2012).
v111.

Stripping Loren Wagner a/Authority to Transact Business
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This claim is completely bogus. Loren Wagner's authority to sign checks was restricted
as various times for good reason. However, Loren Wagner always had the authority to sign
contracts with growers and brokers and buy and sell lentils.
IX.

Reasonable Expectation ofEmployment

Plaintiffs allege that they lost a reasonable expectation of employment when the lentil
processing division was closed. There was no evidence that the lentil processing plant was closed
with the purpose of depriving Plaintiffs of employment. The evidence showed it was closed
because it had to be closed.
x.

Evict Plaintiffs

There was no evidence presented where Plaintiffs were threatened with eviction by
anyone.
In short, Plaintiffs failed to present any evidence of wrongful conduct.

F.

Plaintiffs Are Not Entitled to Interest

Section 1434(5) provides that "interest may be allowed at the rate and from the date
determined by the court to be equitable." It leaves it up to the Court to determine whether interest
is appropriate. In this case, it would be inappropriate because the Plaintiffs chose to sue and
failed to present any evidence of wrongful conduct on the part of any other shareholder.

G.

Plaintiffs Are Not Entitled to Attorney Fees and Costs for Experts Because
They Failed to Present Probable Grounds for Dissolution

The claims for dissolution by the Plaintiffs are completely frivolous. Plaintiffs utterly
failed to show that the "directors or those in control of the corporation have acted or are acting in
a manner that is illegal, oppressive or fraudulent, and irreparable injury to the corporation is
threatened or being suffered by reason thereof." Section I430(2)(b). What occurred is the
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shareholders attempted to reach a deal on a corporate division. For reasons that are primarily the
fault of the Plaintiffs, a deal was never agreed upon. Regardless, the failure to complete a
corporate split is not "illegal, oppressive or fraudulent." The parties tried to reach a deal and
failed. All other actions were reasonable.

H.

Application of Idaho Code § 30-1-1202.

Plaintiffs argue that Idaho Code § 30-1-1202 should apply to the decision to close the
lentil processing division. The argument is specious for two reasons. First, Idaho Code § 30-11202 address the "sale, lease, exchange or other disposition of assets ... " Here, there was no sale,
lease or exchange of assets. Plaintiffs appear to argue that it is a "disposition." "The
interpretation of a statute begins with its literal words, which must be given their plain, obvious,
and rational meaning." Bonner Cty. V Cunningham, 156 Idaho 291, _

323 P.3d 1252, 1257

(Ct. App. 2014). "Disposition" is defined as "The act of transferring something to another's care
or possession, esp. by deed or will; the relinquishing of property <a testamentary disposition of
all the assets>." Black's Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009). Here, so assets were "transferred ... to
another's ... possession." Under the plain, obvious and rational meaning of disposition, Idaho
Code § 30-1-1202 does not apply. Second, even if the closure of the lentil processing division is
considered a "disposition", "no approval of the shareholders of a corporation is required, unless
the articles of incorporation otherwise provide ... (1) To sell, lease, exchange, or otherwise
dispose of any or all of the corporation's assets in the usual and regular course of business."
Idaho Code § 30-1-1201. The Articles of Incorporation give the Board the authority manage the
business of Wanooka Farms. Exhibit A. The closure of a division is within the usual and regular
course of business that the Articles of Incorporation charged the Board to manage.

V.

CONCLUSION
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For the reasons stated and the evidence presented at trial, the fair value of Plaintiffs'
shares of stock are $432,986.00. No interest or attorney fees/costs to Plaintiffs. The Court should
award attorney fees and costs to Defendant, Wanooka Farms, Inc., by reducing the cash paid to
Plaintiffs.
DATED this 31st day of October, 2014.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNY OF LATAH
)

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART
WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, and
JEFF WAGNER, individually, and as
officers, directors, and shareholders of
WANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and W ANOOKA FARMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2013-1004
MEMORANDUM OPINION

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

BACKGROUND
Based on the testimony of witnesses and exhibits admitted during the court trial held
October 6, 7, 16, and 17, 2014 the court finds the following facts:
Wanooka Farms, Inc. was incorporated on July 30, 1965 by August Wagner and his two
sons: Arthur Wagner and Robert (Bud) Wagner. The purpose of the corporation was to engage
generally in the business of farming, dairying. and stock raising.

The corporation assets

.consisted of farm ground, pasture ground. timber ground, homes where the shareholders lived,
MEMORANDUM OPINION-1

equipment, some lake property near Sandpoint, Idaho, a dairy operation (later terminated), and
a milling operation for processing
The total acreage of Wanooka Farms, Inc., not including the lake property, was
approximately 1,038 acres.

The farm ground has been leased to K & L Farms on a one-

third/two-thirds crop share plan for years. Wanooka Farms, Inc. gets one-third of the crop.
The milling operation was begun to clean and process lentils grown on the farm. Later
the mill processed lentils for other farmers. The milling operation was located on somewhat
remote farm ground and was accessed by a gravel county road. In the spring of the year the
access road was subject to load limits, which could interfere with shipping lentils to meet
contract requirements with brokers.
Shares in the closely held family corporation eventually passed down to Arthur and
Bud's children. There are 1000 shares. Some are voting shares and some non- voting shares.
No one shareholder owns more than 500 shares. Loren Wagner has 110 shares, Greg Wagner
has 110 shares, and Dena Wagner has 60 shares. Loren, Greg, and Dena are children of Arthur
Wagner, and are the plaintiffs in this case.
The shares of stock have never been sold or transferred to anyone other than family
members. There is no intention of selling shares to non-family members.
The plaintiffs filed this lawsuit on August 22, 2013. As part of their prayer for relief the
plaintiffs requested that Wanooka Farms, Inc. be liquidated.
On November 20, 2013 Wanooka Farms, Inc. filed an election to purchase the plaintiffs'
shares pursuant to I.C. 30-1-1434.
On February 10, 2014 counsel for Wanooka Farms, Inc. notified the court that the parties
were unable to reach an agreement as to the fair value of the shares ofWanooka Farms, Inc.
The court trial was held to determine the fair value of the shares of Wanooka Farms, Inc.
For many years the shareholders tried to create two separate corporations: one for the
milling operation, and the other for the farm and timber ground. The goal was to separate the
different corporate businesses in such a way as to avoid a taxable event. The separation was
referred to alternatively as an A-B spiit (Arthur's children would get the milling operation and
Bud's children would get the farming operation) or a 355 split (referring to the Internal Revenue
Code Section permitting the split without tax consequences). The intention of all shareholders,
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as testified to by Russ Wagner, was that all shares would be valued equally. No discussion was
ever had that a "minority discount" would be applied to the value of the shares.
In anticipation of this

of split

the corporation two appraisals were done.

first

appraisal was done September 28, 2007. The appraisal valued the corporation net assets (cost
approach) at $1,557,000.00.
After several years passed without a division of the corporation being realized a second
appraisal was done June 28, 2012. That appraisal valued the net assets of the corporation at
$1,608,070.00 (cost approach).
Using the 2012 appraisal figures, financial statements from Mr. Eng (the corporation's
accountant), and advice from Mr. Cadagan (the corporation's attorney) the corporation was
valued, as an ongoing business, at $3,344,157.00. This calculation was done so the shareholders
could determine a price per share, and the corporation divided into two separate corporations.
The value of the farming operation would be compared to the value of the milling operation and
the difference would be calculated.

An adjustment of some kind (cash, farm land, or lake

property) would be used so that each share of stock ended up with the same value no matter
which shareholder possessed those shares.
Despite the parties' efforts no division of the corporation was agreed upon.
On July 12, 2012 the board of directors for Wanooka Farms, Inc. voted to close the
milling operation and liquidate the milling assets. Loren Wagner was on the board of directors
and cast the only vote against closing the mill and liquidating its assets.
Loren Wagner had been managing the mill for many years. His managing decisions were
questioned by the shareholders and board members.
The parties did not explore the option of firing Loren Wagner and hiring someone else to
manage the milling operation. Nor did the parties explore the option of selling the milling
operation as an ongoing business to some third party or to a competing lentil processing
company as a satellite operation.
One of the reasons the group of shareholders, who did not want to be part of the milling
operation, wanted the miiling operation to be gone or sold was because aH of the farm ground
was held as security for the ongoing line of credit used to conduct the milling operation.
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In preparation for trial the plaintiffs and defendants had the corporation appraised. The
plaintiffs hired Mr. Reinstein and the defendants hired Mr.

Both appraisers are qualified

to perform business appraisals of businesses similar to Wanooka Farms, Inc.
Mr. Reinstein appraised Wanooka Farms, Inc. as of December 31, 2011 at $3,399,000.00,
or $3,399.00 per share.
Mr. Hyde valued Wanooka Farms, Inc. at $2,340,000.00 or $2,340.00 per share. Mr.
Hyde looked at the dates of December 31, 2011 and August 21, 2013.
Mr. Hyde did not include some corporate assets in his appraisal (growing wheat for
example), discounted accounts receivable that were all later collected, and did not include
advance purchases of lentils, but the main difference was that Mr. Hyde believed the best use for
the milling operation was to close the mill down and liquidate the assets. The 2007 appraisal still
projected 10-18 more years of usable life in the buildings and the equipment was in good
condition. The milling operation was a successful business, and could have continued into the
future.
It does not appear that either appraiser included the $30,000.00 to $35,000.00 worth of
lentils still at the mill or the value of the crops grown on the farm ground which had been
harvested and not yet sold.
STATUTORY REQUIREME NTS
Idaho Code 30-1-1434(4) requires this court to determine the fair value of the plaintiffs'
shares as of August 21, 2013 or such other date that is appropriate under the circumstances.
DISCUSSION
The court finds that July 11, 2012 is the appropriate date to value the plaintiffs' shares in
Wanooka Farms, Inc. That is the day before the board of directors voted to close the milling
operation and liquidate the mill's assets. Up until that date all parties had been trying to separate
the milling operation from the rest of Wanooka Farms, Inc. in such a way as to value each share
of stock equally. The milling operation was functioning and the farm ground was being leased.
The only real business of Wanooka Farms, Inc. was the lentil milling operation.

The farm

ground produced sharecrops income.

The lake

The timber had potential income if logged.

property had value as an investment (it was later sold).
No appraisal was done as of July 11, 2012, but there is the appraisal of June 28, 2012
(plaintiffs' exhibit 34 ). The value of each share calculated by the parties based on the June 28,

MEMORANDUM OPINION-4

2012 appraisal is very close to the value of each share calculated by Mr. Reinstein as of
December 31, 2011.
The court does not find Mr. Hyde's appraisal, and amended appraisal to be reflective of
the actual value of Wanooka Farms, Inc. as of July 11, 2012.

Mr. Hyde did not include

numerous assets, but primarily the court disagrees with his opinion that the value of Wanooka
Farms, Inc. should not include the lentil milling operation as an ongoing business.
The court concludes that a minority or lack of marketability discount should not apply to
the plaintiffs' shares. At no time during the many years the parties tried to split the milling
operation from the rest of Wanooka Fanns, Inc. was there any intent other than to value all of the
shares equally. As Russ Wagner, testified all parties wanted to treat all shareholders equally and
fairly. There never have been any sales of shares to third parties, nor is there any intention of
doing so in the future.
The court finds that the value of each share of Wanooka Farms, Inc. stock as of July 11,
2012 is $3,344.00.
The court declines to award interest on the value of each share.
The court further finds that the directors in control of Wanooka Farms as of July 11, 2012
did not act in a manner that was illegal, oppressive or fraudulent. Therefore, costs and attorney
fees are not appropriate.
Dated this/ClLday ofNovember, 2014.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO UNY OF LATAH
)

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of WANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART
WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, and
JEFF WAGNER, individually, and as
officers, directors, and shareholders of
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and WANOOKA FARMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV

JUDGMENT

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
IT IS ORDERED that Wanooka Farms Inc. purchase the corporate shares of Loren Wagner, Dena
Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner for"ff.3,344.00 per share.
The purchase price shall be paid within 90 days of this order and the plaintiffs shall have a lien on
the real property of Wanooka Farms to secure this payment.

JUDGMENT-1

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the plaintiffs shall no longer have any rights or status as a
shareholder of Wanooka Farms, Inc., except the right to receive the amounts awarded to them by this
order, which shall be enforceable in the same manner as any other judgment.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the plaintiffs' complaint to dissolve Wanooka Farms, Inc. is
dismissed.
Dated this /9.:day of November, 2014.

Michael J /Griffirt ~
District Judge

JUDGMENT-2
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1219 Idaho Street
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702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Peter J. Smith, IV
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front A venue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
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PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966
LUKINS & ANNIS, P .S.
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
Telephone: (208) 667-0517
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125
Email: psmith@lukins.com
lsimon@lukins.com
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of WANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,

NO. CV 2013-1004
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Plaintiffs/Respondent,
Fee: $129.00
Fee Category: L( 4)

V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants/Appellant.

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, TOD GEIDL, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.

NOTICE OF APPEAL OF WANOOKA FARMS, INC.: 1
00984737.1

l l/25/14

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named Appellant, W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., appeals against the above
named Respondents, LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; AND GREGORY
WAGNER, to the Idaho Supreme Court from Judgment, entered in the above entitled
action on November 19, 2014, Honorable Michael J. Griffin, presiding.
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment
described in Paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11, Idaho
Appellate Rules.
3. Appellant intends to assert in the appeal the following issues in the appeal, which
shall not prevent it from asserting other issues on appeal:
a. Whether the trial court's determination that the fair value each share ofWanooka
Farms, Inc. is $3,344.00 is supported by substantial and competent evidence; and
b. Whether the trial court erred by failing to apply minority discounts in determining
the fair value of the shares held by Plaintiffs.
4. An order has not been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.
5.
a. A reporter's transcript is requested.
b. Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's
transcript in [] hard copy, [x] electronic format, [ ] both, to wit:
1.

Trial held October 6-7, October 16-17.

6. Pursuant to Rule 28( c), I.A.R., Appellant requests the following documents to be
included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule
28(b)(l), I.A.R.
a.

Complaint, filed August 22, 2013;

b. Answer, filed September 24, 2013;
c. Election by Wanooka Farms, Inc. Pursuant to IC. 30-1-1434, filed November 20,
2013
d. Memorandum Opinion, filed November 19, 2014; and
e. Judgment, entered November 19, 2014.

NOTICE OF APPEAL OF WANOOKA FARMS, INC.: 2
00984737.1

11/25/14

7. Appellant requests the following documents, charts or pictures offered or admitted as
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court.
a. Articles of Incorporation (Exhibit 1)
b. Bylaws (Exhibit 2)
c. 2011 Financial Statements (Exhibit 40, D-7, D-8, D-9)
d. Email from Loren Wagner to Terry Eng July 3, 2012 (Exhibit 37)
e. June 28, 2012 Farm Credit Services Appraisal (Exhibit 34)
f.

Dan Cadagan's Spreadsheets from July 9, 2012 meeting (Exhibit 38)

g. Minutes July 12, 2012 (Exhibit 39)
h. Paul Hyde's Reports (Exhibits I, EE, FF)
8. I certify:
a. That a copy of this Notice ofAppeal has been served on each reporter of whom a
transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Name and Address:
Keith Evans
K&K Reporting
P.O. Box 574
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
b. That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee ($3,000.00)
for preparation of the reporter's transcript.
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid
($900.00).
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid ($129.00).
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20, Idaho Appellate Rules.

NOTICE OF APPEAL OF WANOOKA FARMS, INC.: 3
00984737.1

11/25/14

SO NOTICED this 25th day of November, 2014.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

By:
Attorneys for Appellant,
Wanooka Farms, Inc.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 25th day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Tod Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC
1219 Idaho St
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501

~ U.S. Mail

Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231
Electronic Mail
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046
Electronic Mail

PETER J. SMITH IV

NOTICE OF APPEAL OF WANOOKA FARMS, INC.: 4
00984737.1

11/25/14

PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966
LUKINS & ANNIS, P .S.
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
Telephone: (208) 667-0517
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125
Email: psmith@lukins.com
lsimon@lukins.com
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LAT AH
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEWAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,

NO. CV 2013-1004
MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT
OF JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs/Respondent,
V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants/Appellant.
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Judgment (Motion to Stay) pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7 and Idaho Appellate

MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT
OF JUDGMENT: 1
0098656LI

l !/25/14

Rule 13. The Motion to Stay is supported by the Memorandum and Declaration of Russel
Wagner filed herewith.
DATED this 25th day of November, 2014.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P .S.

By:
PETER J. SMITH IV
Attorneys for Appellant,
Wanooka Farms, Inc.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 25th day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Tod Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC
1219 Idaho St
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501
Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT
OF JUDGMENT: 2
0098656U l 1/25/14
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D
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231
Electronic Mail
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D
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046
Electronic Mail

PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene , ID 83814-5155
Telephone: (208) 667-0517
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125
Email: psmith@lukins.com
lsimon@lukins.com
Attorneys for Defendant Wanook a Farms, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECON D JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGO RY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of WANO OKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs/Respondent,

NO. CV 2013-1004
MEMO RANDU M IN SUPPO RT OF
MOTIO N TO STAY ENFORCEMENT
OF JUDGM ENT

V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUAR T WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders ofWAN OOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOK A
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants/Appellant.

Wanooka Farms, Inc. (Wanoo ka Farms) files this Memorandum in Support of its Motion
to Stay Enforcement of Judgme nt (Motion for Stay). This Court entered a Judgment in this
MEMO RANDU M IN SUPPO RT OF MOTIO N
TO STAY ENFOR CEMEN T OF JUDGMENT: 1
00986543.1

11/25/14

matter on November 19, 2014. The Judgment determined the value of each share ofWanooka
Farms. The value determined by the Court was $3,344.00 per share. A purchase was ordered
pursuant to Idaho Code 30-1-1434(5). The purchase price must be paid within 90 days of
November 19, 2014 and it is secured by the real property owned Wanooka Farms.
Under Idaho Code§ 30-1-1434(7), "[t]he purchase ordered pursuant to [Idaho Code§ 301-1434(5)] shall be made within ten (10) days after the date the order becomes final unless
before that time the corporation files with the court a notice of its intention to adopt Articles of
Dissolution pursuant to Sections 30-1-1402 and 30-1-1403, Idaho Code, which Articles must
then be adopted and filed within fifty (50) days thereafter."
Wanooka Farms filed a Notice of Appeal of the Judgment on November 25, 2014. On
appeal, Wanooka Farms will argue that the value of each share determined by the District Court
is not supported by the evidence at trial and the Court erred in not applying a minority discount.
If successful on appeal, the value per share will be significantly lower than the value per share
determined by the District Court.
The Motion for Stay is made pursuant to Rule 13 of the Idaho Appellate Rules (IAR).
Under Rule 13(a) a temporary stay is automatically put in place for a period of 14 days after the
filing of a notice of appeal. IAR 13(a). If the stay is not continued by order of the District Court
or the Supreme Court, it automatically expires. Id.
Upon filing a Notice of Appeal, the District loses jurisdiction over the case except to
consider certain motions. IAR 13(b). One such motion is a motion for stay of enforcement of a
judgment. IAR 13(b)(14). The stay may be entered upon posting of such security and upon such
conditions as the District Court may determine are necessary. Id.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO STAY ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT: 2
00986543.1

1 !/25/14

a stay is appropriate. Wanooka Fanns has 10 days from when the order becomes
final to elect to dissolve itself or purchase the shares at the value determined by the District
Court. In this case, Wanooka Farms cannot pay the purchase price. See Aff. of Russel Wagner
filed herewith. Therefore, unless the value is reduced on remand or by the Supreme Court,
Wanooka Farms has no option but to dissolve. To avoid the drastic result of dissolution while an
appeal is pending, a stay should be entered.
As to security, it is not necessary. The judgment that was entered was not a money
judgment. It was a determination of value of each share. Upon this determination, Wanooka
Fanns has the option of purchasing the shares at that price or dissolving itself. If the District
Court feels security is necessary, a lien on the real property of Wanooka Farms as ordered by the
Judgment (and very likely is already recorded by Plaintiffs) is sufficient. This will maintain the
status quo until completion of the appeal.
At the conclusion of the appeal, Wanooka Farms will elect to purchase the shares for fair
value or elect to dissolve itself if the fair value is higher than it can afford. Wanooka Farms
reserves the right after appeal to make this determination based on the outcome.
In conclusion, a stay is appropriate to maintain the status quo while Wanooka Farms
proceeds with its appeal. This Court should enter an order staying the Judgment pending appeal.
DATED this 25th day of November, 2014.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

By:
PETER J. SMITH IV
Attorneys for Appellant,
Wanooka Farms, Inc.

MEMORAND UM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
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CERTIFIC ATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 25th day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Tod Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC
1219 Idaho St
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501

Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
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PETER J. SMITH IV
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I.

I am the President of Wanooka Farms, Inc.

2.

As President, I am familiar with the assets ofWanooka Farms, Inc. as of the date

of this Affidavit.
3.

On November 19, 2014, this Court determined the fair value of each share of

Wanooka Farms, Inc. held by Plaintiffs was $3,344.00.
4.

This amounts to $936,320 of total value for the 280 shares held by Plaintiffs.

5.

Wanooka Farms, Inc. does not have enough cash to pay this sum.

6.

Wanooka Farms, Inc. is unlikely to have this amount of cash within 90 days.

7.

I instructed counsel for Wanooka Farms, Inc. to appeal the decision of this Court.

8.

If the value per share is confirmed, Wanooka Farms, Inc. will have to dissolve

rather than pay the fair value of the shares.
9.

I understand an election to dissolve must be made within ten (10) days after the

date the order becomes final unless before that time the corporation files with the court a notice
of its intention to adopt articles of dissolution pursuant to sections 30-1-1402 and 30-1-1403,
Idaho Code, which articles must then be adopted and filed within fifty (50) days thereafter.
10.

Depending on the outcome on appeal, Wanooka Farms, Inc. maybe forced to

dissolve.
11.

To allow this matter to be resolved by the Supreme Court and a decision to be

made by Wanooka Farms, Inc., a stay should be entered to allow the fair value determined by
this Court to be reviev.red by the Ida.1J.o Supreme Court.
[signature page follows on page 3J

AFFIDAVIT OF RUSSEL WAGNER
REMOTION TO STAY: 2
00984719.1

l l/25/!4

DATED this 25th day of November, 2014.
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.
y

~

l

By:. ~1-L}V<ej l lttfu.lL~~
RlffSSEL W AIGNER, P(esident

r! (,/

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 25th day of November, 2014.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 25th day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Tod Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC
1219 Idaho St
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501
Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER;
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as shareholders of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs/Respond ent,
V.

RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER,
individually and as officers, directors and
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,

SUPREME COURT CASE NO.

ltd~

DISTRICT COURT
2013-1004

NO.

APPELLANT W ANOOKA FARMS,
INC. 'S MEMORANDUM IN
OF MOTION TO
ENFORCEMENT

FILED-ORIG

Defendants/Appellant.

DEC - 8 I2ffl't
I

Wanooka Farms, Inc. {Wanooka Farms) files tlris Memorandum in Support

to Stay Enforcement of Judgment (Motion for Stay) filed pursuant to Idaho

APPELLANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN
TO STAY ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT: 1
00986543.1

J2/5/J 4

MOTION

L

matter
Judgment determined the value of each

§

ofWanooka Farms pursuant to Idaho

1434. The value detennined by the Court was $3,344.00 per share. A

and

purchase was ordered pursuant to Idaho Code 30-1-1434(5). The purchase price must be paid
within 90 days of November 19, 2014 and it is secured by the real property owned Wanooka

Farms.
Wanooka Farms filed a Notice of Appeal of the Judgment on November 25, 2014. On
appeal, Wanooka Farms will argue that the value of each share determined by the District Court
is not supported by the evidence at trial and the Court erred in not applying a minority discount.

If successful on appeal, the value per share will be significantly lower than the value per share
detennined by the District Court.
Also on November 25, 2014, Wanooka Farms filed a Motion to Stay Enforcement of
Judgment with the District Court. On December 3, 2014, the District Court denied the Motion for
Stay.

II.

IDAHO APPELLATE RULE 13(g) IS THE BASIS FOR THIS MOTION.
The Motion for Stay is made pursuant to Rule 13 of the Idaho Appellate Rules

Under Rule 13(a) a temporary stay is automatically put in place for a period of 14 days after the
filing of a notice of appeal. IAR 13(a). If the stay is not continued by order of the District Court
or the Supreme Court, it automatically expires. Id. Upon filing a Notice of Appeal, the District
loses jurisdiction over the case except to consider certain motions. IAR 13(b). One such motion

APPELLANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN
TO STAY ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT: 2
00986543.1

12/5/14

OF MOTION

to
a

1

W ANOOK A FARMS MAY ELECT TO DISSOL VE
UPHELD .

Under Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(7), ''[t]he purchase ordered pursuant to [Idaho Code § 301-1434(5)] shall be made within ten (10) days after the date the order becomes final unless
before that time the corporation files with the court a notice o{its intention to adopt Articles_Q[
Dissolution pursuant to Sections 30-1-1402 and 30-1-1403, Idaho Code, which Articles must

then be adopted and filed within fifty (50) days thereafter." (Emphasis added)
Here, a stay is appropriate. W anooka F anns has 10 days from when the order becomes
final to elect to dissolve itself or purchase the shares at the value determined by the District
Court. In this case, W anooka Farms cannot pay the purchase price. See AFF. OF RUSSEL WAGNER
dated November 25, 2014 filed with the District Court (a copy is enclosed herewith). Therefore,
unless the value is reduced on remand or by the Supreme Court, W anooka Farms has no option
but to dissolve. To avoid the drastic result of dissolution while an appeal is pending, a stay
should be entered.
The District Court found its November 19, 2014 Judgment was a "money judgment " that
required the posting of security. It was not The Judgment was a determination of fair value of
the shares of stock. Wanooka Farms retains the statutory right to dissolve or purchase the shares
for the amount stated in the Judgment. That is the crux of this issue. Wanooka Fanns appealed
the fair value determine d by the District Court If the value is modified or upheld, W anooka

may still elect to dissolve. The Judgment in this case was similar to a declaratory
judgment - not a money judgment .
APPELLANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S MEMOR ANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO STAY ENFORC EMENT OF JUDGMENT: 3
00986543 l 12/5/14

was

was

a

money

on

Wanooka Farms as ordered by the Judgment (and very likely is already recorde<l by Plaintiffs) is
sufficient. This will maintain the status quo until completion of the appeal.
At the conclusion of the appeal, W anooka Farms will either elect to purchase the shares
for fair value or dissolve itself if the fair value is higher than it can afford. W anooka Farms is
entitled to reserve the right after appeal to make this determination under Idaho Code § 30-11434.
IV.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a stay is appropriate to maintain the status quo while Wanooka Farms

proceeds with its appeal. This Court should enter an order staying the Judgment pending appeal
with no security because the judgment entered was not a money judgment.
DATED this 5th day of December, 2014.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

By:
PETER J. SMlTH IV
Attorneys for Appellant,
Wanooka Farms, Inc.
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Gary I. Amendola
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC
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D
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Electronic Mail
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Electronic Mail
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MOTION

IN THE DISTRlC T COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DlSTRlC T
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNY OF LATAH

LOREN WAGNE R; DENA LEWAGNER
and GREGOR Y WAGNE R, individually
and as shareholders of W ANOOK A
FARMS, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
RUSSEL WAGNE R, STUART
WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, and
JEFF WAGNE R, individually, and as
officers, directors, and shareholders of
W ANOOK A FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and W ANOOK A FARMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2013-1004

ORDER DENYING MOTION
FOR STAY OF JUDGME NT

The defendant s' motion for a stay of judgment is denied. The judgment is in the nature of a
money judgment and a bond must be presented before a stay may be granted.
Dated this

of December, 2014.

District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, the undersigned Deputy Clerk of the above entitled Court, do hereby certify that a
o.(_ the foregoing was mailed to, faxed to, or delivered by me on the I j day of
· -=b,)(, ,·c ,\\ L1L'c_, 2011_, to:
Tod D. Geidl
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC
1219 Idaho Street
P.O. Drawer 835
Lewiston, ID 83501
Gary I. Amendola
Amendola, Doty & Bmmley, PLLC
702 N. Fourth Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Peter J. Smith, IV
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155

v"/

U.S. Mail

v

U.S. Mail

U.S. Mail

Susanif'eterson, Clerfof Court
!) / , ,
/, "\ (>.{j
· •'\ (..)~;
,-----2Q
/A.JJUVL· -J?J.'= ;l,A lie
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Depufy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER,
and GREGORY WAGNER, individual ly
and as sharehold ers of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 42707

)
)

)
Plaintiffs-Respondents,

)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

)
)

V.

)
RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; and JEFF WAGNER,
individual ly and as officers, directors and
sharehold ers of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,

)

)
)

)
)
)

Defendants,

)
)

and

)
)

W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

)

)
)

Defendant-Appellant.

)
)

I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the
clerk's record in the above entitled cause and will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the
Supreme Court as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of

said Court at Moscow, Idaho this
Henrianne Westberg
Clerk of the District Court
Latah County, ID

Deputy Clerk

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER,
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually
and as sharehol ders of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs-Respondents,

)

)
)
)

)
)
)

V.

RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; and JEFF WAGNER,
individu ally and as officers, directors and
sharehol ders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
Defendants,
and
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant-Appellant.

SUPREME COURT NO. 42707

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
RE: EXHIBITS

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial District
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the following Court
Trial exhibits:
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS:
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5#6 #7 -

Articles of Incorpor ation of Wanook a Farms, Inc. - Admitte d
Amende d Bylaws of Wanook a Farms, Inc. - Admitte d
Shareho lders' Cross-Purchase Agreem ent- Admitte d
May 7, 2003, Rasmussen letter Re: Cross-Purchase Agreeme nt - Admitte d
Vote by Written Ballot to terminat e Cross-Purchase Agreem ent- Admitte d
Stock Register - Admitte d
Dec. 3, 1992 Minutes of Combine d Special Meeting of Shareho lders
and Board of Directors - Never Offered

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE RE: EXHIBITS - 1

1

DIST RICT OF
IN THE DIST RICT COU RT OF THE SECO ND JUDICIAL
OF LATAH
THE STATE OF IDAH O, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
LOREN WAGNER; DEN A LE WAGNER,
and GREGORY WAGNER, indiv idual ly
and as share holde rs of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corpo ration ,
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
V.

RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; and JEFF WAGNER,
indiv idual ly and as officers, directors and
share holde rs of W ANO OKA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corpo ration ,
Defen dants ,
and
W ANO OKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corpo ration ,
Defen dant- Appe llant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 42707
AME NDE D
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
RE: EXHIBITS

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

of the Second Judicial District
I, Rana e Converse, Depu ty Cour t Clerk of the District Cour t
y certify that the following Cour t
of the State of Idaho, in and for the Coun ty of Latah, do hereb
Trial exhibits:
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS:
itted
#1 - Articles of Incor porat ion of Wano oka Farms, Inc. - Adm
itted
#2 - Ame nded Bylaws of Wano oka Farms, Inc. - Adm
NWFCS Appr aisal
#34 - June 28, 2012 Unifo rm Agricultural Appraisal Repo rt by
Services - Adm itted
itted
#37 - July 3, 2012 email - Loren Wagn er to Terry Eng - Adm
#38 - July 8, 2012 Appr aised Values - Adm itted
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#39 - July 12, 2012 Board Meeting Minu tes - Adm itted
Nove mber 1, 2013 #40- 2012 & 2011 YTD Financial State ment from Eng, dated
Adm itted
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS:
ds endin g
#D7 - Wano oka Farms, Inc., financial statem ent for the perio
December 31, 2011 and 2010 -Adm itted
ds endin g
#D8 - Wano oka Farms, Inc., financial statem ents for the perio
December 31, 2011 and 2010 (corr ected )- Adm itted
ds endin g
#D9 - Wano oka Farms, Inc., financial statem ents for the perio
December 31, 2012 and 2011 - Adm itted
#I - Hyde Real Estate Appr aisal - Adm itted
December 31, 2011 and
#EE - Hyde Business Appr aisal of Wano oka Farms, Inc., as of
Augu st 21, 2013 - Adm itted
ssing as of December 31,
#FF - Hyde Business Appr aisal of Wano oka Farms Lentil Proce
2011 and Augu st 21, 2013 - Adm itted
dance with the Appellate
will be lodge d with the Clerk of the Supre me Cour t in accor
Rules.
I DO FURTHER CERTIFY that the following exhibits:
#3 #4#5 #6 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 #18 #19 #20 #21#22 #23 -

Share holde rs' Cross-Purchase Agre emen t-Ad mitte d
t- Adm itted
May 7, 2003, Rasm ussen letter Re: Cross-Purchase Agre emen
t-Ad mitte d
emen
Vote by Writt en Ballot to termi nate Cross-Purchase Agre
Stock Register - Adm itted
itted
Share holde r Resolution - Rasm ussen Resolution attach ed - Adm
itted
Unifo rm Agric ultura l Appr aisal Repo rt by Larry Kloster - Adm
itted
Febru ary 9, 2009 Annu al Stockholders Minutes - Adm
May 24, 2009 Board Meet ing Minu tes - Adm itted
Russ' propo sal - Adm itted
June 7, 2009 emai l respo nse - Adm itted
ng - Adm itted
June 29, 2009, email from Stew art re: July 2009 share holde r meeti
July 12, 2009 Share holde r Meet ing minu tes - Adm itted
direct
July 12, 2009 Special Meet ing of Directors and Share holde rs to
reorg aniza tion meet ing - Adm itted
Marc h 7, 2010 Board Meet ing - Adm itted
Marc h 7, 2010 Share holde r Meet ing Minutes - Adm itted
Filed Comp laint - Adm itted
Marc h 7, 2010 Board Meet ing Minu tes - Adm itted
Marc h 25, 2010 Board Meet ing Minu tes - Adm itted
April 11, 2010 Board Meet ing Minutes - Adm itted
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April 19 & 20, 2010 Board Meetin g Minut es- Admit ted
April 20, 2010 Board Directive - Admit ted
June 3 & June 6, 2010 Board Meetin g Minut es - Admit ted
June 16, 2010 Board Meetin g Minut es - Admit ted
July 11, 2010, Shareh older Meetin g Minut es -Adm itted
July 11, 2010 Board Meetin g Minut es - Admit ted
7/11/10 ; 6/15/1 0; 7/18/10 ; 11/27/10; 11/29/10; 11/30/ 10; 1/25/1 2;
2/8/12 (x2) and 2/17/12 Emails re: Check Writin g - Admit ted
#31 - March 13, 2011 Shareh older Meetin g Minut es - Admit ted
#32 - Decem ber 18, 2011 Board Meetin g Minute s - Admit ted
#33 - Decem ber 18, 2011 Cutoff Date Resolu tion- Admit ted
2012 #35 - 2011 & 2010 YTD Financial Statem ents from Eng, dated Februa ry 22,
Admit ted
#36 - May 23, 2012 Dan Cadag an letter - Admit ted
#41 - Loren Wagn er Plant & equipm ent list - Admit ted
#43 - Lentil Proces sing Mill Profits - Reinstein - Admit ted
#44 - 2011 U.S. Corpo ration Incom e Tax Return - Admit ted
#45 - 2012 U.S. Corpo ration Income Tax Return - Admit ted
ted
#46 - Amen ded U.S. Corpo ration Incom e Tax Return for YE 12/12 - Admit
#47 - Marke t Adjus ted Balance Sheet - Reinstein - Admit ted
#48- Summ ary of Adjust ed Book Value Concl usions - Reinst ein-Ad mitted
#49 - Stock value re-allocation - Reinstein - Admit ted
#50- Summ ary of Hyde' s Adjust ed Book Value Metho d- Reinst ein-Ad mitted
#51 - Farmi ngton State Bank Statem ent as of 9/30/1 3-Adm itted
#52 - Expert Witne ss Repor t by Dennis R. Reinstein - Admit ted
#53- Depos ition of Terry Eng-A dmitte d
#54 - 2011 Eng Trial Balance -Adm itted
#55 - 2011 Eng Amen ded Trial Balance - Admit ted
#56 - Wanoo ka Farms cumul ative voting analysis - Admit ted
#57 - Slates of directo rs to be voted for - Admit ted
#58 - E-mail 12/29 /11, 3 pages Russel Wagne r to Terry Eng- Admit ted
#59 - CGI Delive ry Sheet, 3 pages - Admit ted
#60 - Depos ition of Paul Hyde dated 9/18/1 4-Adm itted
#Dl - Wanoo ka Farms , Inc. review ed financial statem ents for years ending
Decem ber 31, 2003-2004 - Admit ted
#D2- Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. review ed financial statem ents for the years ending
Decem ber 31, 2004 and 2005 - Admit ted
#D3 - Wanoo ka Farms , Inc. review ed financial statem ents for the years ending
Decem ber 31, 2005 and 2006 - Admit ted
#D4- Vvanooka Farms , Inc. review ed financial statem ents for the years ending
Decem ber 31, 2007 and 2008 - Admit ted
#D5- Wanoo ka Farms , Inc. review ed financial statem ents for the years ending
Decem ber 2007 and 2008 - Admit ted

#24#25 #26 #27 #28 #29#30 -
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ds endin g
#D6 - Wano oka Farms, Inc., financial statem ents for the perio
Dece mber 31, 2009 and 2010 - Adm itted
#H - Hyde Business Appr aisal - Adm itted
#J - Hyde Lentil Processing Plant Appr aisal - Adm itted
A)-A dmitt ed
#M- Janua ry 9, 2012 Idaho Examiner Comm ents Repo rt (ISD
#P - Geor ge F. Brocke & Sons Account Payable - Adm itted
dated Nove mber 2, 2011
#Ql - Loren Wagn er and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence
and Nove mber 3, 2011 -Adm itted
dated Nove mber 7, 2011
#Q2 - Loren Wagn er and Berton Brocke e-mail corre spond ence
and Nove mber 4, 2011 - Adm itted
dated Nove mber 22, 2011
#Q3 - Loren Wagn er and Berton Brocke e-mail corre spond ence
-Adm itted
dated December 12, 2011
#Q4- Loren Wagn er and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence
-Adm itted
dated December 28, 2011
#Q5- Loren Wagn er and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence
-Adm itted
dated July 31, 2012
#Q6 - Loren Wagn er and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence
-Adm itted
- Adm itted
#S - Wano oka Farm s Inc., minu tes from Nove mber 9, 2003
Adm itted
#T - Wano oka Farm s Inc., minu tes from October 31, 2004 Febru ary 9, 2009 - Adm itted
for
tes
#Vl - Wano oka Farm s Inc., annu al stockholders minu
h 5, 2009 - Adm itted
#V2- Wano oka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors minu tes for Marc
2009 -Adm itted
#V3- Wano oka Farms, Inc., amen ded minu tes of March 15,
09; Resolution 4/19 /09
#V4- Wano oka Farms, Inc., Supp leme nt to Resolution 3/15/
-Adm itted
division of assets dated
#VS - Writt en motio n by Loren to take lake prope rty out of the
April 5, 2009 at 11:50 a.m. - Adm itted
Adm itted
#V6- Wano oka Farm s Inc., minu tes of April 19, 2009 meet ing24, 2009 -Adm itted
#V7 - Wano oka Farm s Inc., minu tes of Board Meeting of May
- Adm itted
#VS - Wano oka Farm s Inc., minu tes of meet ing of May 24, 2009
and share holde rs
#V10 - Writt en motio n 71209-1 for a special meeti ng of directors
-Adm itted
July 12, 2009 - Adm itted
#V11 Wano oka Farm s Inc., special share holde rs meeti ng of
12, 2009 - Adm itted
#V12 -Wan ooka Farm s Inc., minu tes of Board Meeting of July
a financial snaps hot to
#V13 - Writt en motio n 71209-3 to use July 31, 2009 as a date for
be used for the divis ion/ transfer of assets - Adm itted
12, 2009 - Adm itted
#V15 - Minutes of special share holde rs meeti ng dated December
7, 2010 (outgoing board )
#Wl - Wano oka Farms, Inc. Board meet ing minu tes of Marc h
-Adm itted
tes of :tv1arch 7, 2010
#Vv2 - Vvanooka Farms, Inc., annu al share holde rs meeti ng minu
-Adm itted
h 7, 2010 - Adm itted
#W3 - Wano oka Farms, Inc. Board of Directors meeti ng of Marc
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#W4
#W5 #W6 #W7 #W8 #WlO #Wl l#Wl2 #Wl3 #Wl4 #Wl5 #Wl6 #Wl7 #Wl8 #Xl#X2#X3#X4#X5#X6#X7#XS
#X9#X10 #Xll #Xl2 #Xl3 -

tives dated
Writt en Board of Directors of Wano oka Farm s Inc., list of direc
Marc h 7, 2010 - Adm itted
-Adm itted
Wano oka Farms, Inc., Board meet ing minu tes of Marc h 19, 2010
Marc h 25, 2010
Wano oka Farms, Inc., emer gency Board meet ing minu tes of
-Adm itted
Wagn er - Adm itted
Wano oka Farms, Inc., letter dated March 25, 2010 from Gary
April 11, 2010
Wano oka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of
-Adm itted
dated April 20,
Wano oka Farm s Inc. Board of Directive to Chan ge of Signa tory
2010 -Adm itted
Rasmussen, Russ
E-Mail dated June 3, 2010 dated 9:33 a.m., from Thom as to Ted
Wagn er, Stuar t Wagn er, Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagn er - Adm itted
6, 2010 - Adm itted
Wano oka Farm s Inc. Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of June
16, 2010 -Adm itted
June
Wano oka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors meeti ng minu tes of
2010 -Adm itted
Wano oka Farm s Inc., share holde rs meeti ng minu tes of July 11,
11, 2010 - Adm itted
July
Wano oka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of
October 18, 2010
Wano oka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of
-Adm itted
Nove mber 8, 2010
Wano oka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of
-Adm itted
- Adm itted
Wano oka Farm s Inc., meet ing minu tes of December 12, 2010
ary 6, 2011
Febru
of
tes
Wano oka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu
-Adm itted
March 13, 2011
Wano oka Farm s Inc., share holde rs annu al meeti ng minu tes of
-Adm itted
Marc h 13, 2011
Wano oka Farm s Inc., Boar d of Directors meeti ng minu tes of
-Adm itted
in Fairfield - Adm itted
Comm ittee Meet ing minu tes of March 27 St. John Hard ware
Meeting minu tes of Marc h 31 - Adm itted
26, 2011 - Adm itted
Wano oka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of June
2011 - Adm itted
Wano oka Farm s Inc., share holde r meeti ng minu tes of July 6,
25, 2011 - Adm itted
Wano oka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of July
st 24, 2011 at Ted
Wano oka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of Augu
Rasmussen's Office (Draft) - Neve r Ruled Upon
er 5, 2011
Wano oka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes of Octob
-Adm itted
mber 6, 2011 -Adm itted
Wano oka Farms Inc., Share holde rs meeti ng minu tes of Nove
December 18, 2011
Wano oka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meet ing minu tes dated
-Adm itted
mber 31, 2011 as the
Signatures of share holde rs and/ or board mem bers to use Dece
Farms, Inc. dated
cutoff date for accou nting and division purpo ses of Wano oka
December 18, 2011 - Adm itted
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tes of Apri l 15, 2012 -Ad mitt ed
Wan ooka Farm s Inc., Board of Director mee ting minu
of April 15, 2012; 2012 Board
Wan ooka Farm s Inc., Shar ehol ders mee ting minu tes
Members elected - Adm itted
tes of July 12, 2012 -Ad mitt ed
Wan ooka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors mee ting minu
#Y3 wanooka.idaho@yahoo.com;
E-mail from Terry Eng to le-vita@cpcintemet.com;
#Z1 ; date d Febr uary 15, 2012 at
russwagner@wanooka.com; rwagners8@hotmail.com
ed
10:37 PM- first page only (page 5565 only )-Ad mitt
to Russ & Carla, Gary Wagner,
E-mail date d 1-5-12 at 5:24 p.m. from Lore n Wag ner
#Z4 itted
Jeff Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; stuw agn; - Adm
ner to bmills@awbank.net;
E-mail date d 1-10-12-at 10:49:58 a.m. from Loren Wag
#Z5 8@hotmail.com - Adm itted
terryeng@lycos.com; tedc@cmd-law-com; rwagners
Wan ooka Farms, Inc. date d
Geo rge F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purc hase Con tract with
#Z7 9-27 -11- Adm itted
Wan ooka Farms, Inc. date d
Geo rge F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purc hase Contract with
#ZS 10-13-11- Adm itted
Wan ooka Farms, Inc. date d
George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purc hase Con tract with
#Z9 10-1 4-11 -Adm itted
tract with Wan ooka Farms, Inc. date d
#ZlO - Geo rge F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purc hase Con
11-1 6-11 - Adm itted
tract with Wan ooka Farms, Inc. date d
#Z1 1- Geo rge F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Con
12-2 -11- Adm itted
tract with Wan ooka Farms, Inc. date d
#Z1 2- George G. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Con
12-7 -11- Adm itted
from Russ and Carl a to Ted
#Z1 5- E-mail date d Nov emb er 16, 2011 at 9:39:26 PM
resp onse s - Adm itted
Rasmussen, Terr y Eng and gloriaras@colfax.com and
with hand writ ten adju stme nts
#BB4- Agre ed upo n amo unts with American West Bank
-Ad mitt ed
#BB5- Equi pme nt RCN /Len til Faci lity- Adm itted
#BB6- Valuations - Adm itted
itted
#BB8- Han dwri tten indiv idua l valu es (6 pages) - Adm
ary 22, 2012 for Wan ooka Farms, Inc.
#BB9- Ame rican West Bank state men t date d Janu
-Ad mitt ed
emb er 22, 2013 for Wan ooka Farms, Inc.
#BBlO- American Wes t Bank state men t date d Sept
-Ad mitt ed
ust 1, 2013 to Aug ust 31, 2013
#BB11- Wan ooka Farm s Inc. busi ness checking for Aug
-Ad mitt ed
mber 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011
#BB12- Wan ooka Farm s Inc. bank state men t from Dece
(2 pages) -Ad mitt ed
10, 1996 to Nov emb er 18, 2013
#BB13- Wan ooka Farms Loan inqu iry prin t out Janu ary
-Ad mitt ed
king state men t from January 1, 2012 to
#BB14 - Wan ooka Farms Inc. Small business free chec
Janu ary 31, 2012 (2 page s)- Adm itted
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to
free checking stat eme nt from Feb ruar y 1, 2012
#BB15 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small busi ness
Feb ruar y 29, 2012 (2 pages) - Adm itted
to
free checking stat eme nt from Mar ch 1, 2012
#BB16 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc. Small busi ness
March 31, 2012 - Adm itted
free checking stat eme nt from April 1, 2012 to
#BB17 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small business
Apr il 30, 2012 (2 pag es)- Adm itted
free checking stat eme nt from May 1, 2012 to
#BB18 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small business
May 31, 2012 (2 pag es)- Adm itted
d June 30, 2012. (2 pages) - Adm itted
#BB19 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., prin tout date
d July 31, 2012 (2 pages) - Adm itted
#BB20 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., prin tout date
d Aug ust 31, 2012 (2 pag es)- Adm itte d
#BB21- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., prin tout date
d Sep tem ber 30, 2012 (2 pag es)- Adm itted
#BB22- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., prin tout date
to
s free checking stat eme nt from June 1, 2011
#BB23 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small bus ines
Jun e 30, 201 1-A dmi tted
free checking stat eme nt from July 1, 2011 to
#BB24 - W ano oka Farm s Inc. Small busi ness
July 31, 2011 (2 pages) - Adm itted
to
free checking stat eme nt from Aug ust 1, 2011
#BB25- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small business
Aug ust 31, 2011 (2 pages) - Adm itted
to
free checking stat eme nt from October 1, 2011
#BB26- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small business
October 31, 201 1- Adm itted
free checking stat eme nt from Sep tem ber 1, 2011
#BB27 - Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small business
to Sep tem ber 30, 201 1- Adm itted
free checking stat eme nt from Nov emb er 1, 2011
#BB28- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small busi ness
to Nov emb er 30, 2011 (2 pag es)- Adm itted
2011
s free checking stat eme nt from December 1,
#BB29- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Small bus ines
to December 31, 2011 (2 pages) - Adm itted
ner to Lor en Wagner, Russ Wagner, Gar y
#CC l - E-mail corr espo nde nce from Jeff Wag
June 9, 2009, at 3:13 p.m. (2 pages)
Wagner, Stua rt Wagner, Tom Wag ner date d
-Ad mit ted
ner,
and Car la Wag ner to Lor en Wagner, Gar y Wag
#CC 2- E-mail corr espo nde nce from Russ
sen,
rt Wagner, Tom Wagner, Ted Rasmus
Jeff Wag ner, rwagners8@hotmail.com, Stua
- Adm itted
Tim Bruya date d Mar ch 10, 2020 at 9:50 PM
at
Wag ner to Ted Cre ason date d April 28, 2010
en
Lor
from
nce
nde
espo
corr
ail
E-m
3#CC
12:10 PM - Adm itted
s Wag ner to Lor en Wa gne r- Adm itted
#CC 4- Letter date d Apr il 28, 2010 from Rus
;
Wag ner to Jeff Wagner; tmw100@yahoo.com
#CC5 - E-mail corr espo nde nce from Lor en
es)
pag
Nov emb er 30, 2010 at 1:12 PM (2
swa gne r; Russ Wagner, Gar y Wag ner date d
-Ad mit ted
Wag ner to Lor en Wagner, Gar y Wagner, Jeff
#CC7 - E-mail corr espo nde nce from Stua rt
at 9:19 PM - Adm itted
Wagner, Tho mas date d Nov emb er 20, 2011
Wag ner to Russ and Carla; Stua rt Wagner,
#CC 8- E-mail corr espo nde nce from Lor en
ner - Adm itted
tmw100@yahoo.com; Jeff Wagner, Gar y Wag
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to Lore n Wag ner, Gary Wagner, Thomas,
#CC11 - E-mail corr espo nden ce from Russ Wag ner
at 6:38 pm - Adm itted
Stua rt Wag ner, Jeff Wag ner date d Janu ary 30, 2012
to Lore n Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
#CC12 - E-mail corr espo nden ce from Russ Wag ner
d Febr uary 8, 2012 at 6:44 p.m.
Wag ner, tmw100@yahoo.com, Stua rt Wagner, date
(3 pages) - Adm itted
to Russ Wagner, Gary Wag ner, Jeff
#CC 14- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Lore n Wag ner
d Febr uary 8, 2012 at 11:23 AM
Wag ner, tmw100@vahoo.com; Stua rt Wag ner date
(3 pages) - Adm itted
are being retai ned by the District Court.
I DO FURTHER CERTIFY that the following exhibits:
of Shar ehol ders
Dec. 3, 1992 Min utes of Com bine d Special Meeting
and Boar d of Directors - Nev er Offered
ting minu tes - Nev er Offered
#17 - December 12, 2009 Special Shar ehol ders Mee
er Offered
#42 - Mar ch 5, 2009 Board Meeting Minutes - Nev
# A - Ariticles of Inco rpor ation - Nev er Offered
#B - Ame nded Bylaws - Nev er Offered
ation - Nev er Offered
#C - Articles of Ame ndm ent of Articles of Inco rpor
State men t for the peri od Janu ary
#El - Wan ooka Farm s Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2003 - Nev er Offered
State men t for the peri od Janu ary
#E2 - Wan ooka Farm s Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2004 - Nev er Offered
State men t for the perio d Janu ary
#E3 - Wan ooka Farm s Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2005 - Nev er Offered
State men t for the perio d Janu ary
#E4 - Wan ooka Fam rs Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2006 - Nev er Offered
State men t for the peri od Janu ary
#ES - Wan ooka Farm s Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2007 - Nev er Offered
State men t for the perio d Janu ary
#E6 - Wan ooka Farm s Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2008 - Nev er Offered
State men t for the perio d Janu ary
#E7 - Wan ooka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss
thro ugh December 2009 - Nev er Offered
Loss State men t for the peri od Janu ary
#ES - Wan ooka Farm s Processing, Inc., Profit and
thro ugh December 2010 - Nev er Offered
Loss State men t for the peri od Janu ary
#E9 - Wan ooka Farm s Processing, Inc., Profit and
thro ugh December 2011 - Nev er Offered
Loss State men t for the perio d Janu ary
#E10 -Wa nook a Farm s Processing, Inc., Profit and
thro ugh December 2012 - Nev er Offered
Loss State men t for the perio d Janu ary
#E1 1-W anoo ka Farm s Processing, Inc., Profit and
thro ugh December 2013 - Nev er Offered

#7 -
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the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E12 -Wa nook a Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2003 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E13 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2004 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E14 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2005 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E15 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2006 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E16 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2007 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E17 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2008 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E18 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2009 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E19 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2010 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E20 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2011 - Neve r Offered
the perio d Janu ary throu gh
#E21 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Profit and Loss State ment for
December 2012 - Neve r Offered
ooka Farms, Inc. - Neve r Offered
#Fl - Shar ehold ers' Cross-Purchase Agre emen t for Wan
Tod Geidl to Dennis Reinstein
#F2 - E-mail dated Sept embe r 2, 2014 at 4:54 p.m. from
- Neve r Offered
Shar ehold ers rega rding Cross#F3 - Letter dated May 7, 2003 to Wan ooka Farms, Inc.,
phot ocop ies of attac hed
Purc hase Agre emen t from Theo dore F.S. Rasmussen and
r Offered
10 ballots and 2 enve lopes and signa ture of Lore n - Neve
- Neve r Offered
#G - Unsi gned Agre emen t and Plan of Reorganization
r Offered
#K - Wan ooka Appr aisal Upda te (June 28, 2012) - Neve
r Offered
#L- Wan ooka Appr aisal (September 28, 2007 )- Neve
h - Neve r Offered
#N - January 9, 2012, 12:18 P.M., e-mail from Jeremy Bunc
#0- Loren Wag ner Job App licat ion- Neve r Offered
#R - July 18, 2012, Letter to grow ers - Never Offered
for Augu st 8, 2007 - Neve r
#U - Wan ooka Farm s Inc., annu al stockholders minu tes
Offered
ing of June 16, 2010 - Neve r
#V9 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc., draft minu tes of Board meet
Offered
minu tes of Apri l 19, 2010
#W9 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc. Board of Directors meet ing
- Neve r Offered
minu tes of Augu st 17, 2012
#Y4- Wan ooka Farms Inc., Boar d of Directors meet ing
- Neve r Offered
minu tes of Nove mber 14, 2012
#Y5 - Wan ooka Farm s Inc., Board of Directors meet ing
- Neve r Offered
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d 12-31-11 and Idah o Wo rkin g Capital
Han dwr itte n Wan ook a Farm s Inc., repo rt date
- Nev er Offered
Rep ort fiscal yea r end ing December 31, 2011
Payable date d 12-3 1-11 - Nev er Offered
ts
Han dwr itte n Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Accoun
#Z3 s Wag ner to Ter ry Eng and response with
E-mail date d 12-29-11 at 7:52:43 PM from Rus
#Z6 eivable-Brocke, date d 12-31-11 Report,
atta che d Wan ook a Farms, Inc. Con trac ts Rec
Ven dor Act ivit y- Nev er Offered
Con trac t Status Sum mar y, Accounts Payable
Status
ivity date d December 29, 2011 and Con trac t
#Zl 3- Accounts Payable Ven dor Act
Sum mar y - Nev er Offered
with Brocke for 201 1- Nev er Offered
#Z1 4- Wan ook a Farm s Inc., Business
spre adsh eets date d 12-3 1-11 - Nev er Offered
#Z1 6- Wan ook a Farm s han dwr itte n
10:46 AM from Terry Eng to Gar y Wa gne r and
#Z1 7- E-mail date d Aug ust 26, 2011 at
.com; olewag57@yahoo.com;
gloriaras@colfax.com; T edrasmussen@colfax
a.com; stu7wa@gmail.com;
levita@cpcinternet.com; russwagner@wanook
red
tmwlOO@yahoo.comnd resp onse - Nev er Offe
Gar y Wag ner to
from
AM
8:38
10:0
#Z1 8- E-mail date d Aug ust 26, 2011 at
olfax.com; olewag57@yahoo.com;
Ter ry Eng, gloriaras@colfax; tedrasmussen@c
a.com; stu7wa@gmail.com;
le-vita@cpcinternet.com; russwagner@wanook
tmw100@yahoo.com - Nev er Offered
;
07:11:13 AM from Lor en Wa gne r to Terry Eng
#Z1 9- E-mail date d Aug ust 22, 2011 at
x.com- Nev er Offered
rwagners8@hotmail.com; tedrasmussen@colfa
.com;
AM from Terry Eng to Wanooka.idaho@yahoo
#Z2 0- E-mail date d July 9, 2010 at 8:38
d
date
t
ook a Farms, Inc. Cor pora te Spli
rwagners8@hotmail.com; and atta che d Wan
July 8, 2010 - Nev er Offered
Inc., note s date d 8-15 -11- Nev er Offe red
#Z2 1- Han dwr itten Wan ook a Farms
emb er 10, 201 1-N eve r Offe red
#Z2 2- Wan ook a Farm s note s date d Nov
eivable-George Brocke, 12-31-12 han dwr itten
#Z2 3- Wan ook a Farms Inc. Accounts Rec
Receivable-Brocke, 12-31-11; Wan ook a
Spreadsheet; Wan ook a Farms, Inc. Con trac ts
ary thro ugh December 2011; Wan ook a
Farm s Processing, Inc. Profit and Loss, Janu
thro ugh December 2011 - Nev er
Farms, Inc., Stat eme nt of Cas h Flows, Janu ary
Offered
es)
12-31-11, han dwr itten spre adsh eets (4- pag
#Z2 4- Wan ook a Farms Inc., Adj ustm ents
- Nev er Offered
eet
Adj ustm ents 12-31-11, han dwr itte n spre adsh
#Z2 5- Wan ook a Farms Inc., Correcting
- Nev er Offered
o
ill, 12-31-11, han dwr itten spre adsh eet and Idah
y-M
ntor
Inve
Inc.,
s
Farm
a
ook
Wan
6#Z2
12/3 1/11 and Idah o Risk Position
Wo rkin g Cap ital Rep ort for fiscal year end ing
Rep ort- Nev er Offered
rwagners8@hotmail.com,
Eng,
to Terry
Wag ner
Lor en
#Z2 7- E-mail from
date d Janu ary 13, 2012 at 2:34:11 PM
olewag57@yahoo.com, stu7wa@gmail.com;
- Nev er Offered

#Z2 -
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Idah o Exam iner Com men ts Repo rt
Han dwri tten farm /inv ento ry date d 12-31-11 and
o Con tract Adv ance Report;
(2 pages); Idah o Risk Posi tion Repo rt (2 pages); Idah
Capi tal Report; Idah o Paya bles /
Idah o Deta iled Bin Inve ntor y Report; Idah o Wor king
o Misc ellan eous Repo rt
Receivables Report; Idah o Bank Acco unt Report; Idah
- Nev er Offe red
Bun ch to Terr y Eng and Dav id Ogd en date d
#Z2 9- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Jerem y A
er Offe red
Febr uary 13, 2012 at 10:59:06 A.M. (3 pages) - Nev
ner to Terr y Eng date d Febr uary 14, 2012 at
#Z3 0- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Russ Wag
date d Febr uary 14, 2012
6:43:54 P.M. and Bruce Mills and Cind y Kimberling
- Nev er Offe red
unts receivable spre adsh eet date d
#Z3 1- Wan ooka Farm s Inc. hand writ ten acco
Dece mbe r 31, 2011 - Nev er Offe red
ooka Farm s Inc. date d Janu ary 3, 2012 and
#Z3 2- Idah o Paya bles /Rec eiva bles Repo rt on Wan
-11; Geo rge F. Brocke & Sons, Inc.
Atta ched Con tract s Receivable-Broocke date d 12-31
ber 13, 2011, Octo ber 14, 2011,
Purc hase Con tract s date d Sept emb er 27, 2011, Octo
2011, Con tract Statu s Sum mary
Nov emb er 16, 2011, Dece mbe r 2, 2011, Dece mbe r 7,
Date d Dece mbe r 29, 201 1-N ever Offe red
son (re: Terr y Eng) date d Mar ch 20, 2014 at
#AA - E-mail from Lore n Wag ner to Ted Crea
10:24 PM - Nev er Offe red
to Lore n Wag ner, Mar k C. Becker and
#BB 1- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Bruce Mills
1:49 p.m. and resp onse
rwag ners 8@h otma il.co m date d Janu ary 22, 2013 at
- Nev er Offe red
ner to Bruce Mills date d Janu ary 16, 2013
#BB 2- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Lore n Wag
at 6:25 p.m. - Nev er Offe red
t Bank - Nev er Offe red
#BB 3- Agre ed upo n amo unts with Ame rican Wes
#BB 7- Valu ation s - Nev er Offe red
-11 for $217,300.00 at Ame rican Wes t Bank and
#BB30- Phot ocop ies of depo sit slip date d 12-30
Nev er Offe red
copies of $75,525.00 chec k and $141,775.00 chec kto Jeremy A Bun ch and Lore n Wag ner
#CC 9- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Russ Wag ner
page s) - Nev er Offe red
Date d Janu ary 4, 2012 at 9:31 AM and resp onse s (3
ner to Russ Wag ner, Gary Wag ner, Jeff
#CC 10- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Lore n Wag
d Janu ary 26, 2012 at 7:57 A.t\1
Wag ner, tmw100@yahoo.com; Stua rt Wag ner date
- Nev er Offe red
to Lore n Wag ner, Russ Wag ner,
#CC 13- E-mail corr espo nden ce from Gary Wag ner
rt Wag ner date d Febr uary 8, 2012
Gary Wag ner, Jeff Wag ner, tmw100@yahoo.com, Stua
at 2:18 p.m. (3 page s)- Nev er Offe red
Farms, Inc. First Set of Discovery Requests
#DD - Wag ner Plaintiffs' Answ ers to Wan ooka
ers to Wan ooka Farms, Inc.
and Plaintiff Lore n Wag ner's Supp leme ntal Answ
24, and 25 (15 pages) - Nev er
Discovery Requests 6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 23,
Offe red

#Z2 8-

are bein g retai ned by the District Cou rt as they were

neve r offered at trial.
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I DO FURTHER CERTIFY that the following exhi

bits:

mas to Lore n Wag ner, Russ and
E-mail date d Mar ch 4, 2010; 9:06 p.m.; from Tho
rwagners8@hotmail.com of
Carla, Jeff Wag ner, Gar y Wagner, Stua rt Wag ner,
cted
shar ehol ders mee ting of Nov emb er 12, 2009 - Reje
to Russ Wag ner date d July 29, 2011 at 12:01:44
#CC6 - E-mail corr espo nden ce from Terry Eng
PM - Rejected

#V14

are bein g reta ined by the District Cou rt as they

wer e rejected at trial.

Cou rt Trials held on Octo ber 6-7, 2014,
AND FURTHER that the Tran scrip t of the
k of the Sup rem e Cou rt in accordance with the
October 16-17, 2014, will be lodg ed with the Oer
as prov ided by Rule 31(a)(3), IAR.
Appellate Rules and will be lodg ed as an exhibit
my han d and affixed the seal of said Cou rt
IN WIT NES S ~J!- W;O F, I have here unto set
at Moscow, Idah o t h i ~ clay of 2015.
Hen rian ne Wes tber g
Clerk of the District Cou rt
Lata h Cou nty, ID

By~(lg~
Dep uty Cler k
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Shareho lder Resolution - Rasmuss en Resolution attached - Admitte d
Uniform Agricultural Appraisal Report by Larry Kloster -Admitt ed
February 9, 2009 Annual Stockholders Minutes - Admitte d
May 24, 2009 Board Meeting Minutes -Admitt ed
Russ proposal - Admitte d
June 7 2009 email response - Admitte d
June 29, 2009 email from Stewart re: July 2009 sharehol der meeting - Admitte d
July 12 2009 Shareho lder Meeting minutes - Admitte d
July 12 2009 Special Meeting of Directors and Shareho lders to direct
reorgani zation meeting - Admitte d
#17 - December 12, 2009 Special Shareholders Meeting minutes - Never Offered
#18 - March 7, 2010 Board Meeting - Admitte d
#19 - March 7, 2010 Shareho lder Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#20 - Filed Complai nt Admitte d
#21 - March 7, 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#22- March 25 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#23 - April l l 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#24- April 19 & 20 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#25 - April 20, 2010 Board Directive - Admitte d
#26 - June 3 & June 6, 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#27 - June 16, 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#28 - July 11 2010, Shareho lder Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#29 - July 11 2010 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#30 - 7/11/10; 6/15/10 ; 7/18/10; 11/27/10; 11/29/10; 11/30/10 ; 1/25/12 ;
2/8/12 (x2) and 2/17/12 Emails re: Check Writing - Admitte d
#31 - March 13, 2011 Shareho lder Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#32 - December 18, 2011 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#33 - December 18, 2011 Cutoff Date Resolution - Admitte d
#34 - June 28, 2012 Uniform Agricultural Appraisal Report by NWFCS Appraisal
Services - Admitte d
#35 - 2011 & 2010 YTD Financial Statements from Eng dated February 22 2012Admitte d
#36 - May 23 2012 Dan Cadagan letter - Admitte d
#37 - July 3, 2012 email - Loren Wagner to Terry Eng- Admitte d
#38 - July 8 2012 Appraise d Values - Admitte d
#39 - July 12 2012 Board Meeting Minutes - Admitte d
#40- 2012 & 2011 YTD Financial Statemen t from Eng dated Novemb er 1 2013 Admitte d
#41 - Loren Wagner Plant & equipme nt list - Admitte d
#42- March 5 2009 Board Meeting Minutes - Never Offered
#43 - Lentil Processing Mill Profits - Reinstein - Admitte d
#44- 2011 U.S. Corpora tion Income Tax Return- Admitte d
#45 - 2012 U.S. Corpora tion Income Tax Return- Admitte d
#46 - Amende d U.S. Corpora tion Income Tax Return for YE 12/12 - Admitte d

#8 #9#10 #11#12 #13 #14 #15 #16 -

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

#47 #48 #49 #50#51 #52 #53 #54 #55 #56 #57 #58 #59 #60 -

Market Adjusted Balance Sheet - Reinstein - Admitte d
Summar y of Adjusted Book Value Conclusions - Reinstei n-Admi tted
Stock value re-allocation - Reinstein - Admitte d
Summar y of Hyde's Adjusted Book Value Method - Reinstei n- Admitte d
Farming ton State Bank Statemen t as of 9/30/13 - Admitte d
Expert Witness Report by Dennis R. Reinstein - Admitte d
Depositi on of Terry Eng- Admitte d
2011 Eng Trial Balance - Admitte d
2011 Eng Amende d Trial Balance - Admitte d
Wanook a Farms cumulati ve voting analysis - Admitte d
Slates of directors to be voted for - Admitte d
E-mail 12/29 /11, 3 pages Russel Wagner to Terry Eng - Admitte d
CGI Delivery Sheet, 3 pages - Admitte d
Depositi on of Paul Hyde dated 9/18/14 - Admitte d

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS:
#A #B#C#Dl #D2#D3 #D4 #D5 #D6 #D7 #DB -

# D9 #El #E2#E3 -

Ariticles of Incorpor ation - Never Offered
Amende d Bylaws - Never Offered
Articles of Amendm ent of Articles of Incorpo ration- Never Offered
Wanook a Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statemen ts for years ending
December 31, 2003-2004- Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statemen ts for the years ending
December 31, 2004 and 2005 - Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statemen ts for the years ending
December 31, 2005 and 2006 - Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statemen ts for the years ending
December 31, 2007 and 2008 - Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc. reviewed financial statemen ts for the years ending
December 2007 and 2008 - Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc., financial statemen ts for the periods ending
December 31, 2009 and 2010- Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc., financial statemen t for the periods ending
December 31, 2011 and 2010- Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc., financial statemen ts for the periods ending
December 31, 2011 and 2010 (corrected) - Admitte d
Wanook a Farms, Inc., financial statemen ts for the periods ending
December 31, 2012 and 2011- Admitte d
Wanook a Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statemen t for the period January
through December 2003- Never Offered
Wanook a Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statemen t for the period January
through December 2004- Never Offered
Wanook a Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statemen t for the period January
through December 2005 - Never Offered
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Januar y
#E4- Wanoo ka Fam.rs Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2006- Never Offered
January
#ES - Wanoo ka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2007 - Never Offered
Januar y
#E6- Wanoo ka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2008 - Never Offered
Januar y
#E7 - Wanoo ka Farms Processing Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2009- Never Offered
Januar y
#ES - Wanoo ka Farms Processing, Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2010- Never Offered
Januar y
#E9 - Wanoo ka Farms Processing, Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2011- Never Offered
January
#ElO- Wano oka Farms Processing, Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2012 - Never Offered
Januar y
#Ell -Wano oka Farms Processing, Inc., Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period
throug h December 2013 - Never Offered
throug h
#E12- Wano oka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period January
December 2003 - Never Offered
throug h
#E13- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2004 - Never Offered
throug h
#E14- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2005 - Never Offered
throug h
#El5 - Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2006 - Never Offered
throug h
#E16- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period January
December 2007 - Never Offered
throug h
#El7 - Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2008 - Never Offered
throug h
#El8- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2009 - Never Offered
throug h
#E19- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2010 - Never Offered
throug h
#E20- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period Januar y
December 2011- Never Offered
throug h
#E21- Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Profit and Loss Statem ent for the period January
December 2012- Never Offered
Offered
#Fl - Shareh olders ' Cross-Purchase Agree ment for Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. - Never
Reinstein
#F2 - E-mail dated September 2, 2014 at 4:54 p.m. from Tod Geidl to Dennis
- Never Offered
ing Cross#F3 - Letter dated May 7, 2003 to Wanoo ka Farms, Inc., Shareh olders regard
d
Purchase Agree ment from Theod ore F.S. Rasmussen and photocopies of attache
10 ballots and 2 envelopes and signatu re of Loren - Never Offered
#G - Unsigned Agreem ent and Plan of Reorg anizat ion- Never Offered
#H - Hyde Business Appraisal - Admit ted
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE RE: EXHIBITS - 4

Hyde Real Estate Appraisal - Admitt ed
Hyde Lentil Processing Plant Appraisal - Admitt ed
#K- Wanoo ka Apprais al Update (June 28, 2012) - Never Offered
#L- Wanoo ka Appraisal (September 28, 2007) - Never Offered
#M- January 9, 2012 Idaho Examiner Comme nts Report (ISDA) - Admitt ed
#N- January 9, 2012, 12:18 P.M., e-mail from Jeremy Bunch - Never Offered
#0- Loren Wagne r Job Applic ation- Never Offered
#P- George F. Brocke & Sons Account Payable - Admitt ed
#Ql- Loren Wagne r and Berton Brocke e-mail corresp ondenc e dated Novem ber 2, 2011
and Novem ber 3, 2011-A dmitted
#Q2- Loren Wagne r and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated Novem ber 7, 2011
and Novem ber 4, 2011 - Admitt ed
#Q3- Loren Wagne r and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated Novem ber 22, 2011
-Admit ted
#Q4 - Loren Wagne r and Berton Brocke e-mail correspondence dated December 12, 2011
-Admit ted
#Q5- Loren Wagne r and Berton Brocke e-mail corresp ondenc e dated December 28, 2011
-Admit ted
#Q6- Loren Wagne r and Berton Brocke e-mail corresp ondenc e dated July 31, 2012
-Admit ted
#R- July 18, 2012, Letter to grower s - Never Offered
#S - Wanoo ka Farms Inc., minute s from Novem ber 9, 2003 - Admitt ed
#T- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., minute s from October 31, 2004- Admitt ed
#U - Wanoo ka Farms Inc., annual stockholders minute s for August 8, 2007 - Never
Offered
ed
#Vl - Wanoo ka Farms Inc., annual stockholders minute s for Februar y 9, 2009 - Admitt
ed
Admitt
#V2- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors minute s for March 5, 2009#V3 - Wanoo ka Farms, Inc., amende d minute s of March 15, 2009 - Admitt ed
#V4- Wanoo ka Farms, Inc., Supple ment to Resolu tion3/1 5/09; Resolu tion4/1 9/09
-Admit ted
#V5 - Written motion by Loren to take lake propert y out of the division of assets dated
April 5, 2009 at 11:50 a.m. - Admitt ed
#V6- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., minute s of April 19, 2009 meetin g- Admitt ed
#V7 - Wanoo ka Farms Inc., minute s of Board Meeting of May 24, 2009-A dmitted
#VS- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., minute s of meeting of May 24, 2009-A dmitted
#V9- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., draft minute s of Board meeting of June 16, 2010- Never
Offered
#VlO-W ritten motion 71209-1 for a special meeting of directors and shareho lders
-Admit ted
#Vll -Wanoo ka Farms Inc., special shareho lders meeting of July 12, 2009- Admitt ed
#V12-W anooka Farms Inc., minute s of Board Meeting of July 12, 2009- Admitt ed
#V13 - Written motion 71209-3 to use July 31, 2009 as a date for a financial snapsh ot to
be used for the divisio n/ transfer of assets - Admitt ed

#I#J-
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#Vl4 -E-mail dated March 4, 2010; 9:06 p.m.; from Thomas to Loren Wagner, Russ and
Carla, Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagner, Stuart Wagner, rwagners8@hotmail.com of
sharehold ers meeting of November 12, 2009- Rejected
#Vl5 - Minutes of special shareholde rs meeting dated December 12, 2009 - Admitted
#Wl Wanooka Farms, Inc. Board meeting minutes of March 7, 2010 (outgoing board)
-Admitted
#W2- Wanooka Farms, Inc., annual sharehold ers meeting minutes of March 7, 2010
-Admitted
#W3- Wanooka Farms, Inc. Board of Directors meeting of March 7, 2010 - Admitted
#W4- Written Board of Directors of Wanooka Farms Inc., list of directives dated
March 7, 2010 - Admitted
#W5- Wanooka Farms, Inc., Board meeting minutes of March 19, 2010 - Admitted
#W6 - Wanooka Farms, Inc., emergency Board meeting minutes of March 25, 2010
-Admitted
#W7 - Wanooka Farms, Inc., letter dated March 25, 2010 from Gary Wagner - Admitted
#W8 - Wanooka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of April 11, 2010
-Admitted
#W9- Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directors meeting minutes of April 19, 2010
- Never Offered
#WlO - Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directive to Change of Signatory dated April 20, 2010
-Admitted
#Wll - E-Mail dated June 3, 2010 dated 9:33 a.m., from Thomas to Ted Rasmussen, Russ
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagner - Admitted
#W12 - Wanooka Farms Inc. Board of Directors meeting minutes of June 6, 2010 - Admitted
#W13- Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of June 16, 2010- Admitted
#W14- Wanooka Farms Inc., sharehold ers meeting minutes of July 11, 2010-Adm itted
#W15 - Wanooka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of July 11, 2010- Admitted
#W16- Wanooka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of October 18, 2010
-Admitted
Wanooka Farms, Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of Novembe r 8, 2010
#W17
-Admitted
#W18- Wanooka Farms Inc., meeting minutes of December 12, 2010- Admitted
Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of February 6, 2011
#Xl -Admitte d
Wanooka Farms Inc., sharehold ers annual meeting minutes of March 13, 2011
#X2-Admitted
Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of March 13, 2011
#X3-Admitted
#X4Committe e Meeting minutes of March 27 St. John Hardware in Fairfield - Admitted
Meeting minutes of March 31 - Admitted
#X5Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of June 26, 2011- Admitted
#X6#X7Wanooka Farms Inc., sharehold er meeting minutes of July 6, 2011- Admitted
#XS
Wanooka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minutes of July 25, 2011- Admitted
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Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minute s of August 24, 2011 at Ted
Rasmus sen's Office (Draft) - Never Ruled Upon
2011
#X10- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minute s of October 5,
-Admit ted
Admitt ed
#X11- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Shareho lders meeting minute s of Novem ber 6, 20112011
18,
er
#X12- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minute s dated Decemb
-Admit ted
as the
#X13- Signatures of shareho lders and/ or board membe rs to use December 31, 2011
cutoff date for accoun ting and division purpos es of Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
December 18, 2011- Admitt ed
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Director meeting minute s of April 15, 2012- Admitt ed
#Y1Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Shareho lders meeting minute s of April 15, 2012; 2012 Board
#Y2Members elected - Admitt ed
ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minute s of July 12, 2012 - Admitt ed
Wanoo
#Y3Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minute s of August 17, 2012
#Y4- Never Offered
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Board of Directors meeting minute s of Novem ber 14, 2012
#Y5- Never Offered
E-mail from Terry Eng to le-vita@cpcinternet.com; wanooka.idaho@yahoo.com;
#Z1russwagner@wanooka.com; rwagners8@hotmail.com; dated Februa ry 15, 2012 at
10:37 PM -first page only (page 5565 only) - Admitt ed
Handw ritten Wanoo ka Farms Inc., report dated 12-31-11 and Idaho Workin g Capital
#Z2Report fiscal year ending December 31, 2011 - Never Offered
Handw ritten Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Accounts Payable dated 12-31-11- Never Offered
#Z3E-mail dated 1-5-12 at 5:24 p.m. from Loren Wagne r to Russ & Carla, Gary Wagner,
#Z4Jeff Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; stuwag n; - Admitt ed
E-mail dated 1-10-12-at 10:49:58 a.m. from Loren Wagne r to bmills@awbank.net;
#Z5terryeng@lycos.com; tedc@cmd-law-com; rwagne rs8@ho tmail.c om- Admitt ed
E-mail dated 12-29-11 at 7:52:43 PM from Russ Wagne r to Terry Eng and respons e with
#Z6attache d Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. Contracts Receivable-Brocke, dated 12-31-11 Report,
Contrac t Status Summa ry, Accounts Payable Vendor Activity - Never Offered
George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contrac t with Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
#Z79-27-11- Admitt ed
George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contrac t with Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
#Z810-13-11 - Admitt ed
George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contrac t with Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
#Z910-14-11- Admitt ed
#Z10- George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contrac t with Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
11-16-11- Admitt ed
#Z11- George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contrac t with Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
12-2-11 - Admitt ed
#Z12- George G. Brocke & Sons, Inc. Purchase Contrac t with Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. dated
12-7-11- Admitt ed

#X9-
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#Z13#Z14#Z15#Z16
#Z17-

#Z18-

#Z19#Z20#Z21#Z22#Z23-

#Z24#Z25#Z26#Z27#Z28-

#Z29-

Accounts Payable Vendor Activity dated December 29, 2011 and Contrac t Status
Summa ry - Never Offered
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Business with Brocke for 2011- Never Offered
E-mail dated Novem ber 16, 2011 at 9:39:26 PM from Russ and Carla to Ted
Rasmussen, Terry Eng and gloriaras@colfax.com and respons es - Admitt ed
Wanoo ka Farms handwr itten spreads heets dated 12-31-11- Never Offered
E-mail dated August 26, 2011 at 10:46 AM from Terry Eng to Gary Wagne r and
gloriaras@colfax.com; Tedrasmussen@colfax.com; olewag57@vahoo.com;
levita@cpcinternet.com; russwagner@wanooka.com; stu7wa@gmail.com;
tmw100@vahoo.comnd response - Never Offered
E-mail dated August 26, 2011 at 10:08:38 AM from Gary Wagne r to
Terry Eng, gloriaras@colfax; tedrasmussen@colfax.com; olewag57@yahoo.com;
le-vita@cpcinternet.com; russwagner@wanooka.com; stu7wa@gmail.com;
tmw100@yahoo.com - Never Offered
E-mail dated August 22, 2011 at 07:11:13 AM from Loren Wagne r to Terry Eng;
rwagners8@hotmail.com; tedrasmussen@colfax.com - Never Offered
E-mail dated July 9, 2010 at 8:38 AM from Terry Eng to Wanooka.idaho@vahoo.com;
rwagners8@hotmail.com; and attache d Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. Corpor ate Split dated
July 8, 2010- Never Offered
Handw ritten Wanoo ka Farms Inc., notes dated 8-15-11- Never Offered
Wanoo ka Farms notes dated Novem ber 10, 2011- Never Offered
Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Accounts Receivable-George Brocke, 12-31-12 handwr itten
Spreadsheet; Wanoo ka Farms, Inc. Contracts Receivable-Brocke, 12-31-11; Wanoo ka
Farms Processing, Inc. Profit and Loss, January through December 2011; Wanoo ka
Farms, Inc., Statem ent of Cash Flows, January through December 2011- Never
Offered
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Adjustments 12-31-11, handwr itten spreads heets (4-pag es)
- Never Offered
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Correcting Adjustments 12-31-11, handwr itten spreads heet
- Never Offered
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Inventory-Mill, 12-31-11, handwr itten spreads heet and Idaho
Workin g Capital Report for fiscal year ending 12/31/1 1 and Idaho Risk Position
Report - Never Offered
rwagners8@hotmail.com,
Eng,
to Terry
Loren Wagne r
from
E-mail
at 2:34:11 PM
2012
13,
o1ewag57@vahoo.com, stu7wa@gmail.com; dated January
- Never Offered
Handw ritten farm/ invento ry dated 12-31-11 and Idaho Examiner Comme nts Report
(2 pages); Idaho Risk Position Report (2 pages); Idaho Contrac t Advance Report;
Idaho Detailed Bin Invento ry Report; Idaho Workin g Capital Report; Idaho Payabl es/
Receivables Report; Idaho Bank Account Report; Idaho Miscellaneous Report
- Never Offered
E-mail corresp ondenc e from Jeremy A. Bunch to Terry Eng and David Ogden dated
Februar y 13, 2012 at 10:59:06 AM. (3 pages) Never Offered
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E-mail correspo ndence from Russ Wagner to Terry Eng dated February 14, 2012 at
6:43:54 P.M. and Bruce Mills and Cindy Kimberling dated February 14, 2012
- Never Offered
#Z31- Wanook a Farms Inc. handwri tten accounts receivable spreadsh eet dated
December 31, 2011- Never Offered
#Z32- Idaho Payables/Receivables Report on Wanook a Farms Inc. dated January 3, 2012 and
Attached Contract s Receivable-Broocke dated 12-31-11; George F. Brocke & Sons, Inc.
Purchase Contracts dated Septemb er 27, 2011, October 13, 2011, October 14, 2011,
Novemb er 16, 2011, December 2, 2011, December 7, 2011, Contract Status Summar y
Dated December 29, 2011- Never Offered
#AA- E-mail from Loren Wagner to Ted Creason (re: Terry Eng) dated March 20, 2014 at
10:24 PM - Never Offered
#BBl- E-mail correspo ndence from Bruce Mills to Loren Wagner, Mark C. Becker and
rwagners8@hotmail.com dated January 22, 2013 at 1:49 p.m. and response
- Never Offered
#BB2- E-mail correspo ndence from Loren Wagner to Bruce Mills dated January 16, 2013
at 6:25 p.m. - Never Offered
#BB3- Agreed upon amounts with American West Bank- Never Offered
#BB4- Agreed upon amounts with American West Bank with handwri tten adjustme nts
-Admitt ed
#BB5- Equipme nt RCN/Le ntil Facility- Admitte d
#BB6- Valuations - Admitte d
#BB7- Valuations - Never Offered
#BB8- Handwr itten individu al values (6 pages) - Admitte d
#BB9- American West Bank statemen t dated January 22, 2012 for Wanook a Farms, Inc.
-Admitt ed
#BB10- American West Bank statemen t dated September 22, 2013 for Wanook a Farms, Inc.
-Admitt ed
#BB11- Wanook a Farms Inc. business checking for August 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013
-Admitt ed
#BB12- Wanook a Farms Inc. bank statemen t from December 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011
(2 pages) - Admitte d
a Farms Loan inquiry print out January 10, 1996 to Novemb er 18, 2013
Wanook
#BB13-Admitt ed
#BB14- Wanook a Farms Inc. Small business free checking statemen t from January 1, 2012 to
January 31, 2012 (2 pages) - Admitte d
#BB15- Wanook a Farms Inc., Small business free checking statemen t from February 1, 2012 to
February 29, 2012 (2 pages)- Admitte d
#BB16- Wanook a Farms Inc. Small business free checking statemen t from March 1, 2012 to
March 31, 2012 - Admitte d
#BB17 - Wanook a Farms Inc., Small business free checking statemen t from April 1, 2012 to
April 30, 2012 (2 pages) - Admitte d
#BB18- Wanook a Farms Inc., Small business free checking statemen t from May 1, 2012 to
May 31, 2012 (2 pages) - Admitte d

#Z30-
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Wanoo ka Farms Inc., printou t dated June 30, 2012. (2 pages) - Admitt ed
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., printou t dated July 31, 2012 (2 pages) - Admitt ed
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., printou t dated August 31, 2012 (2 pages) - Admitt ed
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., printou t dated September 30, 2012 (2 pages) - Admitt ed
Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking stateme nt from June 1, 2011 to
June 30, 2011 - Admitt ed
to
#BB24 - Wanoo ka Farms Inc. Small business free checking stateme nt from July 1, 2011
July 31, 2011 (2 pages) - Admitt ed
to
#BB25 - Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking stateme nt from August 1, 2011
August 31, 2011 (2 pages) - Admitt ed
to
#BB26- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking stateme nt from October 1, 2011
October 31, 2011- Admitt ed
1, 2011
#BB27 - Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking stateme nt from Septem ber
to Septem ber 30, 2011- Admitt ed
1, 2011
#BB28- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking stateme nt from Novem ber
to Novem ber 30, 2011 (2 pages) -Admi tted
2011
#BB29- Wanoo ka Farms Inc., Small business free checking stateme nt from December 1,
to December 31, 2011 (2 pages) - Admitt ed
and
#BB30- Photocopies of deposit slip dated 12-30-11 for $217,300.00 at American West Bank
Offered
copies of $75,525.00 check and $141,775.00 check- Never
#CCl - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Jeff Wagne r to Loren Wagne r, Russ Wagne r, Gary
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagne r dated June 9, 2009, at 3:13 p.m. (2 pages)
-Admit ted
,
#CC2- E-mail corresp ondenc e from Russ and Carla Wagne r to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner
sen,
Jeff Wagner, rwagners8@hotmail.com, Stuart Wagne r, Tom Wagner, Ted Rasmus
Tim Bruya dated March 10, 2020 at 9:50 PM - Admitt ed
at
#CC3 - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Loren Wagne r to Ted Creaso n dated April 28, 2010
12:10 PM - Admitt ed
#CC4- Letter dated April 28, 2010 from Russ Wagne r to Loren Wagne r-Adm itted
#CC5 - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Loren Wagne r to Jeff Wagner; tmw100@yahoo.com;
swagner; Russ Wagner, Gary Wagne r dated Novem ber 30, 2010 at 1:12 PM (2 pages)
-Admit ted
12:01:44
#CC6- E-mail corresp ondenc e from Terry Eng to Russ Wagne r dated July 29, 2011 at
PM - Rejected
#CC7 - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Stuart Wagne r to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagne r, Jeff
Wagner, Thoma s dated Novem ber 20, 2011 at 9:19 PM - Admitt ed
#CC8 - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Loren Wagne r to Russ and Carla; Stuart Wagner,
tmw100@yahoo.com; Jeff Wagner, Gary Wagne r - Admitt ed
r
#CC9 - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Russ Wagne r to Jeremy A. Bunch and Loren Wagne
Dated January 4, 2012 at 9:31 AM and responses (3 pages) - Never Offered
#CC10 - E-mail corresp ondenc e from Loren Wagne r to Russ Wagner, Gary Wagne r, Jeff
Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; Stuart Wagne r dated January 26, 2012 at 7:57 AM
- Never Offered

#BB19#BB20#BB21 #BB22#BB23 -
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#CCU - E-mail correspon dence from Russ Wagner to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner, Thomas,
Stuart Wagner, Jeff Wagner dated January 30, 2012 at 6:38 pm- Admitted
#CC12- E-mail correspon dence from Russ Wagner to Loren Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com, Stuart Wagner, dated February 8, 2012 at 6:44 p.m.
(3 pages) - Admitted
#CC13 - E-mail correspon dence from Gary Wagner to Loren Wagner, Russ Wagner,
Gary Wagner, Jeff Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com, Stuart Wagner dated February 8, 2012
at 2:18 p.m. (3 pages)- Never Offered
#CC14- E-mail correspon dence from Loren Wagner to Russ Wagner, Gary Wagner, Jeff
Wagner, tmw100@yahoo.com; Stuart Wagner dated February 8, 2012 at 11:23 AM
(3 pages)- Admitted
Plaintiffs' Answers to Wanooka Farms, Inc. First Set of Discovery Requests
Wagner
#DDand Plaintiff Loren Wagner's Suppleme ntal Answers to Wanooka Farrns, Inc.
Discovery Requests 6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, and 25 (15 pages) - Never
Offered
Hyde Business Appraisal of Wanooka Farms, Inc., as of December 31, 2011 and
#EE August 21, 2013 - Admitted
Hyde Business Appraisal of Wanooka Farms Lentil Processing as of December 31, 2011
#FF and August 21, 2013 - Admitted
AND FURTHER that the Transcript of the Court Trials held on October 6-7, 2014,
October 16-17, 2014, will be lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court in accordance with the
Appellate Rules and will be lodged as an exhibit as provided by Rule 31(a)(3), IAR.
IN WITNESS yEREOF , I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court

at Moscow, Idaho this

+14 day of 2015,,

Cl~

Henrianne Westberg
Clerk of the District Court
Latah County, ID

Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECON D JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH

LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER,
and GREGORY WAGNER, individ ually
and as shareho lders of W ANOOKA
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
V.

RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER;
TOM WAGNER; and JEFF WAGNER,
individ ually and as officers, directors and
shareho lders of W ANOO KA FARMS, INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
Defendants,

)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 42707

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

)

and
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

of
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial District
by United
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that I have mailed,
as follows:
States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the attorne ys of record in this cause
PETER J. SMITH IV
601 EAST FRONT AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814

TODD .GEIDL
CREASON, MOORE, & DOKKEN, PLLC
1219 IDAHO STREET
LEWISTON, ID 83501

Court at
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I ave hereunt o set my hand and affixed the seal of said
20 l:5
'
Moscow, Idaho this~+ # day of
Henrian ne K Westberg
Clerk of the District Court, Latah County , ID
Deputy Clerk
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

